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Graphical abstract Abstract 

Information is either transferred digitally or on paper nowadays. Each media has its 

advantages over another. In order to take advantage of both media, the information must 

be able to be transferred easily between the media. Thus an Optical Character 

Recognition program (OCR) is used. There are quite a number of methods used in OCR 

program. This study reviews some of algorithms used in OCR studies and focuses on Least 

Mean Square Error (LMSE) method. LMSE would compare the target image with the 

training image pixels by pixels and calculate a value. The lower the value the less 

difference there is between the two images. The training images are the knowledge the 

program would have before the recognition process begins. Therefore, the accuracy of 

the program is heavily dependent on its training. This study is conducted to investigate 

whether the program could achieve better recognition rate with training of different types 

of font.  The results show that the more training the program has, more time is needed in 

the recognition process and accuracy would decrease. In order to achieve optimal 

accuracy the program must be trained with the same font as the target image.  Overall 

this OCR program has decent accuracy in font with clear spacing between its characters 

and is not conjoined. 
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1.0  INTRODUCTION 

In this age where computer is ubiquitous, most of our 
documents are created digitally but we still deal with 
paper documents in our daily life. Both the medium of 
paper and digital has their advantages. Paper is light, 
foldable, easy to read and easy to carry. Digital 
document can be stored in database, search for 
keywords, and can be distributed easily with network. 
Sometimes we need a function that can only be done 
by either one of the medium, thus we need a way to 
convert documents between these two mediums 
easily. 

Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is the solution 
for this problem. OCR is a method in which readable 

characters, handwritten or machine printed are 
recognized from optical data obtained digitally [1]. 
Previous studies revealed that available methods for 
the OCR have achieved significant success but they 
are still not perfect as documents with moderate 
degradation and unusual font could not be identified 
[2]. Therefore, there is an on-going research in the field 
of OCR or word recognition. There are several 
algorithms which have been applied in this field, 
namely, Least Mean Square Error, Hidden Markov 
Model, Artificial Neural Network, Wavelet 
Decomposed Word Images, and others. Each of these 
techniques has different approach and has received 
diversified results.  Even though each of them has its 
own advantages over the others, but all of these 
methods would not provide a good result if the quality 
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of the image is poor. Thus, image quality must be 
optimal in order to achieve the optimal result. 
However, in the cases where image quality is 
compromised, some preprocessing such as filter 
would smoothen and sharpen the edges on the 
images and reduce the noise on them [3]. 

Many of the OCR programs available now need to be 
trained before the recognition. Training of different 
font type would affect the accuracy of the OCR. 
Therefore, this research tries to analyze the accuracy 
of the OCR on different font types. The accuracy refers 
to the number of characters correctly recognized 
over the total number of characters in the image. 

This research embarks on the purpose of applying 
LMSE algorithm into OCR that recognizes computer 
generated words and assesses the accuracy of LMSE 
in computer generated word recognition. LMSE is a 
method in neural network; it is similar to perceptron 
learning algorithm [4].  LMSE can be used as an 
estimation algorithm that estimates the least error of 
the fitted value to a dependent variable.  In the case 
of OCR, this algorithm can estimate the difference of 
a character that need to be recognized with the 
program’s perception of a character. The character 
with the least mean square error value would be the 
recognized character. 

The contents of this paper are organized as follows. In 
section 2 we describe some common OCR algorithms. 
Section 3 discusses the materials and methods of the 
proposed work. In section 4, we detailed the 
experimental results and discussion. Finally section 5 
concludes the findings and suggests some possible 
future works. 

2.0  OCR algorithms 

There are quite a number of algorithms applied in the 
OCR field. Each of these algorithms has their strengths 
and weaknesses. They have different approaches 
and received diversified results.  While some of them 
are more accurate but slow, the others are sacrificing 
accuracy to gain speed. This section shows some of 
the algorithms that have been considered for this 
research. 

2.1 Vertical Bar pattern 

Vertical bar pattern is a method that takes advantage 
of the shape of the words in the English language. It is 
proposed by WeiHua Huang from National University 
of Singapore. There are several word shape 
recognition techniques available in conventional 
OCR, namely histograms, strokes and curves. 
Histogram is simple to apply but is limited by font type. 
Strokes and curves are computationally complex and 
inefficient to be used with large data set [5]. Vertical 
bar pattern uses the local extrema point detection 
method, which focuses on the maxima and minima 
points of a word. Every alphabetic character has its 
maxima and minima point. 

These points would form vertical bars. For instance, the 
word feature has local minima and local maxima 
points as shown in the figure below. Those local 

extrema points would form the same vertical bars 
regardless of the type of fonts. 

Figure 1: Vertical bar pattern 

Vertical bar pattern can reach an average 95% 
precision in word recognition in document image of 
different quality. This method is font independent. 
However it does have one limitation, as it is only 
suitable for documents written in Latin languages. 

2.2  Learning On The Fly 

This technique has a different approach to word 
recognition. In contrary to conventional OCR, this 
technique interleaves segmentation with word 
recognition in an iterative process. Less ambiguous 
characters are recognized first, and then based on this 
recognized character more difficult characters are 
recognized. This process is repeated until most or all of 
the characters in the document are recognized [6] 

This technique does not focus on cursive or connected 
scripts. It is hard to segment connected scripts thus this 
technique is unsuitable since it needs separated 
characters to work efficiently. Compared with Support 
Vector Machine and Hidden Markov Model, Learning 
On The Fly does not need training data. It learns while 
doing recognition but there is a drawback from this 
feature. It takes a long time to compute the most likely 
character recognition. However, even without 
training data, the accuracy of this technique is 
spectacular as it reached 90% of accuracy. 

2.3 Support Vector Machine 

Artificial intelligence has been applied in word 
recognition field before. Support Vector Machine 
(SVM) replaced neural network in this field as neural 
network could not guarantee a good generalization. 
Structural risk minimization (SRM) which is the principle 
of SVM has allowed simultaneous optimization of 
representational and discriminative capability of the 
word recognizer [3]. 

The word recognizer needs to be trained before the 
process of word recognition. Training would optimize 
the performance of the word recognizer as it uses the 
set of characters which are best segmented from the 
word as a result of the recognition. 

This method is feasible for small English lexicon. The 
number of support vectors decreases which indicate 
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the SVM model is getting smaller and this comes at a 
little cost on the result. With several iterations, the result 
would be comparable to the baseline character 
recognizer used. Support vector machine could be 
complex compared to the other techniques 
mentioned above. 

2.4 Hidden Markov Model 

The basic theory of Hidden Markov Model has been 
known to engineers and mathematicians for more 
than 80 years but only applied in speech processing in 
the past decades. This is because there was a lack of 
method to optimize the parameters of HMM to match 
observed signal pattern until recently [7]. Therefore, 
Hidden Markov Model has been the dominant 
approach in speech recognition. HMM’s probabilistic 
nature makes it suitable for signals corrupted by noise 
such as speech. The success of HMM in speech 
recognition has driven researchers to apply HMM in 
word recognition.  HMM has been applied in 
handwritten word recognition and word recognition in 
still images of video. 

HMM is usually used to extract features from the 
preprocessed images. Feature extraction is carried 
out by sliding windows, frame by frame. Four statistical 
features are extracted to represent a word [8]. HMM is 
suitable in cases where learning properties are not as 
intuitive. HMM models single dimensional sequence of 
data and are composed of states and transitional 
probabilities among the states. In this scenario, the 
observations maybe based on pixels and states could 
be different part of a letter [9]. This method is shown to 
be capable of recognizing legal amounts of words 
from Persian checks. Persian characters are curvy and 
have more difficulty to be recognized if compared to 
Latin languages [10]. 

In comparison to other techniques, HMM might be 
complex since it has quite a number of parameters to 
be manipulated. Different values on those parameters 
could affect the result. Suitable values for those 
parameters need to be found in order to have the 
optimum results. 

HMM can either work independently or in 
collaboration with other techniques. HMM with SVM or 
HMM with Neural Network are known hybrid of the 
techniques. This provides an advantage over other 
techniques as it works in collaboration with other 
techniques to overcome each other’s weaknesses. 

2.5 Least Mean Square Error 

Least Mean Square algorithm is introduced by Widrow 
and Hoff in 1959 as an adaptive algorithm. LMSE 
algorithm incorporates an iterative procedure that 
makes successive corrections to the weight vector in 
the direction of the negative of the gradient vector 
which eventually leads to a minimum least square 
error [11].  In other words, LMSE infer the information 
required by applying prior knowledge of how the 
measurements relates to the quantities of interest [12]. 

LMSE is one of the supervised learning algorithms in 
neural network (NN) similar with perceptron learning 

algorithm. Before LMSE can be applied to a certain 
scenario, it must have some prior knowledge or 
information. This prior knowledge or information is the 
training. All the characters in the training would be 
compared against the character that needs to be 
recognized, by calculating the mean square error 
value. The basis of LMSE is that it would only stop 
training until the mean square error (MSE) value is 
greater than a certain value. The character with the 
smallest error value would be considered to be the 
recognized character. This contrasts with NN which 
train perceptron until a solution is found [4]. 

LMSE is also used in speech recognition. In this case, 
LMSE is used to develop a suppression rule that applies 
to power spectral magnitude of the filter banks 
output. The application of LMSE in this case created a 
more effective in noise-robust speech recognition 
[13]. 

LMSE is applied into the field of OCR recently. Thus 
there is not much research papers of LMSE on OCR. In 
comparison with other algorithms, LMSE is relatively 
simple as it does not require matrix inversion nor 
correlation function calculation [11].  Comparing with 
HMM and SVM, LMSE does not need to construct the 
model or state that is needed in the process of HMM 
and SVM. Therefore, LMSE is simpler and easier to be 
implemented.  

3.0  MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Optical character recognition is a topic that has been 
researched on for many years but an ideal solution is 
still yet to be found. As mentioned in section II, quite a 
number of techniques have been applied in OCR.  In 
this research, LMSE is applied in the OCR.  This research 
may not be able to provide an ideal solution to solve 
the OCR problem but it may shed some light on the 
performance of another technique on the OCR 
problem.  

3.1   LMSE technique 

The main reason LMSE is the chosen technique in this 

research is due to its simplicity when compared to 

HMM and SVM. Furthermore, the probability 

estimation method used by SVM could be expensive 

and time consuming [3]. In contrast, the probability 

estimation process in LMSE is quite simple. In the OCR 

scenario, LMSE basically treats the target image and 

training images as N-dimensional vectors as a typical 

neural network technique. Although the simplicity of 

LMSE may arguably come at the expense of the 

accuracy of the program, it is still a viable choice. This 

is because LMSE is not extensively researched in the 

field of OCR which makes it a suitable technique to be 

researched on for now.  

3.2   Receive training for characters 

The program has to undergo training before it can 
recognize characters or text from images. Since the 
scope of this research is limited to lowercase, 
uppercase alphabets and digits only, the program has 
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to be trained with these characters, so that 
recognition of these characters can be carried out. 

3.3   Pre-process the images 

Before the recognition process, the images have to be 
pre-processed. First the images are converted into 
grayscale images. The segmentation process would 
segment the image into sub images, in the ideal 
condition each of these sub images contain a single 
character. 

3.4   Carry out LMSE OCR on the image 

The program would receive a text image and try to 
identify the characters. The characters on the text 
images are compared with the training characters by 
calculating its mean squared error. The character with 
the least mean square error are selected for each 
character, this process is repeated until all the 
characters in the text image is completed. The 
recognized character would be displayed. 

LMSE compare the target image with the training 
image pixel by pixel. The training image with the 
smallest sum of squared pixel difference or least mean 
square error is assumed to be the character in the 
target image. 

4.0  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The OCR program is tested with several settings to 
investigate its accuracy on three different fonts. The 
three different fonts of interest are serif font, sans serif 
font and monospaced font. Times new roman is the 
font used in serif font test, arial is used in the sans serif 
font test and courier new font is used for monospaced 
font.  

It is hypothesized that the OCR program performs 
optimally when the training font is the same as the font 
to be recognized. Thus, two set of experiments were 
carried out to evaluate the accuracy of the program 
in recognizing different fonts. In the first experiment, 
the program is trained solely with one type of font and 
tested solely on that font as shown in Table 1. In the 
second experiment the program is trained with all 
three types of font and tested with all the three font 
test cases. This is shown in Table 2. 

To carry out the test, the test cases and the training 
characters have to be printed out first. Then, the 
printed document is scanned into images. These 
images are cropped into separate part as training 
characters and test cases.  

The calculation of the accuracy in the results would 
only take characters into account, the spaces are not 
included. The accuracy is calculated by dividing total 
number of correct characters recognized by total 
number of characters in test. 

Table 1 Trained solely on individual font 

Font 

Type

Accuracy (%)

Digits Lower 

Case

Upper 

Case

Mixed Average

Sans-

serif 

font 

(Arial)

78.95 44.64 80.36 54.91 64.71

Serif 

font 

(Times 

New 

Roman)

89.47 17.86 44.64 36.07 47.01

Mono-

spaced 

Font 

(Courier 

New)

100 94.64 92.86 97.54 96.26

OCR-A 

regular 

font

100 96.42 98.21 98.36 98.25

Table 2 Trained with sans-serif, serif and monospaced fonts 

Font 

Type

Accuracy (%)

Digits Lower 

Case

Upper 

Case

Mixed Average

Sans-

serif 

font 

(Arial)

78.95 44.64 80.36 55.74 64.92

Serif 

font 

(Times 

New 

Roman)

63.16 8.93 35.71 9.02 29.21

Mono-

spaced 

Font 

(Courier 

New)

63.16 41.07 80.34 51.64 59.05

The program works best when the training data 
matched with the target image. The accuracy 
achieved by the OCR program is optimal when there 
is sufficient space between the characters such as the 
case in monospaced font and OCR - a regular font. 
The accuracy for both of these font types are 97.54% 
and 98.36% respectively. Even when the OCR is 
trained with three types of font, the accuracy of all the 
test decreases, monospaced font still have a decent 
accuracy, 80.34% in uppercase test, 51.64% in mixed 
test. This result does conform to the estimated 
accuracy, comparable to GOCR’s 66.6% accuracy. 
Given that this OCR program cannot have its 
shortcoming on serif font, but in sans-serif font and 
monospaced font, its accuracy is still comparable to 
GOCR. 

4.0  CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 

In closing this research concludes that it is best to train 
the OCR with one font type and use it to do 
recognition of text of that particular font. If the training 
is of different font from the target image, the 
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accuracy would deteriorate. This is because of the 
slight difference of the shape of the characters in 
different font. 

The benefit of this OCR program is that it can 
recognize characters from text images and it can do 
it almost instantaneously. This OCR program achieves 
97.54% of accuracy when solely trained with 
monospaced font in an image where there are digits, 
uppercase and lowercase characters. When tested in 
the same scenario, trained solely with sans-serif font, 
the accuracy achieved is a tolerable 54.91%. 

In the future, this OCR program could be developed 
as an app for phones and tablets. This would make 
character recognition widely available and widen its 
usage. Instead of receiving document images from 
the file, the OCR app should be able to receive 
images directly from the phone or tablet’s camera. 
The text images from such sources would not be 
limited on documents only. It could be text on 
whiteboard, signs, and others.  
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Graphical abstract Abstract 

Tremor is one of the most common types of movement disorder. The occurrence of tremor 

sometimes greatly affects the life of the person experiencing it, as it will interfere with their 

performance of certain tasks, ranging from complex tasks to the simplest ones, such as 

drinking a cup of tea. Definitively, tremor is the involuntary movement of body parts in an 

oscillating manner, which can be said as shaking. There are also several types of 

treatments which are capable of suppressing or eliminating the tremor. However, the 

effectiveness of the treatments varies for each tremor’s etiology, and each etiology has its 

own most suitable treatment. Therefore, this study was conducted to develop a 

measurement device capable of measuring the tremor which could be used in assisting 

the tremor diagnosis. Performance of this device was assessed through a validation 

process which required the device to measure vibration produced by a shaker with a 

controlled frequency.  Based on the validation conducted, it is possible to use the device 

to measure human tremor, as the device was able to measure vibration of 50Hz, which is 

more than twice the tremor produced by humans accurately.  

Keywords— tremor, movement disorder, tremor measurement 
© 2016 ICET 2016. All rights reserved 

1.0  INTRODUCTION 

Movement disorder is basically identified as 
neurologic syndrome, and it can be present in two 
different forms; hyperkinetic movement or 
hypokinetic movement [1], [2]. Hyperkinetic 
movement is characterized as the presence of 
excessive movement which is not voluntarily 
performed, and uncontrollable [3]. People who are 
experiencing this type of movement disorder will 
notice that when some parts of their body move on 
their own, they are unable to stop the movement 
under their own accord, such their hand shaking 
when lifting up a cup of water. As for hypokinetic 
movement, it is known as the difficulty in initiating 
movement and reduction in the ability to perform 
voluntary movement in terms of the speed and 
amplitude [4]. Most Parkinson’s disease patients 
usually experience hypokinetic movement, where it is 

noticeable in their walk, as the steps become shorter 
and slower [5]. 

Among all different types of movement disorders, 
tremor is the most common one faced in clinical 
practice, and it is a type of hyperkinetic movement 
disorder [6]. By definition, tremor is the involuntary 
movement of body parts or limbs in rhythmic and 
oscillating manner [7]. The etiology of tremor could 
originate from various causes ranging from fatigue, 
drugs intake and neurologic disorder [8], [9]. The 
etiology of the tremor will influence the tremor 
behavior such as activation condition of tremor, 
affected body part, and the amplitude and 
frequency of tremor, as each etiology has its own set 
of tremor result characteristics. For instance, 
Parkinson’s disease patient usually experiences 
tremor of 4 to 6 Hz, activated in resting condition; on 
the other hand, Essential tremor patient will 
experience tremor of 4 to 11 Hz, activated in postural 
condition [10]. 
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Basically tremor has two main activation conditions, 
which are rest and action [6]–[8], [11]. Rest is the 
condition in which the affected body part is fully 
supported against gravity such as when the patients 
place their hand on top of a table in a relaxed 
manner. Action is the condition where the tremor is 
activated during any maneuver of the body part 
that voluntary contracts the muscle, and this can be 
divided into five other conditions; postural, kinetic, 
intention, isometric and task specific. 

There are various types of treatments possible for 
tremor patients; and in some cases, it is possible to 
completely cure or suppress the tremor [12]. 
However, each etiology of the tremor only responds 
to a certain type of treatment, such as Essential 
tremor, where the patients are responsive to alcohol, 
– which temporarily suppresses the tremor – but not
with Parkinson’s disease patients [13]. Therefore, it is 
crucial for diagnosis on tremor patient to be done 
correctly and fast, so that the patient will be able to 
improve their quality of life by undergoing the 
appropriate required treatment. Usually, the 
diagnosis of tremor patient is done by considering 
four criteria; phenomenology of the tremor, 
frequency and amplitude, familial history and 
neurological examination [14]. Among these four 
criteria, only the frequency and amplitude require 
some measurement to get the exact value 
produced by the tremor, and currently the clinicians 
are measuring this criterion subjectively by palpation 
and observation. Based on the consensus statement 
made by Movement Disorder Society in 1998 on 
tremor, they had determined that tremor for each 
etiology has its own specific range of frequency and 
activation condition [15]. Therefore, by being able to 
accurately measure the tremor frequency will greatly 
improve the diagnosis done on tremor patients. 
Among a few choices of sensors suitable to be used 
to measure the tremor; the most common one used 
is accelerometer, due to its practicality [12], [16]. In 
2011, As’ary et al had develop a system to measure 
tremor with the use of laser displacement sensor as 
the transducer[17]. The measurement system was 
designed to measure the tremor produced by the 
patient’s hand; and this method introduced a 
different approach compared to the use of 
accelerometer, as it uses contactless measurement 
method and is capable of measuring the tremor 
displacement. 

As an improvement, this study was conducted to 
develop a measurement approach capable of 
measuring the tremor at the hand and leg. By 
adding the capability of the system to measure the 
tremor at the leg, it will allow clinicians to measure 
tremor for a wider group of tremor etiologies, as 
certain etiologies only affect either the hand, leg or 
both. 

2.0  AIM OF THE DESIGN 

The aim of this study is to design a measurement 

device capable of fulfilling the following targets: 

a) Able to measure tremor occurring at the

hand and leg.

b) Able to measure tremor for two different

activation conditions; rest and postural.

c) Portable and able to adapt with different

measuring environments.

d) Impose minimal interference through non

contact measurement.

3.0  DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS 

In order to fulfill the targets earlier, this measurement 

device is based on the design specifications of the 

sensor, measuring mode, while ensuring portability 

and flexibility. The sensor selected to be used with this 

device is a laser displacement sensor; and with the 

use of this sensor, it is possible to measure the 

movement of the body parts affected by tremor 

without having the sensor to come in contact with 

the body parts. This is due to the characteristic of the 

laser displacement sensor which measures 

displacement based on the reflective ray of the laser 

projected by the sensor [18].  

As for the measuring mode, the device is designed to 

have 5 different measuring modes, which cover the 

two different measuring conditions for both the hand 

and leg. Four of the measuring modes are for 

measuring tremor at the hand while the last one is for 

measuring tremor at the leg. In enhancing the 

portability of this device, the structure of the device is 

made in such a way that it is detachable into smaller 

parts for the ease of transportation, and made easy 

to assemble. Furthermore, this device is also designed 

with the flexibility of adapting to various human sizes 

and measuring locations. In ensuring this feature, the 

position of the sensor is designed to be easily 

adjusted to ensure that the distance of the sensor 

from the surface of the body parts is maintained at 

about half the distance of the sensor range.  

4.0  FABRICATED DESIGN 

Components fabricated for this device could be 

divided into five separate groups consisting of the 

frames, sensor holder, hinges and bases, 

measurement accessories, and external hardware. 

4.1 FRAMES 

The frames will act as the main structure for this 

device. Fig. 1 shows the fully assembled frame of the 

device together with the sensor. The frames are 

made up of 25mm x 25mm squared hollow 

aluminium rod. To form a complete structure, the 

device will require three of the aluminium rods with 

the length of 100mm. 
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Figure 1 Fully assembled structure together with the sensor. 

4.2 Sensor Holder 

The sensor holder is responsible in integrating the laser 

displacement sensor with the device structure. The 

sensor holder will be mounted to the frame, and 

which frame it is mounted to will depend on the 

measuring mode initiated. Fig. 2 shows the fabricated 

sensor holder mounted with sensor. The sensor holder 

also allows the sensor position to be adjusted 

perpendicular to the frame it was mounted to. 

Figure 2 Fabricated sensor holder mounted with sensor. 

4.3 Hinges and Bases 

All the three aluminium frames are assembled 

together using the hinges as the medium. The hinges 

are designed in a manner that allows the aluminium 

frame and the hinge to be joined together by simply 

plugging the frame to the hinge. The hinges able to 

revolve at an angle of 90 degrees, allowing the 

measurement device to transform from hand 

measuring mode to leg measuring mode. The bases 

for the measuring device are also plugged in with the 

frames to ensure the device stability during 

measurement. The structure is easily assembled by 

plugging it together, and this allows the device to be 

transported easier in the form of small parts, which 

also means a quick setup. 

4.4 Measurement Accessories 

This device also has three accessories which are used 

to assist the measuring process. The accessories are 

the 120mm jig, hand measuring plate, leg measuring 

plate, and pointing target which could be seen in 

Fig. 3. The 120mm jig serves the purpose of assisting us 

in estimating the midpoint of the distance of the 

sensor sensing range. As for the measuring plates, it 

will provide a flat surface for the sensor to obtain 

measurement, which will improve the accuracy of 

measurement made by the sensor. During the 

measurement of hand tremor for postural condition, 

the pointing target will act as the reference for the 

respondent in maintaining their hand position by 

aligning with the laser ray emitted by a laser pointer 

built in together with hand measurement plate to the 

centre of the pointing target. 

Figure 3 Accessories used to assist measuring process. 

4.5 External Hardwares 

A set of external hardware which comprises of a unit 

of DC power supply, data acquisition module, and a 

computer as in Fig. 4 is required in order for this 

measurement device to be fully functional. The DC 

power supply was used to provide 24 VDC to the 

operate sensor, while the DAQ module extract the 

raw measuring data from the sensor. Based on the 

raw data extracted, a computer processes the data 

through a program which converted the data into 

frequency domain.  

Figure 4 A set of external hardware required. 

5.0  VALIDATION 

Performance of this device is assessed through a 

validation process. The validation in conducted with 

the goal of verifying whether the device is able to 

record the vibration produced by a shaker induced 
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with a known frequency. Fig. 5 shows the picture of 

the mini shaker used for the validation process. 

Figure 5 Mini Shaker 

This validation process is conducted by having the 

device record the movement produced by a mini 

shaker with 3mm stroke length. The mini shaker is set 

to move at a frequency of 50Hz, which is twice the 

frequency produced by human tremor. Fig. 6 shows 

the setup used for the validation process.  The 

recorded data is analyzed by converting it into 

frequency domain with Fast Fourier Transform and 

the most dominant peak of the signal is identified. 

The calculated mean for dominant frequencies 

obtained from three sets of readings is 49.4Hz, which 

is 1.22% less than the 50Hz induced to the mini shaker. 

Figure 6 Validation process setup. 

6.0  CONCLUSION 

The fabricated measurement device was designed 

for the purpose of recording accurately the 

movement produced by human tremor. The device 

was not only able to record the tremor movement for 

the frequency parameter; it was also able to record 

the amplitude of the tremor in terms of displacement. 

In validating the capability of the device in 

measuring the tremor frequency, it was used to 

measure a vibrating motion with a frequency of 50Hz. 

The device was able to produce a mean dominant 

frequency reading of 49.4Hz, which is only about 

1.22% deviation. Therefore, it is possible to use the 

device to record the tremor level of humans. To 

further prove the capability of the device to measure 

human tremor, a study on the performance of the 

device in measuring actual human tremor will be 

conducted. 
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Graphical abstract Abstract 

Wind power generation had been implemented in many other countries. Meanwhile, 

accurate and reliable wind speed analysis is required to convince the development of 

wind energy in Malaysia. However, recent statistical models applied in wind speed analysis 

cannot determine the hidden non-linear patterns in wind speed series. ANN could solve 

complex, mathematically ill-defined problems, non-linear problems or stochastic problems 

with very simple computational operations. The aim of this paper is to utilize the ANN model 

in the analysis of wind speed. The ANN models were applied to forecasting the wind 

speed; to extrapolate the wind speed; and to interpolate the wind speed. In order to 

forecast the wind speed, the pressure, temperature, time and wind speed data were 

trained and simulated in ANN models. Next, the wind speed at 10m, desired height and 

time were set as input; wind speeds at desired height as output of trained and simulated in 

ANN models for the extrapolation of wind speed. Then, geographical coordinates 

(longitude, latitude, and altitude), time and wind speed were trained and simulated in 

ANN models for the interpolation of wind speed. Last, the simulated wind data were 

validated with the measured wind data. The trained results, R-ANN, for Extrapolation is in 

the range of 0.7745 - 0.9564 showed that the good relationship between the parameters 

set than Forecasting and Interpolation. However, ability of neural networks could not be 

validated only by the correlation R-value from network training, the independent validation 

with measured data are significantly important. R-Validation, which is R-value between the 

simulated and measured data, for Extrapolation also shown a good relationship compare 

to Forecasting and Interpolation, in the range of 0.7637 - 0.9099. In this paper ANN models 

were suggested to utilize in the wind speed analysis; whereas, optimizing the network could 

be further study.   

Keywords—ANN, Forecasting, Extrapolation, Interpolation, Wind Speed 
© 2016 ICET 2016. All rights reserved 

1.0  INTRODUCTION 

Wind energy is well known may help to reduce the 
emissions of carbon dioxide by replacing the current 
energy conversion [1]. Meanwhile, wind energy had 
remarkable technology advance in wind power 
design [2]. Wind energy is the fastest growing resource 

[3] and continued expanding with the world 
cumulative capacity growth of about 19% in year 2012 
[4]. In year 2015, reported that 6.3% increased from 
2014 to 12,800 MW of wind power capacity was 
installed and grid-connected in the EU [5]. China and 
India have been the main drivers of growth for Asia 
countries. In Southeast Asia, Thailand and Vietnam 
had been established pilot wind projects and the 
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Philippines had operated 33MW of wind power in 2012 
[6]. Malaysia is now seeking for more renewable 
energy source to implement in energy generation. 
Wind energy exploitation had a breakthrough point 
that the Sustainable Energy Development Authority of 
Malaysia (SEDA) is carrying out a wind mapping study 
in collaboration with Universiti Malaysia Terengganu 
(UMT). As the outcome of that wind energy now is 
considering including into the Feed-in Tariff (FiT) 
Malaysia [7]. It is no doubt that the wind resource is 
essential in the wind energy exploitation. Wind 
resource assessment (WRA) is an initial and important 
step for wind energy exploitation of determining 
potential or the feasibility of wind power development. 

The intermittent of wind as well as geographical and 
temporal variability made the analysis model of wind 
data are more difficult to be accurate [8]. Besides, 
recent statistical models applied in wind speed 
analysis cannot determine the hidden non-linear 
patterns in wind speed series. As the results, accurate 
and reliable wind speed forecasts are a significant 
challenge due to its stochastic nature with high rates 
of change and highly nonlinear behaviour with no 
typical patterns. Moreover extrapolation of wind 
speed at different height is only valid under certain 
assumptions regarding the atmospheric stability [9]. 
Addition, interpolation or geostatistical method is not 
fully representing the wind flows over complex terrain 
in real-world. 

Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are a class of typical 
intelligent learning paradigm, and consist of 
processing nodes, called neurons, which 
interconnected to represent the relationship or 
nonlinear pattern between input and output [10]. ANN 
widely used in some practical application domains, 
including: pattern classification, function 
approximation, optimization, prediction and 
automatic control and many others. [11]. ANN could 
solve complex, mathematically ill-defined problems, 
non-linear problems or stochastic problems with very 
simple computational operations. There are a few 
research had been applied ANN in wind analysis 
model to improve the accuracy and reliability. Shukur 
and Lee [12] proposed two hybrid ANN models to 
improve wind forecasting methodologies based on 
back propagation neural network and recurrent 
neural network and its found to be more accurate 
than traditional statistical time series analysis. A 
comparing results of three types of ANN, namely, 
adaptive linear element, back propagation, and 
radial basis function, show that even for the same wind 
dataset, no single ANN model outperforms others 
universally in terms of all evaluation metrics [13]. There 
was an acceptable precision by applying the neural 
networks for the extrapolation of wind profile and the 
authors suggested to be improved by the introduction 
of other parameters [8] [14]. had been introduced a 
neural network residual Kriging (NNRK), which coupling 
neural and geostatistical techniques, for plotting wind 
speed map or interpolating wind speed. 

The aim of this paper is to utilize the ANN model in the 
analysis of wind speed. Hence, objectives need to 
achieve are: first, the ANN models were applied to 

forecasting the wind speed; second, extrapolation the 
wind speed by the ANN model; and third, applied the 
ANN model to interpolate the wind speed. Recent 
researches on artificial intelligence techniques most of 
it is based on radial basis function (RBF) and feed 
forward backpropagation and in this research, utilize 
of the ANN model in the wind speed analysis mainly 
was feed forward backpropagation. Wind data in this 
research were primary data obtained from 4 selected 
installed wind mast at Kijal, Kudat, Langkawi, and 
Mersing. 

2.0  METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Data and Preprocessing 

At least one year wind measurement programs at 
potential sites are required for WRA and the features of 
the wind mast must available to measure the wind at 
different height [15]. In year 2008, a national scale 
wind measurement project with the title “A 
comprehensive wind mapping for mapping” had 
been conducted in Universiti Malaysia Terengganu 
(UMT). Wind masts with anemometers at different 
height had been installed at five selected potential 
sites and a few more wind mast will be added after 
get collaboration with SEDA. However, four selected 
sites, where are Kijal, Kudat, Langkawi, and Mersing, 
wind masts’ data were analysed by the ANN model in 
this paper. Wind masts at this four selected sites consist 
of wind speed at different height, wind direction, 
pressure and temperature.   

One of the necessary steps for neural network design is 
to constrain the range of each input feature or each 
output of a neural network by re-scaling to lie within a 
range of 0 to 1 or from -1 to 1 [16]. The Min-Max 
Normalization was applied in this study to re-scale the 
input features and outputs to lie within a range of 0 to 
1. 

2.2 Feed Forward Backpropagation for 

Forecasting, Extrapolation, and Interpolation 

In this paper, the backpropagation algorithm was 
applied to calculate the weights between the input 
and hidden layers, and between the hidden and 
output layers. In the architectures of Feed forward 
backpropagation, Figure 1, the neurons are arranged 
such that the outputs from a layer of neurons are fed 
into the next layer of neurons [10, 16]. A multilayer feed 
forward backpropagation consists of multiple layers of 
processing elements, which are interconnected by 
weighted arcs through activation functions [10]. A 
neural network needs to be configured so that it was 
compatible with the problem that intended to be 
solved as defined by sample data. Configuration of 
network included to adjust the network input and 
output parameters; to modify the number of hidden 
layer and neurons in the layers; to choose the type of 
activation function, the learning rate and the training 
rate. 
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Figure 1 Multilayer Feed forward backpropagation [16] 

Wind analysis by neural network in this study were 
focused on Forecasting the wind speed with its  time 
series, extrapolating the wind speed at desired height, 
and interpolating the wind speed spatial distribution in 
Malaysia. Hence, the design of the parameter input 
layer X1, X2, Xn was different with each other. First, 
temperature and pressure were set as input 
parameters and wind speed as output parameter for 
the wind speed forecasting network. Then, the input 
parameters for extrapolation network were wind 
speed at reference height (10 m in this case), hour, 
and desired height; while, output parameter was wind 
speed at desired height. Last, geographical 
coordination (Latitude, Longitude, and Altitude) for 
the four selected sites, hour, and temperature were set 
as input parameters, output parameter of the 
interpolation network was wind speed. 

After the neural network has been trained, final 
validations were carried out by simulating the output 
of the neural network with the independent measured 
input data. In the network for wind speed forecasting, 
one year hourly data were trained and one month 
network simulated wind data were validated with 
measured wind data. Meanwhile, one year hourly 
wind data at reference height trained with two wind 
data at the desired height to simulate wind data at 
another higher desired height for extrapolation 
purpose. The forecasting and extrapolation were done 
on the data for Kijal, Kudat, Langkawi, and Mersing 
respectively. Last, two month hourly wind data for the 
four selected sites were combined for training with its 
geographical coordinate to simulate one month wind 
data at artificial stations for the interpolation purpose. 
One month network simulated wind data at four 
selected sites and artificial stations, then, were 
depicted into a wind speed distribution map by Kriging 
interpolation. This spatial wind distribution for Malaysia 
was projected in a geographic coordinated system, 
World Geodetic System (WGS) map projection. 

3.0  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 2 shown the error function graphs during the 
training, a case of extrapolation for Kudat. Based on 
that training data set, the best of MSE is at epoch 80. 
Meanwhile, the best performing network has 
correlation coefficient, R-value, called “Training”, 
“Validation”, “Test” and “All”. The “All” R-value  for 
each training network for each site were further 
discussed as R-ANN. Another correlation coefficient R 

were later computed between the simulated and 
measured data. Then, these R-value were further 
discussed as R-Validation. 

Figure 2 Reduction of MSE during the network training 

Figure 3 Regression graphs during the network training 

R-ANN and R-Validation of training networks for 
Forecasting and Extrapolation were summarized in Error! 
Reference source not found.. In comparing between R-
ANN and R-Validation, R-ANN for Forecasting training 
networks shown less correlation compare to R-Validation 
for Forecasting training networks. In contrast, R-Validation 
for Extrapolation training networks shown a lesser 
correlation than R-ANN for Extrapolation training 
networks. These results reveal that the ability of neural 
networks for its purpose being applied (in this case 
Forecasting and Extrapolation) could not be validated only 
by the correlation R-value for network training, the 
independent validation with measured data are significantly 
important. However, in comparing between Forecasting 
and Extrapolation, the R-ANN and R-Validation for 
Forecasting were competitive lower than R-ANN and R-
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Validation for Extrapolation. The range of R-ANN for 
Forecasting training network is 0.3156 - 0.5107 and range 
of R-ANN for Extrapolation training network is 0.7745 - 
0.9564. Whereas, The range of R-Validation for 
Forecasting training network is 0.2554 - 0.6349 and range 
of R-Validation for Extrapolation training network is 
0.7637 - 0.9099. These results reveal that the data set and 
the neural network had been applied in this research, were 
tending to give a good Extrapolation than Forecasting. 
Meanwhile, higher R-ANN for Extrapolation training 
network shown higher R-Validation for Extrapolation than 
R-ANN for Forecasting training network and R-Validation 
for Forecasting. These have meant that better ability of 
neural networks for its purpose being applied (in this case 
Forecasting and Extrapolation) was coming for the better 
set of parameter data and the architecture of the neural 
network. 

Table 1 R-value for training network and validation 

Forecasting Extrapolation 

R-ANN 

R-

Validation R-ANN 

R-

Validation 

Kijal 0.5107 0.6349 0.7745 0.7637 

Kudat 0.3156 0.4600 0.9564 0.9099 

Langkawi 0.4934 0.2554 0.8600 0.8124 

Mersing 0.3536 0.5924 0.9056 0.8091 

Figure 4 Wind speed distribution in Malaysia 

Likewise, R-ANN for Interpolation training network is 
0.5985 and R-Validation for Interpolation is 0.5771. 
These results similar to the case of Extrapolation, the R-
ANN is higher than R-Validation. Next, the simulated 
wind data at few selected artificial station by the 
Interpolation training network were depicted onto a 
map by Kriging Interpolation method shown as Figure 
4. The colour from green to red indicated that wind
speed from low to high. The result shown there have 
high wind speed distributed in the Sarawak coastal 
areas. 

4.0  CONCLUSION 

The utilize of ANN models in the wind speed analysis, its 
shown good results for Extrapolating and moderate 
results for Interpolation. However, the results could 
improve by configuration of network which including 
setting the parameters for training. Hence, further 
research could be done on optimizing in order to get 
better neural network configuration and better of the 
simulated data from the network. 
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Graphical abstract Abstract 
During the past few years, renewable energy has been rapidly explored by researcher as 

new sources for better and clean energy. New renewable energy such as wave energy, 

solar and wind energy has been use to generate electricity into many benefit for the 

people. The dependency of fossil fuel will be reducing if this new way to harvest the 

renewable energy can be implemented in Malaysia. This research are more focusing on 

wave energy as the source to generate the electricity by using wave energy converter 

(WEC) via computational fluid dynamic (CFD) at Kuala Terengganu onshore. This study are 

more focusing at Kuala Terengganu onshore area by using UMT Eco Wave power, but 

before place it at the onshore area,CFD simulation need to be done to study the wave 

energy impact to the WEC. In view of the expected difficulties that would be encountered 

in the experimental to determine the wave energy effects, the use of the numerical 

simulation provides a better results.This WEC consists of a few parts such body, floater, racks 

and electrical parts like generator.This CFD simulations are concern about the optimum 

condition of WEC such as mechanical movement of WEC, floater highest points and the 

wave energy impact to the WEC from varying wave velocity and height which need to 

been figure out. From the simulation result, fabrication for new wave energy converter will 

be improved due to improvement after simulations. 

Keywords— CFD-computional fluid dynamic,Wave energy 

conversion,Simulation,generator 
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1.0  INTRODUCTION 

In this world, there are different kinds of 
renewable resources that can be used to make 
clean energy such as the sun that heated the earth 
surfaces, wind that generated wind energy that 
transfer energy to ocean that produce wind wave 
and wave transmit its potential energy to become 
one of most useful renewable energy resources with 
low emission[1].Most country that have long 
coastlines. There many potential areas that can be 
used as wave farm but this harvesting energy need a 

research, survey and a lot of improvement aspect to 
get their long term value. One way to get that 
viability is by making simulation for better results. The 
installation of wave energy converters (WEC) will 
costs a lot of money and time, so the study of (WEC) 
by using computational fluid dynamic need to be 
done to get better results. CFD simulation needs to 
be done to study the wave energy impact to the 
WEC. They are a few types of wave energy converter 
that have been produce nowadays, such as Wave 
activated bodies(WABs),oscillating water 
columns(OWCs)(figure 1),Overtopping devices and 
point absorbers and attenuators. The designs 

AQWA Solver 
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between WEC are really different mainly due to 
power take off conversion which need to be 
optimize for extract wave energy with various wave 
conditions by using materials that can withstand the 
typical problem of marine technology such impact 
loading, fatigue and fracture. Therefore the 
numerical method studies about this problem are 
vital to reduce chances these problems happened in 
real world fabrication. From the construction types 
(floating vs fixed at the seabed) and also the type of 
energy conversion(water or air turbine vs flexible 
hydraulic elements) with particular locations from 
onshore, near-shore or offshore with different wave 
climate and water depth[2].To Improve the 
efficiency of the WEC construction, the 
mathematical model to undertake this task. A 
complete model of wave energy converter consists 
many degree of freedom, therefore the uses of CFD 
simulation requires to find out the unknowns leading 
to simulation solution[2].Usually CFD simulation 
delivers information about the flow such as velocity 
and pressure.Futhermore, this method provide 
modelling capabilities for wide range of fluid flow 
that has been proven its highly accurate 
predictions[3].the method solves three 
dimensional,steady,incompressible Reynolds-
averaged Navier-stokes equations[3]. 

  Figure 1 Oscillating Water columns (OWC) 

2.0  METHODOLOGY 

Numerical Method Analysis Process 

Numerical methods are method for constructive 

solution of mathematical problem requiring 

numerical results. Numerical analysis is the study of 

approximation techniques for solving mathematical 

problem using computer to obtaining solution. 

Computational fluid dynamics are one of numerical 

analysis that widely been used to predict the 

results.CFD methods are used for model the complex 

nonlinear hydrodynamic wave which included the 

analysis of several types of WEC[4]. CFD can be used 

to analyse the system involving fluid flow, mechanical 

movement and wave impact by computer based 

simulation. The scope of this project is based on the 

Ansys CFD simulation. To archive the objectives of this 

project there is a few important steps that need to be 

follow to get the result. This flow chart shows the 

setup, parameters identification and data analysis is 

explained in this flow chart. 

 For CFD method of analysis in ansys aqwa and ansys 

mechanical methodology can be expressed by 

figure 2. 

 Figure 2 CFD methodologies for aqwa and mechanical 

We start the analysis from left side first due to 

hydrodynamic analysis that we want to use to find 

out the outcome of Response amplitude operator’s 

(RAOs) for floater highest movement. The WEC that 

we are focusing on is type of point absorbers and 

attenuators.it operate by capturing the wave motion 

to the floater that been attach to the WEC and the 

movement of floater will move the connection of 

mechanical racks which are consists of gears and 

pulley which give enough forces to rotate the pulley 

belts that connected to the another pulley that give 

strength to rotate the generator and produce 

electricity.  

AQWA Solver 
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WEC kinematic behavior 

For UMT Eco Wave power, the primary system are 

consists a floating body that linked with two floater 

that attach to its mechanical parts with the rotation 

of pulley stand. Four hinges designated to allow the 

rotation of the flappers with the fixed support at the 

end of racks to give a relative rotation from its 

anchor point. 

Figure 3.1 UMT evo Wave Energy converters (isometric view) 

Figure 3.1 shows the wave energy converter parts 

with some important tagging parts which are: 

Table 1 Wave energy component 

No. Component 

1 Connecting gears 

2 Floater stand 

3 Mechanical racks 

4 Stand hinges 

5 Floater 

6 Ballast tanks 

 Ballast tanks have been using to balance the 

primary body at the sea as ballast tank. It’s dynamic 

behavior of this system can be describe by use of a 1 

degree of freedom(DoF) equation, with the 

equilibrium of moments around the hinges axis[5]: 

MextKBI   

Where: 

-I is the sum of pitch mass moment of inertia with 

common hydrodynamic sum inertia of floater; 

-B is linear damping coefficient; 

-K is the Archimedean hydrostatic restoration stiffness 

coefficient; 

- Mext  is the incident and diffracted waves induced 

excitation moment. 

The coefficient K can make the different to its overall 

behavior of this system in response to wave 

movement can be set up at certain value. The 

different will be optimize to find out the best 

proportionally coefficient.  

  There are two types of wave that are in aqwa 

simulation which is regular and irregular wave. In 

regular wave, there are linear regular wave which 

consider the simplest ocean wave that been 

consider as homogeneous, imcompressible, inviscid 

fluid and irrotational flow and second order stokes 

wave for some nonlinearities cases usually for 

moderate or severe regular wave condition. For 

Irregular waves, It is for wind generated waves where 

it usually induced wave system that usually affected 

by local wind with respect to time[6]. 

  Figure 3.2 UMT evo Wave Energy converters (side view) 

 As for this paper, we are just using regular wave 

including linear and second order stokes wave and 

setup it base water level like figure 3.2, as the 

procedure in the simulation. From varieties of wave 

height and speed input data that from trusted 

resources, the angle of flapper movement we can 

get from simulation results. Response amplitude 

operators only need to detect the floater movement 

on the z-axis.  

  The wave impact to the WEC also can be finding 

out by using Ansys Mechanical by connecting the 

aqwa results with mechanical result, the values of 

forces can be used for studying the limit of wave 

impact to the WEC. The wave at Peninsular Malaysia 

east coast are based on seasonal and inter-annual 

changes of the climate, it also depend on site 

location along the coast. The average significant 

wave are usually around 0.5-1.0 m with 5-6s wave 

period and can go up to 3m height up[7].Usually with 

the speed around 2.83 m/s. The size of the floater 

which got the impact from the wave forces will 

affect the amount of flapper movement to give the 

generator power to produce electricity. The wave 

impact to the floater also can optimize the size of 

floater for better movement of flapper. The current 

design of WEC has been designed before for the first 

attempt at open sea, but with lower generator 

output. The new design are using higher generator 

output which is 20kW.Therefore, the stronger WEC 

need to design before fabricate it and been use at 

the open sea which are really risky if the WEC are not 

strong enough to absorb the impact from the waves 

especially from the monsoon season. 

2 

1

3 
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3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

For this simulation different wave amplitude has been 
used for the response operator as the movement of 
the floater. It is repeatable movement are depend 
on the wave period and wave height with the 
significant wave height are from 0.5-2.5m and 
frequency around 0.1-0.3 Hz, but the limitation also 
happen during the simulation due to the meshing 
result. The result accuracy also depend on meshing 
size for a good result, for this simulation the number of 
element are 7486 and number of nodes is 7547 and 
maximum allowed frequency is 0.272 Hz. The value of 
element also affects the solver time therefore the size 
of meshing need to be optimized for acceptable 
results. 

 Figure 4 The relationship of wave height to floater 

movement on z axis. 

The graph shows the movement of floater from 

different wave height, the highest increment is 

around 0.91 m when the water height is 2.5m from 

the boundary condition. The floater weight might 

affect its movement and also the wave speed. The 

positioning of floater that attach to the body effect 

the movement of the floater. Due to just using linear 

wave movement in the simulation, the wave speed 

has been program control depend on the wave 

period from 0.5-2.5 m/s. 

For the wave impact to the WEC, the speed of the 

wave did not much make the body vulnerable. High 

wave height did not give much hit to the WEC, due 

to meshing limitation. The wave speed cannot be 

increasing for better result especially to comparing 

during monsoon season wave speed. Therefore, this 

research will need for further simulation to get the 

satisfied result. 

4.0 CONCLUSION 

The wave energy converter is one the mechanism 

that can be used to harvest the wave energy to 

generate electricity. Simulation study to the current 

UMT wave eco power is to optimize the next project 

of wave eco power. Due to some limitation during 

the simulation, the further simulation study needs to 

be done for better result and improvement to the 

WEC. 
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Graphical abstract Abstract 

Wave power is form of alternative energy which harnesses the power of the ocean's waves 

and this power can be uses to generate electricity. There exist several technologies on how 

to convert the energy in the ocean waves into electric energy. Therefore, this paper herein 

proposed describes about the 12V and 100W electrical systems for WECS at UMT Shoreline.   

The WECS that presented in this paper is based on Three Phase AC Permanent Magnet 

Synchronous Generator (PMSG). This system operated by the movement of wave energy 

converter (WEC) that attached to the mechanical racks that are articulated at their end 

point situated at an adjustable structured. This WECS was comprised of two joined vessels, 

mechanical racks, pinion gears, driver pulleys, belts, generator pulleys, electric generators 

and anchors. When the floaters are experience the oscillatory motion, the vertical 

oscillatory movements of floaters will move the mechanicals racks, pinions gears and driver 

pulleys. The driver pulley is connected to generator pulleys via belts and automatically 

rotate the electric generators which are finally generate electricity. This device can 

generate electricity even at low wave height.  The vessels are provided with piping and 

ballast tank to adjust the buoyancy of the vessel. The buoyancy is adjusted to achieve the 

desired water level surface. The location of the device could be adapted either shoreline 

or near shore by moving the anchors. Hence, the device can harvest the wave energy 

regardless of various wave height levels. The experiment in ocean results clearly shows that 

wave energy can be harnessed into useful work to drive a generator for electricity power 

generation. 

Keywords—Electrical, Wave Power, Wave Energy Converter, Performance Analysis 
© 2016 ICET 2016. All rights reserved 

1.0  INTRODUCTION 

Waves are generated by wind passing over the 
surface of the sea. Sea surface experiences oscillatory 
motion from the difference of pressure created by the 
movement of wind in relation to sea surface. Boats 
travelling over the sea will experience this oscillatory 
motion. Waves in the sea never stop oscillating. The 
continuous motion of waves can be harvested 
passively and converted into electricity. Hence, wave 
energy was great potential to be developed as 
sustainable source of energy. This configuration allows 
the wave resource working to generate electricity. 

Waves can provide energy by wave energy converter 
machines. Many mechanisms and embodiments have 
been developed to harvest wave energy. These wave 
energy converters extract energy from shoreline out to 
the deeper waters offshore. One of the earlier 
mechanism device is utilizes two floating device which 
operates parallel to the wave direction and effectively 
rides the waves. These devices capture energy from 
the relative motion of the two floating device as wave 
passes them. Wave power device operated by the 
movement of floaters with varying the several of wave 
height level that connected to the mechanical racks. 
These mechanical racks move gears and pulleys, 
which giving forces to the pulley belts to rotate. This 
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pulleys belt connected to the small pulleys at electric 
generator that produces the electricity. The final 
system was tested in the coastal area near to 
University Malaysia Terengganu (UMT) campus that 
facing South China Sea. The measurement results 
clearly show that the available wave resource could 
be harness into useful work for electric power 
generation.  

2.0  METHODOLOGY 

Process of Electrical System Design: 

In the design of electrical system of WEC, the number 

of devices that interconnected was considered. The 

operation and maintenance is also an important 

element that was considered during the choosing of 

electrical parts. Moreover, because of the placement 

of WEC device is located at wave surface, this device 

is always have more movements. The design of system 

was choose the appropriate equipments that suitable 

with the purpose. The maintenance of electrical 

system was selected for the purpose of to prevent 

danger, interference with or interruption of supply. The 

references from guidelines on design and operation of 

wave energy converters that commissioned by the 

carbon trust 2005 was referred for the purpose of 

general installation of electrical equipment and 

systems in a WEC device [1]. The figure of WECS 

electrical design is shown in Figure 1.  

Figure 1 WECS Electrical System Design 

Process of Electrical System Installation: 

Firstly, prepare the generator and then the generator 

required to test before proceed to the process of 

installation in the WECs power house. After the testing 

procedure is already done, remove the casting 

aluminium, PMG stator, PMG rotor and shaft. After 

that, the generator is installed step by step at the 

mounting structure in the WECs power house. The 

required equipments that need to prepare during the 

installation of PMG are spanner and screws. After the 

installation of PMG have been done, connect the 

PMG outlet wire to the three phase bridge rectifier. 

Therefore, the inspection of the connection wires 

should be made after the PMG outlet wire and rectifier 

already connected. The installation process of 

generator and rectifier is exposed in Figure 2.  

Figure 2 Installation of generator and rectifier 

The charge controller, battery and load are already 

prepared. Before beginning the installation of charge 

controller, the guidelines installation required to read 

properly. The mounting structure was built to locate 

the charge controller. This stage becomes the first 

parts of installing the charge controller. Ensure there is 

free air flow through the controller heat sink fins during 

mounting the controller. Moreover, step 1 in the 

mounting structure is choosing of mounting location. 

Make sure the location to mount the controller is in 

good ventilation. Step 2 is check for clearance which 

means that the location of mounted the controller 

must be sufficient space to run the wires and air flow. 

Step 3 is mark holes where is four points is mark on the 

surface. Step 4 is drilling the holes which are in the 

marked location, remove the controller and drill 

4.5mm holes. Last step in the mounting structure is 

securing the controller. At the drilled holes, place the 

controller on the surface and align at the mounting 

holes by using the mounting screws for the purpose of 

to secure the charge controller [2].  

The second part of installing the charge controller is 

wiring the charge controller with battery, load and 

WECs sources. Therefore, make sure that the battery 

voltage is more than 6V to start up the controller 

before the battery is installed. The controller 

automatically recognized the system voltage when 

the initial start up. In the other hands, make sure the 

distance between the fuse holder and positive 

terminal of battery does not exceed 150mm during the 

installation of fuse. Step 2 is wiring with the load. 
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Actually, this controller can be connected to electrical 

equipments for example pumps, lights and motors but 

for this study, the lights load is selected. The load must 

be properly connected which is connect the positive 

(+) and negative (-) controller load terminals. The 

connection of fuse holder can be connected in series 

with the load positive (+) or negative (-). At this time, 

never install the fuse in this holder. The, the step 3 is 

WECs wiring. Actually this controller accepts 12V or 

24V system. In this case, the maximum WECs input 

voltage is 50V of the controller [2]. Finally, the step 4 is 

confirmation of wiring. After all of the wiring 

completed, double check the system wiring to avoid 

any incorrect wiring that cause to accidents. The 

installation process of charge controller with battery, 

WECs source and load is exposed in Figure 3.  

Figure 3 The installation process of charge controller with 

battery, WECs source and load 

Process of Experimentation: 

The example of main measuring equipments such as 

AWAC sensor, digital multimeter, digital clamp 

multimeter, digital tachometer, speed sensors and 

ADAM data logger are exposed in Table 1. At the 

same time, the AWAC sensor is applied by using with 2 

important softwares that are AWAC AST and AWAC 

storm. An electronic measuring instrument that 

combines several measurement functions is digital 

multimeter. The multimeter can measure voltage, 

current and resistance. Multimeter is used to 

troubleshoot electrical problems for example wiring 

systems, generators, power supplies and electronic 

equipment such rectifier. Digital clamp meter is used 

to allow clamping around an electrical conductor. The 

specialty of clamp meter is allowing the measuring of 

electrical conductor that difficult to measure and 

easily read the AC current. In the other hand, 

instruments that measuring the rotation speed of 

generator is digital tachometer. Normally, this device is 

displays the revolutions per minutes (RPM). Moreover, 

speed sensor is used to auto measure the generator 

speed. The speed sensor is types of tachometer which 

is this device for reading the speed of a generator 

wheel rotation. The ADAM series is a set of intelligent 

sensor to computer interfaces modules that containing 

built in microprocessor [2]. In this WECs measuring 

system, the ADAM is used to read and display in GUI 

concept for the speed, output power and output 

voltage for generators; input voltage for rectifiers; 

voltage input and current input for charge controller. 

The final preparation of WECs measuring equipments is 

shown in Figure 4.  

Table.1 Electrical measuring equipments 
Name of 

equipments 

Purposes Quantity 

AWAC sensors Measure wave height 

(Automatically) 

1 unit 

Digital 

multimeter 

Measure voltage and current 

(Manually) 

1 unit 

Digital clamp 

multimeter 

Measure voltage and current 

(Manually) 

1 unit 

Digital 

tachometer 

Measure speed of generator 

(Manually) 

1 unit 

Speed sensors Measure speed of generator 

(Automatically) 

2 unit 

ADAM data 

logger 

(Set of 

intelligent 

sensors) 

Read and display data 

(Automatically) 

  Power output generator 

1 

 Voltage output generator 

1/ Voltage input rectifier 1

 Speed of generator 1

  Power output generator 

2 

 Voltage output 

generator 2/ Voltage

input rectifier 2

 Speed of generator 2

 Voltage input charge

controller

 Current input charge

controller 

1 set 

Figure 4 Measuring equipments 
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The final assembly of measuring and monitoring system 

becomes the last stage before the in-shore experiment 

testing. In the measuring concept, the AWAC sensor 

must be properly setting by using the AWAC AST 

software. The person in charge of the installation of 

AWAC sensor is managed by Institute of 

Oceanography and Environment (INOS) UMT. After the 

setting session is completed, the AWAC sensor is ready 

for assembly for the wave height measuring purposed. 

In this session, at least four divers are needed for this 

assembling of AWAC sensor at underwater. A buoy is 

used to mark the location of AWAC sensor that 

already installed. Actually, the measuring and 

monitoring station is near to the UMT shore. The 

completed wiring of Distribution Board (DB) is located 

in the measuring station. The components that 

involved in this DB are ADAM module, charge 

controller and battery. However, the main load used is 

12VDC lamp which is screwed at wood surface. In the 

other hands, for the monitoring system, the GUI display 

for ADAM monitoring system is located at monitoring 

station. The timing is properly set to read and save the 

data from 1/2/2014 until 7/2/2014 which is this system 

automatically start to read the data on that time. Final 

assembly of measuring and monitoring system is shown 

in Figure 5.  

Figure 5 Measuring and monitoring system

3.0  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The relationship of significant wave height, Averge 

total power of generators after rectified and average 

total speed of generators on 1 - 7 February 2014 is 

exposed in Figure 6. Moreover, the maximum 

significant wave height during a week in-shore 

experiment is 2.67m produced the total power of 

generators after rectified is 184.91W with the total 

average speed of generators are 300rpm. Then, this 

result is shows that the lowest significant wave height 

during a week in-shore experiment is 0.5m produced 

33.46W of power output with the total speed of 

generators 98.5rpm. Thereby, the average significant 

wave height during a week experiment is 1.57m which 

is generated 127.51W of power with the total rotation 

speed of generators is 242.75rpm. 

Actually, the wave energy conversion system for 

electricity generation at UMT Shoreline is operates 

when the waves are coming with different significant 

wave heights, then the mechanical racks is moves the 

pinion gear and drive pulley. Drive pulley is connected 

with generator pulley by using V-belt. After that, the 

generator pulley automatically rotated with different 

rotational speed of generator and lastly produce 

different of power output. The concept of result for this 

WECS is the power outputs of generator are affected 

by speed and significant wave height. In the other 

hand, to prove the increasing of power output is 

influenced by increasing of speed, some of previous 

journal that discussed about this topic must be 

considered in this discussion.  

Besides that, the first evidence that mentioned the 

relation of speed and power output of generator was 

referred to the testing data (power/rpm tested with 

load) from Shangdong Tairui Technologies Company, 

2015. Two generator that used in this tested which is 

have same types of generator but the rated power is 

1kW with 360rpm of speed and 1kW rated power with 

200rpm of speed [4]. Both of the generator result is 

demonstrated that the speed of generator influencing 

the power output of generator. (Shangdong Tairui 

Technologies Company, 2015) The highest speed of 

generator produced highest power output and the 

lowest speed of generator generated lowest power 

output. Thereby, the first evidence is proved that the 

speed of generator affected to the power output of 

generator. 

Then, the second evidence that mentioned the 

relation of speed and power output of generator was 

referred to the document report that was prepared by 

advanced energy 2014 with the titled of permanent 

magnet generator performance testing. Moreover, this 

generator testing is tested with a number of loads then 

the result is shows that the generator speed is 

influencing the value of power output [5]. (Advance 

energy, 2014) The example of result in this document is 

taken when the generator is tested with 48Ω of load. 
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So that, when the speed of generator is 1057rpm the 

power output is 1222.2W then during the speed of 

generator is 2386rpm the power output is 4745.3W and 

when the speed of generator is 3012rpm the power 

output is 6952W [5]. Thereby, this example of result is 

shows that the increasing of generator speed is 

influence the increasing of power output. Therefore, 

the concept of result that is the generator speed is 

influencing the power output of generator is proved.  

Figure 6 The relationship of significant wave height, power 

output of generators after rectified on 1 – 7 February 2014 

4.0  CONCLUSION 

The wave energy is one of renewable resources that 

could be used for generate electricity. The concept 

of the proposed device differs from the existing 

designs as considering to the mechanism to capture 

wave energy. This wave energy conversion system 

was comprised of two joined vessels, mechanical 

racks, pinion gears, driver pulleys, belts, generator 

pulleys, electric generators and anchors. When the 

floaters are experience the oscillatory motion, the 

vertical oscillatory movements of floaters will move 

the mechanicals racks, pinions gears and driver 

pulleys. The driver pulley is connected to generator 

pulleys via belts and automatically rotate the electric 

generators which are finally generate electricity. At 

the end of this research study, the wave height 

condition at UMT Shore is already investigated, the 

design of wave energy conversion system which is 

suitable with UMT Shoreline is determined, the wave 

energy conversion system which is suitable with UMT 

Shoreline is fabricated and finally, the performance 

of the wave energy conversion system for electricity 

generation is examined. As conclusion, the 

experiment results at UMT Shoreline on February 2014 

clearly show that wave energy can be harnessed 

into useful work to drive a generator for electricity 

power generation. 
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Abstract 

The selection of wind turbine is the important process for any wind energy project. The 

imprecision in this process will lead to ineffective project because of over initial cost, or a 

lesser amount of energy yield due to less turbine efficiency. This paper presents a method 

of the turbine-site matching purposes, to determine the suitability of any turbine in a 

planned wind park, either, stall or pitch-regulated wind turbine. Normally, each new 

investor will put a target on capacity of wind park based on limited area of the selected 

land. During the process of site optimization, the WTG distance will limit the number of wind 

turbines that can be placed on the land. Thus, the model will include the target wind park 

capacity, maximum hub-height, standard rotor diameter and wind speed characteristic of 

the site; such as average wind speed, two Weibull parameters and power law exponent 

index. In addition, the net capacity factor (CF) also included in the model, where the CF 

would be affected by the wake loss occurred at the wind park. The viability in term of 

economics can be identified by counting the installed capital cost components, includes 

the cost of turbine, installation and, operation and maintenance (O&M). The output of the 

model is the ranks of the best wind turbine on selected site, which is very useful during 

project decision making approval.   

Keywords— Wind energy, Wind turbine, Turbine-Site Matching Index 
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1.0  INTRODUCTION 

A wind park or also known as wind farm is a group 
of wind turbines (WTGs) in the same location used to 
produce electricity. In the wind energy industry, the 
potential developer usually will discover the best site 
and set a target of wind park capacity. Some of the 
country, such as Malaysia, the cap based tariff policy 
was adopted for renewable energy based power 
plant, where a maximum capacity that could be 
developed by a single applicant, residential or 
corporate producer, has been set for any new power 
plant.  

On a site with promising wind potential, the 
developer ordinarily would take the opportunity to 

install a maximum capacity that they could be, 
depending on their budget and investment plan.  

During project planning, the suitability between a 
selected wind turbine and a planned site is the one 
of the key parameters of a wind project success [1-
5]. 

Commonly, the capacity factor (CF) is applied to 
define and ranking the best wind turbine that suited 
to the planned site [6-8]. This metric is only evaluate 
the annual energy that could be produced by a 
wind turbine, AEP in kWh/year. The other metric 
which is similar is Turbine Performance Index (TPI) as 
introduced by [9]. However, the CF and TPI are not 
considering the investment cost of wind turbine. The 

TCI WTG 

Rank 

Park CF 

Capital 

Cost TSMI 
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components of initial cost are different to each wind 
turbine. 

The metrics that considering both important 
parameters; the energy could be produced per 
annum and the initial investment cost is the 
Economic Index (EI) [10] and the Levelized Cost of 
Energy (LCOE). 

All of preceding methods are only matching a 
single wind turbine with a planned site. However, in a 
real practice, the developer usually will aim the wind 
park capacity target with more than one wind 
turbine. The lower the rated power of a wind turbine, 
would be increasing the number of wind turbine to 
achieve the target wind park capacity. The higher 
number of wind turbines will lead to the higher value 
of wake losses. 

This paper would propose a WTG ranking for a 
new planned wind park scenario. The method are 
Turbine-Site Matching Index (TSMI) and Park Target 
Capacity Index (TCI), or its abbreviation is TSMI-TCI 
method. 

2.0 METHODOLOGY 

There are parameters that would be considered on 

the Turbine-Site Matching Index (TSMI) and Park 

Target Capacity Index (TCI): 

a. The total capacity factor of Wind Park

• The average wind speed and Weibull factors

• The wind turbine specification (Hub heights,

rotor diameter, rated wind speed, cut-in

wind speed)

 Wind park layout design

 The wake losses

b. The total investment cost of Wind Park

• The installed turbine capital cost, CAPEX

• The operation and maintenance cost, OPEX

c. The site characteristics

• Elevation

• Roughness length

• Obstacles

Figure 1 listed the parameters for TSMI-TCI 

methodology. To derive an advanced Turbine-Site 

Matching Index that can be used to rank different 

turbines for a planned wind park, the following 

subject are assumed: 

a. The power curves of all turbines are represented

by the 5th order polynomial model.

b. For the wind turbine with a capacity ≤ 100 kW,

all turbines have the same total initial cost,

10,000 RM/kW, while, the wind turbine with

capacity > 100 kW, the total initial cost is 12,000

RM/kW. The assumption of investment cost is

based on the invoices provided by the WTG 

manufacturers. 

c. The maximum hub height of wind turbine

allowed for installation near to the airport, for

within 2 nautical miles (3.704 km), the hub height

of wind turbines should below 250 feet (76.2 m).

The hub height of selected wind turbines is

based on standard hub height specification

offered by the manufacturer.

d. The wake effect is based on N.O. Jensen Wake

Model.

Figure 1 The methodology to rank the wind turbine in 

a planned Park 

The equation for the Target Capacity Index (TCI) is as 

follows: 

estimated

target

Cap
TCI

Cap
  (1) 

Where; 

estimatedCap :  The total capacity that a wind park able 

to produce according to the 

appropriate number of wind turbine 

suited with the planned site area, km2 

targetCap :   The initial target of total capacity of wind 

park would be develop 

The equation for the Turbine-Site Matching Index is as 

follows: 

 

max

rated

( , , , , , , , )

P ,

c r f WTG loss

WTG
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n

CF
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 (2) 

INSTALLED CAPITAL COST 

 CAPEX

 OPEX

TURBINE-SITE 

MATCHING INDEX 
(TSMI) 

PARK TARGET CAPACITY 
INDEX (TCI) 

WTG RANK FOR 

PLANNED PARK

PARK CAPACITY FACTOR (CF) 

a. Park design

 The site area

 The rotor diameter

 The distance

between wind

turbines

 The number of 

wind turbines

 The wake loss

b. Wind speed quality

 The average wind speed

 The Weibull parameters

c. Wind turbines specification

 Cut-in wind speed

 Rated wind speed
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Where, h is the hub height of the wind turbine, hmax is 

the maximum hub height allowed by local law,  is 

the power law index (PLI), v  is the mean wind speed, 

vc is the cut-in wind speed, vr is the rated wind speed, 

vf is the cut-out wind speed, nWTG is the number of 

wind turbines, loss
  is the wake loss and R is the total 

initial cost for a wind park with the standard WTG hub 

height provided by WTG manufacturers. 

Figure 2 presents the flow chart of TSMI-TCI 

method. First step, the net capacity factor of Wind 

Park was defined by considering the wake losses 

occurred on the wind park. Then, divided by total 

investment cost per kilowatt. The compliance of 

height restriction law for every single wind turbine hub 

height was evaluated.  

If the WTG hub height does not comply the height 

restriction law, thus, 
max , 0h h  . Those wind turbines 

were grouped as Rank C, where the wind turbines 

are sorted based on the value of capacity factor 

(CF), the highest CF is the top rank.  

If the WTG hub height is comply the law, 

max , 1h h  . The wind turbines would be through 

another decision, to define the value of TCI. If the 

TCI≥1, those wind turbines were grouped as Rank A, 

while if TCI<1, were grouped as Rank B. The wind 

turbines in both groups; Rank A and B, were sorted 

based on the value of TSMI. The highest TSMI is the 

top rank. 

Finally, the sorted wind turbines in the all three 

groups, were arranged from the top (Rank A), 

followed by in the middle (Rank B) and the bottom 

(Rank C). 

3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Case study area 

A site near to Bak-Bak area in Kudat (See Figure 3), 

situated at the east of Kudat, and is selected as a 

case study area. The coordinates of the selected site 

are 6o56’46.9’’N, 116o49’43.5’’E. Universiti Malaysia 

Terengganu (UMT) was installed a wind measurement 

mast with different heights; 10m, 35m, 50m and 70m 

(m.a.g.l) at coordinates of 7°1'45.33"N, 116°44'47.98" 

E.  

Based on a site visit, the selected site in Bak-bak 

area are near to the transmission grid line and the site 

is considered as open and flat with low roughness 

length and obstacles. The measured wind data are 

used for the flow modelling using the WAsP flow 

model to predict the wind speed at the selected site. 

Ten models of wind turbines from different 

manufacturers, with different rated power, were 

selected to define the most suitable wind turbine to 

be developed on the planned site in Kudat. The 

important specification of those wind turbines was 

shown in the Table 1. 

Table 1 The specification of selected wind turbines 

WTG 

Rated 

power 

(kW) 

Hub height 

(m) 

Standard 

rotor 

diameter 

(m) 

Cut-in 

wind 

speed 

(m/s) 

Rated 

wind 

speed 

(m/s) 

WTG1 20 20.0 13.1 3.0 10.0 

WTG2 50 35.0 20.0 3.0 10.0 

WTG3 60 60.0 21.0 3.0 10.0 

WTG4 150 35.0 28.0 3.0 10.4 

WTG5 500 50.0 56.0 3.0 10.0 

WTG6 750 68.0 57.0 3.0 12.0 

WTG7 850 60.0 60.0 3.0 13.0 

WTG8 950 65.0 64.0 3.0 11.0 

WTG9 1,500 85.0 82.8 3.0 13.0 

WTG10 2,500 100 100 3.0 13.0 

Figure 2 The flow chart of TSMI-TCI 

Figure 3 Map of Sabah and selected site in Kudat 

3.2 The Park layout 

To test the TSMI-TCI model, a planned wind 

energy project on a 1 km2 land area was assumed, 
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as presented in Figure 4. The land was classified into 

two zone; the exclusion and inclusion zone. The 

exclusion zone is an area where the wind turbine was 

prohibited to develop on the site. It includes the 

residential area, roads and reserved forest. The 

inclusion zone is an area where the installation of the 

wind turbine was allowed. 

  Figure 4 The Park layout 

For the park layout, the wind turbines were 

distributed based on a parallel row grid. Three 

scenarios of WTG distances were assigned, to test the 

effect of WTG distance to the value of wake losses. 

The distances are 3RD, 5RD and 7RD. 

Table 2 showed the optimal number of wind 

turbines in the selected land area (1 km2 with 

exclusion zone) and the total park capacity that 

could be produced (multiplication between the 

number of WTGs and the WTG’s rated power). The 

number of wind turbines and the total park capacity 

was decreased with increasing WTG distances. If the 

developers desire to build a large total park 

capacity, the WTG distance should be reduced. 

However, the less WTG distances would lead to the 

higher wake losses on the downwind wind turbines. 

Table 2 The number of wind turbines based on 

different WTG distances. 

WTG 

model 

WTG Distance 

(3 RD) 

WTG Distance 

(5 RD) 

WTG Distance 

(7 RD) 

No 

of 

WTG 

Total 

Park 

cap. 

No 

of 

WTG 

Total 

Park 

cap. 

No 

of 

WTG 

Total 

Park 

cap. 

WTG1 683 13,660 255 5,100 124 2,480 

WTG2 293 14,650 110 5,500 58 2,900 

WTG3 261 15,660 95 5,700 54 3240 

WTG4 144 21,600 58 8,700 30 4,500 

WTG5 40 20,000 15 7,500 8 4,000 

WTG6 35 26,250 14 10,500 7 5,250 

WTG7 31 26,350 13 11,050 7 5,950 

WTG8 30 28,500 12 11,400 7 6,650 

WTG9 20 30,000 8 12,000 4 6,000 

WTG10 13 32,500 5 12,500 3 7,500 

3.3 The capacity factor 

The capacity factor is defined by dividing the 

estimated annual energy production with nominal 

annual energy production. The wake loss was 

occurring when there are more than 1 wind turbines 

on the site. Table 3 shows the gross and net capacity 

factors with considering the wake losses. The wake 

loss is reduced when the wind turbines were installed 

far to each other. The higher wake loss will lead to 

the large reduction of annual energy production and 

net capacity factors. However, the greater WTG 

distance will cause only a small number of wind 

turbines that can be built in that area. The wake loss 

will be doubled if the WTG distance is increased from 

3RD to 5RD, and increased 5 times if raised to 7RD 

from 3RD. By considering the value of wake losses 

and the total park capacity that could be installed 

on the planned site, the 5RD is the best WTG 

distance.  

Table 3 The gross and net capacity factors in 

considering the wake losses. 

WTG 

models 

Wake 

loss 

Energy production 

Gross 

AEP, 

MWh/y 

Gross 

CF, % 

Net AEP, 

MWh/y 

Net  

CF, % 

W
TG

 D
is

ta
n

c
e

  

(3
 R

o
to

r 
D

ia
m

e
te

r)
 

WTG1 39.04 20,251.7 16.92 12,346.2 10.32 

WTG2 33.49 32,874.5 25.62 21,865.4 17.04 

WTG3 32.27 44,196.6 32.22 29,934.1 21.82 

WTG4 30.11 38,491.8 20.34 26,902.9 14.22 

WTG5 24.81 44,898.0 25.63 33,757.2 19.27 

WTG6 24.89 53,970.8 23.47 40,538.5 17.63 

WTG7 26.28 52,033.6 22.54 38,360.6 16.62 

WTG8 23.00 59,302.5 23.75 45,664.2 18.29 

WTG9 20.11 73,397.9 27.93 58,638.7 22.31 

WTG10 16.52 74,203.5 26.06 61,944.4 21.76 

W
TG

 D
is

ta
n

c
e

  

(5
 R

o
to

r 
D

ia
m

e
te

r)
 

WTG1 18.22 7,553.9 16.91 6,177.6 13.83 

WTG2 14.85 12,293.5 25.51 10,468.4 21.73 

WTG3 14.01 16,087.2 32.22 13,833.4 27.70 

WTG4 13.02 15,447.0 20.27 13,436.6 17.63 

WTG5 9.34 16,721.9 25.45 15,160.1 23.01 

WTG6 9.26 21,575.1 23.46 19,576.6 21.28 

WTG7 10.12 21,536.0 22.25 19,355.5 20.00 

WTG8 7.77 23,521.6 23.55 21,694.8 21.72 

WTG9 6.67 29,106.4 27.69 27,166.2 25.84 

WTG10 4.09 28,833.7 26.33 27,653.3 25.25 

W
TG

 D
is

ta
n

c
e

  

(7
 R

o
to

r 
D

ia
m

e
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r)
 

WTG1 10.33 3,677.4 16.93 3,297.7 15.18 

WTG2 7.91 6,457.6 25.42 5,946.9 23.41 

WTG3 7.59 9,131.6 32.17 8,438.5 29.73 

WTG4 6.84 8,044.6 20.41 7,494.0 19.01 

WTG5 4.12 8,831.9 25.21 8,468.2 24.17 

WTG6 3.89 10,479.4 22.79 10,071.6 21.90 

WTG7 4.25 11,300.2 21.68 10,820.0 20.76 

WTG8 3.38 13,695.0 23.51 13,232.3 22.72 

WTG9 2.15 14,595.4 27.77 14,282.2 27.17 

WTG10 1.75 16,967.8 25.83 16,670.2 25.37 

3.4 The comparison of WTG rank methods 

Two WTG rank methods; the net capacity factor 

and TSMI-TCI methods are compared to determine 

the best wind turbine for development on the 

planned site as presented in Table 4. As the target 

park capacity is assumed to be 10 MW (10,000 kW). 

Therefore, by using the Target Capacity Index (TCI), if 

the TCI≥1, the total optimal number of wind turbines 

on the planned land site is achieved or exceed the 

target park capacity.  

Based on the ranks in the Table 4, with the 5RD 

WTG distance, the top wind turbine by using the CF 

method was WTG3, however, its TCI index is below 

than 1 (TCI=0.57, Number of WTG=95 units, Total park 

capacity=5,700 kW). Compared to TSMI-TCI method, 
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the WTG8 is the top rank, where its TCI is exceed 1 

and its capacity factor is also quite promising. WTG9 

and WTG10 showing the good CF, but its hub height 

is more than hmax. Therefore the value of TSMI is equal 

to zero for both wind turbines. 

Table 4 The comparison between net capacity factor 

and TSMI-TCI 

Wind 

turbine 

CF TSMI-TCI 

Capacity 

Factor 

(CF) 

Rank 

Turbine-

Site 

Matching 

Index 

(TSMI) 

Target 

Capacity 

Index 

(TCI) 

Rank 

WTG1 13.83 10 10.10 0.51 8 

WTG2 21.73 5 15.86 0.55 6 

WTG3 27.70 1 20.22 0.57 4 

WTG4 17.63 9 15.44 0.87 7 

WTG5 23.01 4 20.16 0.75 5 

WTG6 21.28 7 18.64 1.05 2 

WTG7 20.00 8 17.52 1.11 3 

WTG8 21.72 6 19.03 1.14 1 

WTG9 25.84 2 0.00 1.2 10 

WTG10 25.25 3 0.00 1.25 9 

4.0 CONCLUSION 

The selection of wind turbine is a very important 

phase in the wind project planning. The mistake 

during wind turbine selection, will cause the wind 

park produce less amount of energy or do not get a 

reasonable return. 

There is a list of conclusion and recommendation 

for future works: 

a. The TSMI-TCI method is suitable for ranking

the wind turbines of planning a wind park

development

b. The TSMI-TCI takes consideration the wake

losses and the height restriction law.

c. A site in Kudat is selected as a case study,

and the capacity factor on the site is varies

from 16.91% to 32.22%, depending on the

wind turbine specification, site wind

characteristics and the WTG distances.

d. The 5RD is the best WTG distance, compared

to 3RD and 7RD, by considering the amount

of wake loss and the target park capacity.

e. The TSMI-TCI method is an alternative for

ranking the wind turbine, especially for a

wind park planning.

f. For future work, the distance of grid

transmission line could be included in the

model for defining the best site for a new

wind project. Some of location record the 

best wind quality, however, the far distances 

between the site and a nearby transmission 

line would increase the initial investment 

cost. The constraint of this future work is the 

limited information of grid transmission line 

provided by local electricity authority. 
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Graphical abstract Abstract 

As a driving source of a robot arm, a series elastic actuator added with another 

actuator was used in this research in order to achieve a smooth movement at high 

power and with minimal size. A series elastic mechanism using a torsion bar and a high 

reduction actuator drove the arm, and the added low reduction actuator reduced 

the vibration characteristics of the arm according to the response delay of the high 

reduction actuator and the elastic system. In order to drive the proposed mechanism 

in low impedance, an impedance control method was adapted to the system. By 

comparing the results of the theoretical analyses and simulations, to those of the direct 

drive motor only and to those of the system without the low reduction actuator, we 

showed the effectiveness of our proposed system. 

Keywords—series elasticity actuation, impedance control, high load work, robot arm 
© 2016 ICET 2016. All rights reserved 

1.0  INTRODUCTION 

Robots are widely used in the variety fields; factories, 

home, hospital, nursing facilities and so on. It is desirable 

for those robots to do heavy tasks like carrying a person 

from a bed to a wheelchair, for example. Moreover 

those robots have to move safely in cooperation with 

humans. For the safety, the motion of the robots must 

be controlled in low impedance. Consequently, two 

performance, high output force for the heavy tasks and 

low impedance for the safety, is required for the robots. 

To achieve the two performance,  admittance control 

has been applied to conventional robots in which  

compact motors with gears of a high reduction ratio 

are used [1]. However, the system is unstable if the robot 

with the admittance control comes in contact with the 

environment of high impedance. This problem can be 

improved by using direct drive motors without gears. 

You can, however, find easily that the size and the 

weight of the direct motors are too large for producing 

the high output force. 

To overcome the problems, series elastic actuators 
(SEA) have been proposed [2]. This mechanism uses an 

elastic element installed between a controlled object 

and a compact motor with gears of high reduction 

ratio. Because of the low stiffness of the elastic element, 

low impedance can be realized without complicated 

control system. However, vibration related to the 

natural frequency of the dynamic characteristics of the 

controlled object containing the elastic elements 

occurs because the natural frequency is low and near 

the motion frequency of the robot. It is difficult to 

reduce the vibration by control due to the large 

response delay of the high reduction ratio motor. 

Because of this problem, a series elastic actuator with a 

torque controlled actuator (SEAA) suggested in this 

paper was considered worthwhile. Roth et al. proposed 

a system which used a torque control for the SEAA[3].  
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However, an impedance control for the SEAA has not 

been evaluated, especially, on stability. 

In this paper, we propose a method to adapt an 

impedance control to the SEAA[4] and evaluate the 

stability of the impedance control for the three 

actuators; the SEAA, the SEA and the high geared 

actuator. 

2.0  BASIC STRUCTURE AND CONTROL 
PRINCIPLE OF THE ACTUATOR SYSTEMN 

A. Basic Structure 

The proposed actuator system, which combined the 

torsion bar and these two motors, is adopted to realize 

the soft movement of the arm with the impedance 

control explained in the next section. The basic 

structure of the proposed SEAA is shown in Fig. 1. The 

proposed system was composed of an arm, a torsion 

bar (an elastic element), and two actuators.  

The left actuator in Fig.1 has a gear of high reduction 

ratio. Due to the high friction of the gear, a position 

control is adapted for this actuator. This motor is to be 

referred to as position controlled motor thereafter. The 

position controlled motor drives the arm through the 

torsion bar. However, if the arm was driven by this 

position controlled motor only, it is difficult to control 

the dynamic behavior of the torsion bar and the arm 

due to the response delay of the positon controlled 

motor. That’s why, the right actuator in Fig. 1 is added 

to compensate the response delay of the position 

controlled motor. This actuator has a gear of low 

reduction ratio. Because the friction of the gear is 

small, a torque control is applied to this actuator. This 

motor is to be referred to as torque controlled motor 

thereafter. 

The external view of the experimental device is shown 

in Fig.2. Characteristics of each motor are summarized 

in Table 1. 

B. Control Principle 

The motion equation of the system of Fig. 1 is, 

wmek
l

mgkCI   sin
2

      (1) 

where I[kg･m2] is the inertia moment of the weight 

and the arm, C[N･s/rad] is the viscosity, k[Nm/rad] is 

the spring constant of the torsion bar, m[kg] is the mass 

of the arm, l[m] is the radius of gyration of the arm, θ

[rad] is the rotation angle of the arm, θe[rad] is the 

actual rotation angle of the motor position control,  

τm[N･m] is the actual torque of the torque controlled 

motor and τw[N･m] is the external torque. 

For the impedance control of SEAA, we consider the 

target impedance model, 

wddd τθθkθθCθI  )()( 00
                    (2)

where Id[kg ･ m2] is the target inertia moment, 

Cd[Ns/rad] is the target damping coefficient, 

kd[Nm/rad] is the target spring constant, and θ0[rad] 

is the target equilibrium point. Next, eliminating the 

external torque τw[Nm] using (1) and (2), and solving 

for θed, 
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The calculated rotation angle θed in (3) is input to the 

positon controlled motor as the target angle θed  of 

the position controlled motor. However, the position 

controlled motor has a large response delay. 

Therefore, the actual rotation angle of the position 

controlled motor θe is different from the target rotation 

angle θed. So, we calculate the difference between 

the target rotation angle of the position controlled 

motor θed and the actual rotation angle of the position 

controlled motor θe. Then, (4) was determined by that 

difference multiplied by the spring constant of the 

torsion bar k, 

  )( eedmd k   (4) 

where, τmd[N･m] is the target torque of the torque 

controlled motor. This target torque τmd is the input to 

the torque controlled motor as the torque control 

instruction value. The characteristic of the proposed 

system is to compensate the delay of the position 

controlled motor and thereby improve the response of 

the arm. However, the torque controlled motor has, 

also, a small delay.  

In order to verify the stability of the impedance 

control explained above for SEAA when the arm is in 

contact with the external environment, it is assumed a 

simple spring, 

θkτ ww                 (5) 

where kw[Nm/rad] is the spring constant of the 

external environment. We evaluated the stability of 

the following three systems in the next section. First one 

is the impedance control of the position controlled 

motor only (ICPCM) which is the actuator mechanism 

Table 1 Characteristics of each motor

Position 

controlled 

motor 

Torque 

controlled 

motor 

Output[W] 200 400 

Rating torque(using gear) [Nm] 154.8 12.7 

Maximum torque(using gear) 

[Nm] 

541.9 44.6 

Figure 1 The basic structure of SEAA 

Figure 2 External view of the device 

eθ

θ

mτ
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for most of the robots. Second one is the impedance 

control of the series elastic actuator without the 

torque controlled motor (ICSEA). The last one is the 

proposed method, that is, the impedance control of 

the series elastic actuator added with the torque 

controlled motor (ICSEAA). The block diagrams of 

these systems are shown in the figures from 3-1 to 3-3. 

The notations P, Gimp, and Gp are the transfer 

function of (1), (2), and (3), respectively. Moreover, P1 

is the transfer function of the delay of the position 

controlled motor and P2 is that of the torque controlled 

motor. 

3.0 STABILITY ANALYSIS USING ROOT LOCUS 

A. Analysis method 

Using the control principles described in the previous 

section, we analyzed the stability of the proposed 

method. Then, the dynamic characteristic of the 

position controlled motor is, 

1

1

1

1



sT

P      (6) 

where T1 [ms] is the time constant of the position 

controlled motor. The dynamic characteristic of the 

torque controlled motor is, 

1

1

2

2



sT

P   (7) 

where, T2 [ms] is the time constant of the torque 

controlled motor. 

Characteristics of experimental equipment are 

summarized in Table 2. These parameters are the 

same to the experimental device explained in Fig.2. 

The stability was verified by the root locus when the 

arm was in contact with the external environment with 

the spring constant kw. And the spring constant kw 

varied from 1 to infinite. Also, we altered the target 

damping coefficient Cd and the target spring 

constant kd and analyzed root locus. We analyzed the 

three methods of ICPCM, ICSEA and ICSEAA and 

compared these methods. To analyze the stability of 

each method, we used equations from (1) to (7) and 

summarized the parameters of equation (2) in Table 3. 

B. Analysis Result of Root Locus of the systems 

The root locus of the ICPCM, ICSEA, and ICSEAA are 

shown in Fig.4, which is pole layout drawing. The 

vertical axis represents the imaginary axis, and the 

horizontal axis represents the real axis. The root locus 

of ICPCM, ICSEA and ICSEAA show the green, red, 

and blue plot, respectively. Furthermore, as the spring 

constant of the external environment kw increase, the 

root of ICPCM follows the green arrow. In the same 

way, the root of ICSEA follows the red arrow, and the 

root of ICSEAA follows the blue arrow, with the 

increase of kw. 

From the result of ICPCM in Fig.4, the real part of the 

pole goes from negative to positive with the increase 

of the spring constant of the external environment kw. 

In ICSEA, it is unstable if spring constant of the external 

environment kw is small. The boundary value of kw 

between stable and unstable is 990[Nm/rad]. In 

ICSEAA, all the poles are in the negative part. From 

these results, ICSEAA is stable with any spring constant 

of the external environment kw. Furthermore, 

comparing the poles of ICSEA with the ones of ICSEAA 

Table 2 Characteristics of experimental equipment 

I Inertial moment of arm and 

weight 

0.5717[kg･m2] 

C Damping coefficient 1.0636[Nms/rad] 

k Spring constant of torsion 

bar 

171.9[Nm/rad] 

m  Mass of arm 3.679[kg] 

l Distance to center of gravity 

of arm 

0.500[m] 

1T Time constant of position 

controlled motor 

43[ms] 

2T Time constant of torque 

controlled motor 

5[ms] 

Table 3 simulation parameters 

dI Target inertial moment 0.5717[kg･m2] 

dC Target damping 

coefficient 

1.9827[Nms/rad] 

dk Target spring constant 343.78[Nm/rad] 

0
Target equilibrium point 1.5708[rad] 

Figure 4 Pole-zero layout drawing
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at the same spring constant of the external 

environment kw, the real part of the pole in ICSEAA is 

smaller than the one in ICSEA. Therefore, ICSEAA is 

more stable than ICSEA.  

 From the above, the proposed method ICSEAA is 

effective on stability comparing with ICPCM and 

ICSEA. 

4.0 EXPERIMENT 

From the previous section, it is shown in simulation 

that ICSEAA is effective on stability. In this section, we 

performed the experiment for showing the 

effectiveness of ICSEAA compared with ICSEA.  

A. Experimental method 

The experiment was performed as follow. The initial 

position of the arm was vertical to the ground and the 

endpoint of the arm contacted with a spring whose 

spring factor kw. The two environmental springs with 1533 

and 490[Nm/rad] were used for the spring factor kw. 

When the experiment started, target equilibrium point 

was changed in the angle of 2 [deg]. The overview of 

the experimental setup is shown in Fig.5 

B. Experimental results 

 The results of the experiment are shown in the figures 

from 6 to 9. The vertical axes of these figures represent 

the rotation angle of the arm [deg], the rotation angle 

of the position controlled motor [deg], and the torque 

of the torque controlled motor [Nm], respectively from 

top to bottom. The horizontal axes of these figures 

show the time [s]. In the figure, the red lines represent 

the target value, and the blue lines represent the 

actual values. In Fig.6 and Fig.7, the arm angle of 

ICSEA did not converge at constant point and was 

unstable. On the other hand, the arm angle of ICSEAA 

converged at constant point and was stable. In Fig.8 

and Fig.9, the arm angle of both ICSEA and ICSEAA 

converged at constant point and was stable. 

Accordingly, the results of both experiments 

corresponded with the result of the stability analysis of 

the previous section and it is shown that the proposed 

method ICSEAA is the most effective on stability of the 

three methods. 

4.0 CONCLUSION 

We have proposed a method to adapt an 

impedance control to a series elastic drive system with 

torque controlled actuator. We verified three 

methods: ICPCM is an impedance control of the 

position controlled motor only, ICSEA is an impedance 

control of the series elastic actuator without the 

torque controlled motor and ICSEAA is the proposed 

method. By comparing the results of the root locus, we 

confirmed that the stability of the proposed method 

increased. Furthermore, by comparing the experiment 

results, we confirmed that the proposed method 

improved the response of the arm and it was effective. 

As future work, we will perform experiment changing 

simulation parameters and evaluate the stability of 

the device. 

Figure 5 The setup of the experiment 

Figure 6 ICSEA(kw=490[Nm/rad])

Figure 7 ICSEAA(kw=490[Nm/rad]) 

Figure 8 ICSEA(kw=1533[Nm/rad]) 

Figure 9 ICSEAA(kw=1533[Nm/rad]) 
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Abstract 
 Trains are used as public transportation and require precise operation along with train 

diagram. It is necessary for the train drivers to have good driving skills. We have developed 

a new break manipulation system for assisting the drivers. Using the brake system, the driver 

can change manually the kind of the command for the deceleration of the train in the 

running situation. Specifically, the driver can manually select the command by the angle 

of the brake handle when the constant deceleration of the train is required and by the 

force when the quick and short change of the deceleration is required. In this paper, an 

automatic switching method for the developed brake system is proposed by using a 

logistic regression model. The model is identified from the data of the human operators 

and the effectiveness of the proposed method is shown experimentally. 

Keywords— Train brake system, Brake handle controller, Force input, Logistic regression 

model 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

  Trains become indispensable as means of 

transportation in our life and require precise operation 

along with train diagram. It is, therefore, necessary for 

the train drivers to have good driving skills to stop the 

train at the specified position of a station in the 

appointed time. The driver has to make a fine 

adjustment of a brake handle for accurate 

adjustment of the train near stop positions. Moreover, 

quick and short operation is needed in the fine 

adjustment because the deceleration of the train is 

given by the tilt angle of the brake handle[1] . The 

brake operation can become easy if the driver can 

input force operation for the deceleration of the train. 

It is clear that the force input makes quick and short 

operation compared with the tilt angle operation. 

 We have proposed a new brake handle system in 

which the operation mode can be switched between 

the force input and the tilt angle input. Using the 

proposed system, the driver can select the angle input 

for the long time and constant operation of the brake 

and select the force input for the quick and short 

operation near the stop position. The driver can 

change the mode manually by pushing a button 

attached to the handle stick. If the switching is 

operated automatically, further improvement of the 

brake system is anticipated. 

In this paper, we propose an automatic switching 

operation method for the proposed angle-force input 

brake handle. We use a logistic regression model as a 

model determining the input mode automatically and 

show experimentally the validity of the model 

constructed. 

2.0 Experimental system 

2.1 The proposed brake handle device 

 Figure1 shows the angle-force input switching handle. 

This handle is operated with conventional angle input 

method for keeping a constant decelerating force for 

a long time. The operation level is restricted by the 

values from 0 to 7. When the train approaches a stop 

position, the train driver can change the input mode 

from the angle input to the force input by pushing the 

button attached at the endpoint of the handle lever, 

and can fine adjustment of the deceleration of the 

train. In the force input mode, the operation handle is 
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fixed by an electromagnetic brake at the angle 

position in the moment when the mode is changed. 

The deceleration command to the train is produced 

by adding the angle input to the force input. The force 

is measured by the strain gages attached at the 

middle of the brake lever. If the driver wants to go 

back up for the angle input, he/she has only to release 

the button. 

2.2 Train simulator system 

Figure 2 shows the screen of the experimental train 

simulator. The platform of a station, a specified 

stopping line and the train are indicated in the screen. 

The simulation starts that the train enters in the 

platform from 500 [m] of the stop line away position at 

80 [km/h] of the train velocity. The human operator 
manipulates the handle with looking at the screen so 

that the head part of the train stops at the stop 

position. Moreover, the train velocity must be 

controlled to the specified velocity at the specified 

position as shown in the left side of the screen. The 

operator can refer the velocity of the train using the 

velocity meter as shown in the right below of the 

screen. 

The position of the train is calculated in real time by 

the block diagram as shown in Figure 3. The 

calculation is executed by using MATLAB/SIMULINK. 

The command deceleration i [m/s2] to the train is 

calculated by, i=k’ θ in the angle input mode or i=k’ 

θ+ k’’f in the force input mode, where θ and f are the 

angle of the lever and the force exerted to the lever, 

respectively, and k’ and k’’ are the gains. Next, 

considering the time lag L [s] and the time delay T [s] 

of the brake system, the modified command 

deceleration a [m/s2] is calculated by 

Lse
Ts

ika 




1

1
(1) 

where k is a gain. We calculated the running 

resistance deceleration r[m/s2] of the train by 

 gv.v..r 2000240015021  (2) 

where v [m/s] and g [m/s2] are the train speed and 

gravitational acceleration, respectively. The 

summation a+r is the actual deceleration for the train 

and the position of the train is calculated by 

integrating it twice. The calculated deceleration a+r is 

limited to the following value μ related to the friction 

between the rail and the wheels of the train. 

v.

v.
.

10001
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3.0 logistic regression model 

In this section, the logistic regression model for 

determining the input mode automatically is 

explained. 

 We define p as the probability that a certain event 

occurs. For explaining the occurrence of 

phenomenon with the explanatory variables x = (x1, …, 

xm), p(x) is defined by the probability in which the 

phenomenon occurs using the explanatory variables 

x as, 

p(x) = Pm{Occurrence|x1,…, xm} = F (x1,…, xm) (4) 

Next, the multiple regression equation Z of the 

explanatory variables is defined as,  

Z = η0 + η1x1 + … + ηmxm (5) 

where i is coefficient. Finally, the probability p(x) is 

calculated by the following logistic function of Z , 

   
 
 Zexp

Zexp
ZFxp




1
(6) 

Using the probability calculated, we can find the 

occurrence of the phenomenon. After that, we apply 

this model to switch automatically between the angle 

and force inputs. 

 First, the distance to the stop position d, the train 

velocity v and the command input i are selected as 

the explanatory variables as, 

xi = (d, v, i ) (7) 

The multiple regression function, therefore, is defined 

as, 

ivdZ
3210

  (8) 

The probability of the logistic regression model is 

calculated by (6). Now we define the probability 

p(Z)=1 if the input mode is the force mode and, 

otherwise, p(Z)=0 if the input mode is the angle mode. 

We can calculate the probability of the input mode 

by the valuables of d, v and i if the coefficients 

Figure 1 Proposed train controller 

Figure 2 Simulator operation screen

30

10

Train

Platform

Velocity 

meter

Stopping 

line

Indication 

velocity 

Figure 3 Block diagram of Train simulator
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andare known. We can automate the 

switching operation between two input modes by 

referring the calculated probability with a threshold 

level; the threshold level is 0.5 in this paper.  

In the next section, the coefficients of the multiple 

regression function are identified by using the 

operation data by the skilled human operators.  

4.0 Identification of the logistic model 

4.1 Experiment 

Subjects performed the brake operation of the train 

by using the train simulator system and got the skillful 

operation of the brake system for the angle-force 

switching after many repetitions. Next, the subjects 

performed the experiments of 40 trials for getting the 

operation data. The subjects were 9 male students of 

the right-handed in the 20's age. 

4.2 Selection of the subjects for making the model 

 If the collected data include abnormal operation, 

we might not be able to build the model well. For 

avoiding this, the subjects were selected with 

hierarchical cluster analysis as follows.  

 First, it is assumed that the subjects determine the 

input mode considering the distance to the stopping 

line and the velocity of the train. We, therefore, focus 

on the distance d and the velocity v when the subjects 

push the button and change the input mode from the 

angle input to the force input. Next, the time to reach 

the target stop position (TTS) is calculated by 

TTS = d/ v (10) 

Table 1 shows the average and the variance of TTS 

for the 9 subjects. The cluster analysis is performed by 

calculating the euclid distance of the average 

normalized TTS from each subject and its variance. 

Figure 4 shows the dendrogram obtained by the 

cluster analysis. The horizontal axis of the figure 

indicates the subjects and the vertical axis represents 

the squared distances between the clusters. In the 

dendrogram, if the distance from a certain branch 

until next branch is large, the corresponding clusters 

have low degree of similarity. In contrast, if the 

distance is small, the clusters have high similarity data. 

As shown in Figure 4, the clusters that have the largest 

distance are the left six subjects and the right three 

subjects. We, therefore, built the model using the 

experimental data of the left side six people. 

4.3 Identification of the multiple regression function 

The logistic regression model is identified by using 

the experimental data of the 6 subjects determined in 

the last section. Two data set is extracted from the 

data of one trial of the experiment. One is the distance 

d, the velocity v and the input i when the input mode 

is changed. The other is those data in one second ago 

when the mode changes. Then, the probability for the 

former data is defined by 1 and that for the latter data 

is 0. The number of the data set for the identification is 

480 because the six subjects try the experiment 40 

times each. The identification is performed by using 

maximum likelihood method and the identified 

multiple regression equation is 

Z = 3.5056+ 0.2439d+ 0.1086v + 0.7802 i (11) 

The probability of the common switching operation 

produced by the data of the six subjects can be 

calculated by (6) and (11). 

 Hereinafter, the model of (11) is referred as ‘common 

model’. 

5.0 Evaluation of the identified model 

In order to evaluate the common model identified, 
experiments were conducted for 4 subjects; subjects 

G, H, I and a new subject J. The subject J is a student 

of the right-handed in the 20’s age. 

5.1 Experimental method 

The subjects performed the same experiment as 

Section 4.2 for the manual switching operation. For the 

automatic switching operation, 10 trials of the 

experiment were done for each subject with the same 

conditions as Section 4.2.  

Figure 5 shows the example of the time trajectories 

measured in the experiment. The top of the figure 

shows the time trajectory of the input and the second, 

third and the bottom figures show the time trajectories 

of the distance to the stopping line, the train velocity 

and the probability calculated by the logistic 

regression model, respectively. The vertical dashed 

lines show the time when the switching from the angle 

input to the force input is performed automatically. 

Table 1 The average TTS and its variance 

Subject TTS average [s] TTS variance 

A 3.4 0.7 

B 5.5 1.21 

C 5.4 1.32 

D 4.3 0.99 

E 4.2 0.68 

F 4.9 0.58 

G 6.8 3.07 

H 8.2 2.46 

I 3.5 3.6 Figure 4 Dendrogram 
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The horizontal red line in the bottom figure represents 

the probability of 0.5. As shown in the figures, the input 

mode changes from the angle input to the force input 

when the probability calculated by the logistic 

regression model exceeds the threshold value 0.5. 

5.2 Subjective evaluation 

 We performed the subjective evaluation for the 

maneuverability of the brake operation. The subjects 

were required to ask the feeling of the automatic 

switch operation for 10 times of the trials compared 

with the manual operation. If the feeling of the 

automatic operation is better than the manual 

operation, the subject fills the mark ‘ ○ ’ in the 

evaluation sheet. Otherwise, the subject fills the mark 

‘×’. 

Table 3, Table 4, Table 5, and Table 6 show the results 

of the subjective evaluation for subject G, subject H, 

subject I and subject J, respectively. It is clear that all 

the subject answers were good. 

5.3 Evaluation of the distance to the stopping line 

The figures from 6 to 9 show the distance to the 

stopping line position for 10 trials performed by subject 

G, H, I and J, respectively. In these figures, the blue 

lines represent the distance for the automatic 

operation and the green lines show the distance for 

the manual operation. Figure 10 shows the average 

value and the standard deviation calculated from the 

distance of the 10 trials for the four subjects. The blue 

and red bars show the results of the automatic 

operation and the manual one, respectively. 

From these figures, the average and the deviation 

of the distance for the automatic operation are 

smaller than those for the manual operation. From 

these results as well as the subjective evaluation, the 

automatic switching operation is better than the 

manual operation. 

Figure 6 The distance to the stop position of the subject G 

Figure 7 The distance to the stop position of the subject H 

Figure 8 The distance to the stop position of the subject I 

Figure 9 The distance to the stop position of the subject J 
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Figure 10 The average value and the standard 

deviation of the distance 

Figure 5 Example of the experimental data 
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Table 3 Subjective evaluation result of the subject G 

Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Evaluation ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

Table 4 Subjective evaluation result of the subject H 
Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Evaluation ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

Table 5 Subjective evaluation result of the subject I 
Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Evaluation ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

Table 6 Subjective evaluation result of the subject J 

Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Evaluation ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
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6.0 CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we built the operation method of the 

automatic switching from the angle input to the force 

input for the angle-force input brake system. From the 

experimental data of 6 subjects after the clustering 

operation, we identified the logistic regression model 

for determining the switch timing automatically. The 

validity of the identified model was evaluated by 

other 4 subjects. The effectiveness of the automatic 

operation was shown by both the subjective 

evaluation and the evaluation of the distance to the 

stopping line. 

The automatic operation is expected to be 

effective for training the train driver. In the future, the 

learning effect for the automatic operation will be 

evaluated. 
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Graphical abstract Abstract 

To realize safer driving, the driving assist should operate several seconds before cars fall 

into dangerous situations. In addition, it is necessary to improve the driver acceptability. 

Therefore, the purpose of our study is development of the driving assist system which has 

acceptability and safety. A driving simulator equipped with the steering controller device 

that simulates the EPS was constructed. We proposed that the impedance control was 

implemented in the steering assist system for avoiding the dangerous situations. By using 

it, the experiment changed the impedance parameters was carried out. The evaluation 

of the steering operation characteristics by the questionnaire for subjects was performed. 

As a result of experiments, we confirmed that the viscosity of the impedance 

parameter was related closely to the driver operability. 

Keywords— steering assist, impedance control, variable impedance , acceptability 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, a variety of driving assist device 
support recognition, decision and operation of the 
driver by the progress in the sensor technologies. For 
example, there are Advanced Emergency Braking 
System (AEBS), Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC), and 
Lane Keeping Assist (LKA). They decide hazardous 
condition of the car from traffic environment 
information around it and they take place driver to 
avoid danger.  However, there are still a number of 
the traffic accidents so we cannot say those systems 
solve the problems which cause traffic accidents. It is 
obvious that the technique informing the driver about 
danger are ineffective for some elderly drivers [1] and 
About 50% drivers evade by steering operate in 
emergency situation [2]. Therefore, to improve safety, 
aggressive autonomous steering evasion assist systems 
are studied [3] [4]. When the driver drive in cooperation 
with the steering assist system, it is the matter to 
deteriorate the acceptability and safety by 

intervention of the steering assist  [5] . So, the study

improving the driver acceptability to alarm the driver 
before fall into hazardous situation was carried out [6]. 

And another study improving steering assist based on 
driver’s muscular activity was carried out [7], too. It is 
necessary to develop HMI which has acceptability 
and safety. Not only evade danger but also aim at 
improving driving ability. Thereby, we need to verify 
appropriate steering assist about driving assist. 

In this study, we constructed a driving simulator 
equipped with the steering controller device that 
simulates the EPS. We simulated the EPS steering to 
introduce impedance control into this steering device. 
In addition, we introduced algorism which conduct 
steering assist into it.  Using this system, from Man-
machine cooperative, we conducted variable 
impedance control not to happen intervention for 
driver operation and we performed questioner 
evaluation. We examined appropriate variable-
impedance parameter based on questioner 
evaluation. 

http://ejje.weblio.jp/content/Viscosity
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2.0 EXPERIMENT DEVICE 

2.1 Composition of experiment device 

Fig.1 shows the component of the drinving simulator 
(DS). This DS has a large projection and a projector. It 
consists of the steering system, accelerator, brake, 
driver's sheet and two PCs. The steering system with 
direct driver motor is imitated the electric power 
steering (EPS).PC1 controls it and PC2 calculates the 
vehicle behavior based on the vehicle dynamics 
and the driver operation and creates the projected 
driving scene image based on the calculation result. 
In this study, Fig.2 indicates the road environment on 
the DS. The road environment is the city road of 
narrow one-way traffic. The parked vehicle is at 
coordinates(x, y) = (70[m], 1.57[m]). It has a length of 
4.69[m], a breadth of 1.69[m]. This road has walls on 
either side. The width on the road is 7.0[m]. 

2.2 Steering control system 

The steering device using direct drive motor 
reproduces actual steering characteristic to do 
impedance control. We express approximate 
expression which is equation of motion of the device     
omitted such as friction term. 

)1(　 　 　 　 　 　 　 　 　 　　 　 mhDJ   

Where the steering angle is θ [rad], inertia of this 
device is J[kg ･ m2], coefficient of viscosity of this 

device is D [Nm･s/rad], torque imparted by the driver 

is τh [Nm] and output torque of mortar is τm [Nm]. In 

contrast, we express virtual impedance characteristics 
of steering characteristics to be supplied to the driver. 

)2()( 　 　 　 　 　 　 　　 ahtmmm KDJ     

Where the virtual inertia is Jm [kg ･ m2], virtual 

coefficient of viscosity is Dm [Nm ･ s/rad], virtual 

torsional spring constant is Km[Nm/rad], Equilibrium 

angle is θt [rad] and assist torque is τa [Nm]. From 

equation (1) and (2), The Output torque of mortar τm 
is calculated as following equation. 

)3()()()( 　 　 　　 atmmmm KDDJJ      

We realize impedance control to take τm for output 
torque of mortar. In this experiment, Table 2 shows the 
impedance parameters in this experiment. 

2.3 Steering assist 

We consider that variable impedance parameter 
improving acceptability depend on damping ratio. 
Intervention support toque is described below. 

)4()( 　 　 　 　　 　 　 　 　 　 　 　 　 　　 aaaa KD     

Imparted coefficient of viscosity is Da [Nm ･ s/rad], 

imparted torsional spring constant is Ka[Nm/rad], and 

Intervention angle sent by upper layer [8] is θa [rad]. 
From equation (2) and (4), the damping ratio ξ is 

calculated as following equation.  

)5(
2

1
)( 　 　 　 　 　 　 　 　 　　 　 　 　

am

am
KJ

DD   

The parameter Km is omitted because it is quite 

smaller than Ka.  

Fig.2 Road environment 

Left wall

Right wall

x

y

V

Parked vehicle

Examinee’s car

70[m]

5.07[m] 7.0[m]

Fig.3 Experiment environment 

Fig.1 Component of DS 

DD motor

Brake and Accelerator

PC1

(Steering

controller)

PC2

(Car dynamics 

calculation)

Screen
Steering

Sheet

Projector

Table 1 List of parameter 

J Inertia of the device 

D Coefficient of viscosity of the device 

θ Steering rotation angle 

𝜏ℎ Driver input torque 

𝜏𝑚 Output torque of mortar 

Jm Virtual inertia 

Dm Virtual coefficient of  viscosity 

Km Virtual torsional spring constant 

𝜏𝑎 Assist torque 

θt Equilibrium angle 

Table 2 Simulation parameters 

J 0.03[kg･m2] 

D 0.01[Ns/rad] 

Jm J+0.001[kg･m2] 

Dm D+0.3[Ns/rad] 

Km 0.57[Nm/rad] 

θt 0.0[rad] 
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3.0 EXPERIMENT METHOD 

3.1 Experimental condition 

Using Ds, we conducted steering avoidance 
experiment to evaluate cooperation of drivers and 
system of steering assist. Subjects drive the small alley 
which has parked vehicle described by previous 
section. At that time, we set driving speed as 30[km/h] 
because we must consider what changing parameter 
of higher layer by speed change and we consider 
nonlinear characteristics of the steering system, for 
example self-aligning torque. In this experiment, we 
explained the experiment in advance because all 
subjects experience the steering assist under the same 
condition. We taught the subjects what they must not 
do advance brake and avoidance behavior. Under 
the experiments, subjects take the steering in two 
hands and they must not leave their hand from 
steering. The subjects operate the steering to avoid 
parked vehicle when they recognize steering assist. 
We operate the steering assist using impedance 
control described in section2.2. Impedance 
parameter in intervening the steering assist show 
Table.3. To consider appropriate impedance 
parameter, in this experiment, we experiment with 
changing the damping ratio from 1 to 10, 20, and 30 
in case the Ka is11.5 [Nm/rad]. The experiments were 
conducted by 5 male subjects in 20s. 

3.2 Objective evaluation survey method 

We surveyed objective evaluation after the 
experiment with DS. We conducted the evaluation of 
objective survey with questioner. As absolute 
evaluation, the touch operating the steering in 
intervening steering assist are evaluated by quite light, 
light, normal, heavy, quite heavy. As relative 
evaluation compared with before trial, the touch 
operating the steering in intervening steering assist are 
evaluated by worse , same, better.  

4.0 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

4.1 Objective evaluation result 

Fig.4 shows experiment result of absolute evaluation 
in operating steering assist. Vertical axis of this figure is 
the number of respondents. Horizontal axis is 
evaluation answered subjects. -2 is quite light, -1 is light, 
0 is normal, 1 is heavy, 2 is quite heavy. In the case 
damping ratio is 1, we found that the subjects felt 
heavy of the force of spring term because they 
answered the touch operating the steering is heavy, 
nevertheless viscosity is small. In the case damping 
ratio is 10, we can consider the driver felt light of the 
steering assist because the forth of viscosity term 
cancel the forth of spring term. In the case damping 
ratio is 30, we can consider the drivers felt heavy of the 
steering because damping force is bigger.  

(a) ζ=1 

(b) ζ=10 

(c) ζ=20 

(d) ζ=30 

Fig.4 Absolute evaluation result of target 
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Table3 Variable parameters 

Ka Target spring constant 11.5, 5.75[Nm/rad] 

ζ Damping ratio 1～30[-] 

Fig.5 Relative evaluation result of damping ratio 
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Fig.6 Relative evaluation result of damping ratio 
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We make comparison between damping ratio is 10 
and 1, 20 and 30. In Fig.5, the subjects answered black 
bar is worse, oblique line is same and gray is better. 
Compared to damping ratio of 30, the subjects 
answered damping ratio of 1 and 10 are worse than 
that. Also, the subjects answered damping ratio of 20 
is better than damping of 10. Then, we consider 
relative evaluation result based on damping ratio of 
20. Fig.6 shows experimental result of target spring
constant of 5.75. From this result, we understand 
damping ratio of 20 is the best damping ratio. In the 
case damping ratio is 20, the subjects most answered 
normal so we can understand its damping ratio is 
optimum.   

4.2 Damping ratio dependence evaluation 

 To verify whether variable impedance parameters 
improving acceptability depend on the damping ratio, we 
examine that the same results are obtained in case of 
target spring constant of 5.75. Fig.4 shows experiment 
result of absolute evaluation in operating steering 

assist of target spring constant of 5.75. In the same 
case of target spring constant of 11.5, in the case 
damping ratio is 1, they felt the touch operating the 
steering is heavy, nevertheless viscosity is small. In 
addition, in the case damping ratio is 20, the subjects 
most answered normal so we can understand that 
appropriate viscosity term depend on the damping 
ratio in hilly possibly, if spring term is changed. In these 
results, we found to set the damping ratio about 20, if 
spring term is changed, what the touch operating 
steering don’t changed. Using impedance control, 
we found we can improve acceptability of driver. 

5.0 CONCLUSION 

In this paper, it is the purpose to improve driver’s 
acceptability when steering assist so we conducted 
steering assist using impedance control. In that result, 
to change viscosity term, we could improve driver’s 
acceptability. In addition, we found to set the 
damping ratio about 20, if spring term is changed, 
what the touch operating steering don’t changed.  

In future, we are going to inspect the impedance 
parameter that balances safety with acceptability in 
the constant damping ratio using subjectivity 
evaluation and objectivity evaluation.  
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Abstract 
There are many placement tasks in the field of shipbuilding. However, no assist device for the 

placement tasks has been developed because the improvement of the task does not affect the 

quality of the ship and has been put off. The device has to work in cooperation with the worker 

and, therefore, the safety to the workers must be considered for the development of the device. 

For keeping the safety strictly, the system of the device has to give off no energy to the outside. In 

other words, the system has no power source and must be constructed by only passive elements. 

In this paper, a mechanism in which the assist movement is produced by controlling oil flow using 

an oil pressure cylinder without hydraulic power source is proposed. A position-force hybrid 

control system is developed for the proposed mechanism and the effectiveness of the 

mechanism for the development of the assist device is verified experimentally. 

Keyword- Placement task / Shipbuilding / Safety / Passive element 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The ship is effective to carry a large amount of things 

and passengers. Now, many ships are built by using 

block method as follows. First, steel plates which are 

the materials of the ship are cut and divided into 

various parts as the components of the ship. Next, 

they are positioned and put on a base plate. Finally, 

the components and the base plate are connected 

by welding. In other words, the block method is 

comprised of 3 processes; cutting, placement and 

welding. The quality of the cutting and welding work 

directly affect the quality of the ships. So the study of 

cutting and welding equipment has been developed
[1]. In comparison with them, the placement work 

does not affect the quality of the ship. But, the 

placement work is performed manually by many 

workers and it takes much time because of much 

number of the components to locate. Therefore, the 

improvement of the placement work improves the 

productivity of the ship.  

The placement task is performed as the following 

two steps. First step is carrying the components to the 

base plate by a large crane. In the second step, the 

correct positioning of the components is done 

manually. This step is impossible to be automated 

because the expert workers must do the positioning 

considering the thermal deformation of the 

component by the welding. The second step takes 

much time because the workers can not directly 

move the heavy components by hands and hammer 

them to move. The placement work, therefore, are 

dramatically improved if the worker directly moves 

the components by their hands.  

In this paper, a device for assisting the worker to 

position the component is proposed. Fig.1 shows the 

process of the placement work using the proposed 

device. Our concept of the placement task using the 

proposed device is as follows. The large crane carries 

the proposed device with the component positioned 

to put it roughly on the baseplate. Next the correct 

position task is done by the expert worker with the 
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assist of the proposed device. The worker is possible to 

directly move the component by his/her hands.  

For the development of the device, the safety to the 

worker is very important because the device works 

closed to the worker. The simplest solution to ensure 

the safety is to develop the device without power 

sources like electric motors, hydraulic actuators and 

so on. We aim at the realization of the security by 

using the device that consist of only a passive 

element. Passive element is, for example, spring, 

brakes and damper. They do not provide energy to 

the outside, and only absorb the energy from the 

outside[2]. Many devices with the passive elements 

have been developed[3] [4]. But they can’t produce 

big torque or force. They, therefore, cannot move the 

heavy shipbuilding components whose weight are 

over 100 kg. We propose a passive element consisting 

of an oil pressure cylinder that can control the 

movement of the component with controlling the oil 

flow. 

In this paper, we propose a device consist of an oil 

pressure cylinder and construct a speed 

command-position feedback control system for 

assisting the worker in the placement task. Then the 

effectiveness of the proposed system is shown 

experimentally. 

2.0 PLACEMENT DEVICE CONFIGURATION 

2.1 Operating principles of the oil pressure cylinder 

 The operating principles of the oil pressure cylinder 

shows in Fig.2. The cylinder space upper and lower of 

the piston is filled with oil. The two ports of the cylinder 

are connected with a pipe through a valve. The 

component is attached to the cylinder rod. First, 

opening the valve and the component is pushed up 

to a target position by a lifter. In this time, the internal 

oil flows through the valve in the counter clockwise 

and the piston position rises. Next, the valve is closed 

when the piston position reaches to the target 

position. In this time, the piston position is fixed 

because the internal oil can’t flow. Finally, the piston 

position and the component can descend by 

opening the valve because internal oil flows through 

the clockwise. And the speed of the piston can be 

controlled by the open level of the valve because 

flow quantity of the oil is regulated by controlling the 

divergence of the valve. 

2.2 The prototype configuration 

  The prototype configuration of the device is shown 

in Fig.3. The maximum load of the prototype device is 

100 kg. This device has a frame of one side of 1m. 

And a double rod cylinder with a linear pulse 

encoder is attached to the top surface of the frame. 

A needle type valve is installed in the oil pressure 

circuit. And the divergence of the valve is controlled 

by a DC harmonic drive motor attached to the valve 

axis. And a pressure sensor is equipped to measure of 

the compression side and the non-compression side 

of the oil circuit because the load is measured using 

the differential pressure of the two sensors. An electric 

table lift is used to lift the component.  

Fig.1 Process of placement work using the device 

Fig.2 Operating principles 
Fig.3 The prototype configuration 
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3.0 POSITION CONTROL SYSTEM 

3.1 Two modes for controlling the device 

 This device can move the component with two kinds 

of mode. In one mode, a position control is used 

when the component does not contact with the 

base. In the other mode, the contact force between 

the component and the base is controlled when the 

component contacts to the base. It has been already 

inspected that the approaching speed of the 

component to the base greatly effects to arising 

impulsive force and it takes damage to the 

component[5]. Therefore, the approaching speed 

before the contact has to be controlled exactly. For 

constructing the approaching speed control system, 

the relationship between the open level of the valve 

and the descending speed of the component with 

the hydraulic circuit system is investigated in the next 

section. 

3.2 Experimental method 

 The experiment was conducted in the following 

procedures. First, a weight was connected to the 

cylinder rod and put on the lift. Next, the weight was 

fixed to a specified position in the upper space of the 

base by closing the valve. Next, the valve was 

opened in a specified level and the weight moves 

downward in a speed. The position of the piston 

connected to the rod and the weight was measured 

by the linear encoder. We used four kinds of the 

weight; 20, 30, 40 and 50[kg]. We measured the 

turned angle as the specified open level of the valve 

and the angle was every 10[°] in the range from 30 to 

180[°]. 

3.3 Experimental results 

 Fig.4 shows the relationship between the angle of 

the valve open level and the sinking speed of the 

weight. The horizontal axle shows the angle [°] and 

the vertical axis shows the sinking speed [m/s]. And 

the four lines show ones of four kinds of weights, 

respectively. When the valve angle is from 30[°] to 

90[°], the relationship between the angle and the 

sinking speed is nonlinear but the speed is small. We 

used the data from the angle over 90[°] for building a 

linear model that calculated the valve angle by the 

speed and the load of the weight. By defining the 

valve angle as D [°], the sinking speed as V[m/s], and 

the load as W[N], we assumed the relationship of V, D 

and W as the following equation, 

WDaDaWaay )4()3()2()1(  (1) 

The parameters V, W and D were approximated by 

the two dimensions least square method. And the 

following equation was obtained, 
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3.4 Construction of the position control system 

 We built the position control system with minor loop 

of the speed control as shown in Fig.5. This control 

system has the target position xd and the target 

speed vd of the piston. The output of the system is the 

real position x of the piston measured by linear pulse 

encoder, and the load force f measured by the 

pressure sensor. The target speed is added to the 

value produced by multiplying a gain and the 

deviation between the target position and the real 

one. The angle of the valve open level is calculated 

from the modified target speed using (3). Both the 

position and the speed of the piston can be 

controlled by this control system. 

The experimental results for verifying the position 

control system are shown in from Fig.6 to Fig.11. The 

results of the weight of 20 [kg] are from Fig.6 to Fig.8 

and the results for 50 [kg] are from Fig.9 to Fig11. The 

sinking speed of the piston were 0.005[m/s], 

0.010[m/s] and 0.030[m/s]. The vertical axes of the 

upper of each figure are the position[m] of the piston, 

ones of the middle of each figure are the 

deviation[m] between the target and real position 

and ones of the lower is load [N] measured by the 

pressure sensor. The horizontal axes of all figures are 

time [sec]. As shown in all figures, the deviation is 

about 10-4[m] and is very small. Therefore, the built 

Fig.4 Relationship between the angle of the valve open level 

and the sinking speed of the weight 

Fig.5 The block diagram we built the control system 
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position control system is effective for controlling both 

the position and the speed of the weight. 

4.0 CONSTRUCTION OF POSITION-FORCE 

HYBRID CONTROL SYSTEM 

4.1 Necessity of force control system 

In the placement task, the worker has to position the 

component exactly on the base. The tolerance of 

positioning is about ±1[mm]. So it is difficult to perform 

the placement task exactly by only the descent 

movement and it is necessary for the worker to 

modify the position of the component by his/her 

hands. The friction force has to be small for easy 

movement of the component on the base. Namely, 

the contact force between the component and the 

base has to be small because the contact force is 

proportional to the friction force. The control of the 

contact force, therefore, is necessary for assisting the 

worker. Furthermore, the proposed device itself 

cannot lift the component. This means the contact 

force is controlled strictly below the target force. If an 

overshoot happens, the worker has to cancel the 

placement work and restart it by lifting the 

component by the lifter. Therefore, it is important to 

control the contact force so that the overshoot does 

not happen. The position control of the component is 

also important as shown in the last section. The 

position-force hybrid control has to be developed for 

without producing the overshoot of the contact 

force. 

The block diagram of the hybrid control system 

proposed here is shown in Fig.12. The upper part of 

this block diagram is force feedback control system, 

and the lower part is the position control system 

explained in the last section. The position control 

changes to the force control when the distance 

between the component and the base is 0.03[m]. 

Fig.9 Result of load 50[kg]-speed 0.005[m/s] 

Fig.10 Result of load 50[kg]-speed 0.010[m/s] 

Fig.11 Result of load 50[kg]-speed 0.030[m/s] 
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Fig.12 Block diagram of hybrid control system 

Fig.6 Result of load 20[kg]-speed 0.005[m/s] 

Fig.7 Result of load 20[kg]-speed 0.010[m/s] 

Fig.8 Result of load 20[kg]-speed 0.030[m/s] 
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4.2 Experiment method and results 

The weight was fixed at the specified position above 

the base and the valve was closed. Next, the valve 

was opened and the sinking speed of the weight was 

controlled to a specified speed. In this experiment, 

we set four values of the target speed; 0.005, 0.010, 

0.030 and 0.060[m/s]. Two kinds of the weight were 

used; 20 and 30 [kg]. The control mode changed 

automatically from the position control to the force 

control when the distance between the weight and 

the base was 0.03 [m]. The target force of the force 

control was 30 [N]. We set this target force because 

we found in preliminary experiments that the human 

could move the heavy component on the base in the 

friction force corresponding to the contact force of 

30 [N]. 

Fig.13 and Fig.14 show the experimental results. The 

left upper figure shows the results of the speed of 

0.005[m/s]. The upper part in the figure shows the time 

trajectory of the angle [°] of the valve open level. The 

lower part shows the contact force [N] between the 

weight and the base. The lower green broken line 

shows the contact target force. Then, the right upper 

figure, the left bottom figure and the right bottom 

figure show the experimental results of the sinking 

speed 0.010, 0.030 and 0.060[m/s], respectively. In 

both weights, the overshoot of the contact force was 

not observed until the speed of 0.030 [m/s]. But in the 

sinking speed of 0.060 [m/s], the overshoot values for 

the weight of 20 and 60 [N] were 15 and 60 [N], 

respectively. The best sinking speed was 0.030 [m/s] 

from the experimental results because the speed was 

the fastest value without observing the overshoot of 

the contact force. 

5.0 CONCLUSION 

In this study, we proposed an assist device for the 

placement task in the shipbuilding. Considering the 

safety to the worker, we used an oil pressure cylinder 

for the movement of the component for the 

shipbuilding. We built a position-force hybrid control 

system for controlling the position of the component 

and the contact force between the component and 

the base. In order to show the effectiveness of the 

system, we made the experiments. As a result, it is 

shown that the position and the contact force can 

be controlled successfully in which the approaching 

speed of the component to the base is below 

0.030[m/s]. 

 In the future, we will construct a practical device 

and introduce in the work field of the shipbuilding. 
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Fig.13 Result of contact experiment of weight 20[kg] 
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Fig.14 Result of contact experiment of weight 50[kg] 
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Graphical abstract 
Abstract 
It is known that music has physiological, psychological and social effects. It 
contributes to the following things, recovery and mitigation of mental and 
physical disorders, keeping and improving the function, QOL improvement, 
improvement of disturbing behavior. The operation to play a musical 
instrument is the same as the intentional repetitive motion of the body. In 
other words, it can be said that playing music is one of the rehabilitation 
while receiving the effect of the music. We focused the familiar guitar, and 
developed an auxiliary device for playing for the people who can’t push the 
guitar strings accurately. It can be attached to a typical classical guitar, and 
it is the following mechanisms. The player has decided to position for pressing 
the guitar strings, slides the device to its position and pushes the switches to 
press the guitar strings. The proposed device can hold the strings divided into 
the groups. Previous devices cannot select the held strings, hold all the 
strings. The proposed device can increase variations of codes and express 
the rich music. Player can not only practice actively by trial and error while 
having a sense of purpose but also do rehabilitation effectively using arms 
and hand. 
Keywords—music therapy, rehabilitation, guitar, auxiliary device 

© 2016 ICET 2016. All rights reserved 

1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

Music therapy is one method of psychotherapy. 
Efficacy of music therapy is recognized as an 
alternative treatment of common treatment for 
people with a variety of diseases and disorders.  Music 
therapy is actually used in clinical practice. There are 
various activities in music therapy such as singing and 
playing musical instruments. Activities using the 
instrument have many effects of the healing by the 
tone of the instrument and the rehabilitation such as 
physical stimulation and functional maintenance and 
recovery of the patient. (1)(2)(3) Since therapist that 
can select the instrument in depending on the 
situation of the patient, patients can participate and 
enjoy even the patients with different level of the 
disabilities participate easily in the music activity.
Therapist selects instruments with an easy carrying to 

use anywhere in the music therapy. Guitar is one of the 
instruments with easy carrying. It can be play solo and 
give the player healing. The guitar is the instruments of 
chord that can make any sounds simultaneously. 
Therefore, we enjoy playing the music by using the 
guitar at the ensemble and make the relationship to 
others easily. The operation to play the guitar is a 
combination of the following two types of motion. One 
is the motion to pluck up the guitar strings over the 
guitar’s body. The other is pressing the guitar strings on 
the guitar neck by fingertip. We make the sound with 
the strings using the way of hooking and tapping by 
the pick, the hand and each other. Since the player 
can make sound only touching the strings, it is easy for 
him at the first. Recently, physical therapists treat for 
the patient who needs rehabilitation by using the 
movement of guitar playing, as the functional 
recovery training. Kasai showed efficacy of functional 
recovery of his patient who is 21 years old, with the 
right hemiplegia for cerebral hemorrhage. (2) He 
treated by the method of the combination of 
functional recovery training and music therapy by 
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using the guitar and assistive device. In addition, he 
reported that his patient’s motivation was maintained 
by feeling the effect of the achievement and 
pleasure. There are the methods of the wooden 
spoons previously fixed the pick without gripping the 
pick directly to achieve the improvement of easiness 
to grasp and operatives for the person who is difficult 
to control the power of the hand. However, when a 
player presses the strings, he must hold the guitar neck, 
wrap the arm from the guitar underside, and rotate 
the hand toward the body side. The players must hold 
the strings while he is keeping the complex posture, it is 
necessary to practice until inurement of it. It is very 
difficult to wrap the arm around the guitar neck for the 
person with upper limb disabilities handicapped.
There are various studies as a proposal for such an 
improvement. As supporting for the position, there is 
the way that one is using the supporting stand for 
standing play (KIKUTANI SGS-20/DG), another one is 
putting the guitar lay on its back. Nakamura 
suggested the assist device of instrument of strings. (4)
The device has a plate with switches of chord name. 
When the player pushes the switch, the actuator 
presses the strings.  Since the any actuators are 
operated simultaneously, players can express with 
various chords. However the motion is totally different 
from the actual motion of playing the guitar, the 
player don’t get actual feeling of playing enough.
Player gets bored with playing the guitar since he can 
get a little actual feeling. Player can continue to play 
every day without feeling disgusted, if he enjoys the 
playing guitar having more incentive. Therefore, we 
must need the assist device that player can get actual 
feeling from it, also player’s skill increases by using the 
device. 

1.2 PURPOSE 

We have developed a device for an auxiliary 
pressing the guitar string, for the person with difficult to 
control the power of the hand. In developing the 
device, it is to assist in the movement needed for 
normal guitar playing, in other words, we consider that 
the device must not disturb the feeling of the playing 
musical instrument. To develop such a support device, 
we focused on the operation of the guitar. And, we 
think that it is important that musician changes the 
code with his hands while playing the guitar strings 
with the other hand. The device has a function of push 
the strings of a guitar, and is movable to the desired 
position.  
The objective of the device is the following three. 
①Anyone can enjoy playing the guitar.

To play the guitar, it is necessary to use the entire 
upper body. The player performs the following three 
operations simultaneously, to hold the guitar in the 
upper body and left hand, to play the strings with the 
right hand and to hold the strings with the left hand 
fingers. The operation of pressing the strings is very 
complex, and more power to hold the strings are 
required to hand. In this study, we develop auxiliary 

device that assists in pressing the strings with the left 
hand. It is possible to press the switch even a slight 
force, and to easily perform even when it is difficult to 
press the strings for weak forces of the hand. 
Furthermore, it is possible to vary the tone like a regular 
play, and to press the intended chord by sliding the 
press device. In a simple operation, it is possible to 
make various tonal changes, to help for performing 
rich musical expression. 
② While receiving a stimulus from the music, it is
possible to get effect of rehabilitation. 
While the guitar playing, each hands repeating the 

same motion over and over again. As a result, it can 
be said that the people who have problems with 
upper limb function do rehabilitation for the purpose of 
functional recovery of the upper limb. The purpose of 
rehabilitation by physiotherapists is to fix the 
unconscious motions, by repeating conscious motions. 
The patient masters an unconscious operation by 
repeating the following operations that is included in 
playing the guitar such as the motion of the arms and 
pushing the switch. Thus, the patient can move 
smoothly press the device to the desired position, and 
play the guitar. The patient receives a stimulus from 
the sound and rhythm that is included in the music, by 
the rehabilitation of playing a musical instrument. 
And, stimulation occurs due to muscle movement by 

moving the hands and arms. A variety of stimuli is 
transmitted to the brain simultaneously. It is possible to 
receive such a plurality of different stimuli 
simultaneously, it is considered to be more effective 
compared with conventional rehabilitation. Moreover, 
the patient can perform rehabilitation just doing music 
activity with enjoying. Therefore not just rehabilitation 
experience, it is stored as a music performance 
experience for the patient, causing a desire to 
rehabilitation continues. In everyday life, playing a 
musical instrument is a unique movement. Patients find 
the movement that can be new for themselves, by the 
movement of playing musical instruments. It will help to 
do the rehabilitation ambitiously. In addition, it is 
possible to feel the possibility of having their own body 
that have not yet noticed. 
③It is possible to adjust the degree of assistance in
accordance with the progress of playing a musical 
instrument.  
User not only does possible operation, but sets the 

stage of his purpose because our device has the 
ability to set the degree of the auxiliary.  As the 
proficiency of playing a musical instrument goes up, 
the percentage that user can play the guitar himself 
will increase. And, it is possible to gradually reduce 
the degree of assistance. 
Therefore, the user who uses the device can obtain 

sense of accomplishment at any familiarization phase. 
By continuing the guitar practice using the device, it is 
possible to feel a sense of accomplishment little by 
little. Therefore, the user will be motivated to practice 
the guitar. A patient develops his skill by practicing 
without improvement of device. Physical therapist 
devises the contents of rehabilitation for the patient 
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from the motion needed to everyday life. The 
rehabilitation using this device causes the change of 
user’s body; for example, an increase in the range of 
motion of his body, the acquisition of a new operation 
Therefore, physical therapist is able to propose to the 
patient how to apply the newly acquired movement in 
daily life. Patients can get a beneficial rehabilitation 
for his daily life simultaneously as enjoying the music 
activity. 

2 PROPOSAL DEVICE 

We develop a device that can assist pressing the 
guitar strings by a simple operation. The device named 
as chording devices. The device can press the strings 
by pushing the switches easily for who is difficult to 
control the force of the hand. The device can press 
the six-strings of guitar independently for playing 
variety chords. Player can move the chording device 
to a desired position on the fret. The device has a 
guide to move the chording device for the player with 
difficulty to control the hand.  The device has a 
function of adjusting the load applied to the hand, 
when the player moves the chording device along the 
fret. We developed the device that can press the set 
of three strings per fret by pressing the two switches in 
this study.  By pressing the two switches 
simultaneously, all of the six strings are pressed. 
The chording device is composed of the following 

three parts. 
①The input device has two switches, and presses the
strings by pushing the switch. 
②The press device to press the strings of the guitar.
③The slide device to move the input device and the
press device 
Fig. 1 shows schematic views of the equipment. 
We describe of each of the device in detail.  
①The input device
The input device has two functions. One is the 

switches for pressing the strings of the guitar, the other 
is the device for gripping. The input device has two 
switches. The three guitar strings are pressed by 
pushing the switch. It is similar to a mouse of the 
personal computer. The user's hand is placed such 
that there are his fingertips near the first string. We can 
select the way to put the hand according to our 
needs. The movable range of chording device is 
between the 1st to 11th fret of guitar. 
②The press device
The press device has two mechanisms. Pressing 

mechanism 1 can push the first, second and third string 
simultaneously, and the pressing mechanism 2 can 
push the fourth, fifth and sixth string simultaneously too. 
The press device consists of the U-shaped arm pressing 
a guitar string and the solenoid moving the U-shaped. 
The U-shaped arm can press the three strings of the 
guitar. The rubber sheet is used to the contact portion 
between the U-shaped arm and guitar strings. The U-
shaped arm is connected to the solenoid at the 

bottom of the U-shaped arm. The U-shaped arm is 
pulled down by the solenoid.  
We conducted a preliminary experiment. The 

purpose of the experiment is to find the necessary 
force, how much force is necessary in order to 
suppress a string of the guitar in each fret. As a result, 
we chose the solenoid with the ability that can put out 
0.4 N or more forces when the stroke is 5 mm. ( G-1047 
GOKOH Co.,LTD.) 
The U-shaped arm must be non-contact with the 

strings, even if no current flows through the solenoid. 
Therefore we used the spring to the plunger of the 
solenoid. We adjusted the spring to ensure a sufficient 
stroke and the pressing force in energizing the 
solenoid. The press device has the wheels to move the 
chording device smoothly. 
③The slide device
The slide device has a rail for moving the chording 

device. The rail of the slide device is fixed to the upper 
part of the guitar fret. 

3 EXPERIMENT 

We confirm that the string is pressed correctly by the 
switch input. 

3.1 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE  

Fig. 2 shows experimental apparatus. 
We use the acoustic guitar and the tuner (PitchHawk-

G KOLG INC.) to check the sound. 
First, we fix the guitar upward, place the chording 

device and tune the strings. 
Next, we move the chording device from first fret to 

11th in turn by using the hand and check the change 
of the sound by tuner while pushing the switch on 
each fret. 

Figure 1 Chording Device

Press 
Device 

Input Device 

Slide Device 

U-shaped Arm 

Solenoid 

Guitar Neck 

Guitar String 
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3.2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

When we pushed the switch, we confirmed the 
change of sound with the tuner. 
Table 1 shows the change of the sound on the each 

fret when the input switch was pushed. 
Fig. 3 shows is the photo of playing the guitar with the 

device. 

Figure 2 Experimental Apparatus

Figure 3  Photo of Playing Guitar

4 CONCLUSION 

We have developed a device for an auxiliary 
pressing the guitar string, for the person with difficult to 
control the power of the hand. The device can press 
the strings by inputting the switches easily. The results of 
the experiments, we found it is possible to change the 
sound by pushing the switches. We were able to 
reduce the distance between the input device and 
the strings since the solenoid is located below the 
guitar neck. The user can move the chording device 
while checking target position visually. In addition, the 
user can move easily device to a target position, since 
the input device which center of gravity is in the lower 
part of the entire device is stable. 
We want to miniaturize the chording device for 

putting the hand with the arm under the guitar’s neck. 
We want to search the combination of pressing the 
strings and the way to tune the strings. We want to 
adapt to the general tuning of the guitar finally. We 
want to increase the kind of assistance of the device. 
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Table 1 Change of Sound 

String Open String 
Change of Sound / Guitar Fret 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
1 E F #F G #G A #A B C #C D #D 

2 B C #C D #D E F #F G #G A #A 

3 G #G A #A B C #C D #D E F #F 

4 D #D E F #F G #G A #A B C #C 

5 A #A B C #C D #D E F #F G #G 

6 E F #F G #G A #A B C #C D #D 
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Graphical abstract Abstract 

Electrical Resistance Tomography (ERT), due to its diverse advantages has become a 

promising technique for monitoring and analysing various industrial flows. In this research, an 

ERT system employing a conducting bubble column was studied because a majority of 

industrial processes use metal composites for their columns. This paper presents an 

approach to obtain the optimum size of electrodes in ERT to maximize the capability of an 

ERT system. A finite element model using COMSOL software was developed to investigate 

the effect of the electrode size in ERT on sensing field distribution. By adapting the 

conducting boundary strategies in COMSOL, simulation results suggest that the optimum size 

of 12 mm x 100 mm electrode is sufficient for the proposed ERT system using conducting 

bubble column.  

Keywords— COMSOL, conducting boundary, electrical resistance tomography, sensor 
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1.0  INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, the applications of tomographic 
techniques as a robust non-invasive tool for direct 
analysis of characteristics of multiphase flows are 
widely used. One of the applications is to investigate 
gas holdup distributions in a bubble column which 

has been the focus of many previous studies [1-11]. 
Tomography offers a unique opportunity to reveal 
the complexities of the internal structure of an object 
without having to invade it. One of the most 
extensive modalities of tomography is Electrical 
Resistance Tomography (ERT). ERT is an accepted 
diagnostic technique for imaging the interior of 
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opaque systems. It is relatively safe and inexpensive 
to operate besides being fast, thus enabling real-time 
monitoring of processes. This technique has been 
applied in many areas, including medical imaging, 
environmental monitoring, and industrial processes.  
There are many research conducted on ERT [12]. In 
developing the ERT system, it is vital to consider the 
sensor selection, which the sensor is the electrode in 
this research. 

The parameters of electrode’s characteristic to 

be considered when adopting ERT are  the materials 

used to construct the sensor, their shape and size, 

number, and position of the electrodes [12]. In ERT, 

the electrodes need to be in continuous contact with 

the fluid inside the vessel which differs from Electrical 

Capacitance Tomography (ECT). The main medium 

in contact with ERT sensors has to be conductive to 

allow  injected current to pass through the 

medium[18]. ECT is used when continuous material 

such as air or oil does not conduct electricity, 

whereas for ERT, the continuous material (e.g. water, 

acids, bases and ionic solutions) is electrically 

conducting. The voltage measurement in ERT can 

only be obtained when the injected current finds its 

conductive pass [19]. This paper investigated and 

analyzed the effect of varying electrode size on the 

potential distribution of ERT using conducting bubble 

columns. Modeling and simulation of the system was 

done by using COMSOL Multiphysics software 

(simulation software package for various physics and 

engineering applications). 

2.0  METHODOLOGY 

Before creating the model using COMSOL, it was 

decided that a flexible circuit board as the electrode 

would be used. It is to be noted that metal 

electrodes for electrically-conducting (metallic) 

column differ slightly from a non-conducting 

(insulating) column in which the electrodes need to 

be insulated from the conducting column. A design 

was proposed for the electrode fabrication to be 

implemented in ERT system deploying conducting 

vessel. Figure 1 and 2 show the design of electrode 

fabrication using flexible circuit board and an inner 

cross section view of the proposed system. 

Figure 1  Electrode Fabrication using flexible circuit board 

Figure 2  Inner Cross Section View 

As discussed in the earlier sections, the number of 

electrodes selection is a trade-off between the 

system complexity and image resolution. To address 

this issue, sixteen rectangular electrodes model were 

implemented. The electrodes were mounted at the 

centre of the stainless steel column and evenly 

spaced along the circumference. As for the injection 

and measurements, authors employed the same 

sized electrodes for simplicity of the upcoming circuit 

since the loss in measurement sensitivity using larger 

electrodes is minimal[21]. The parameters used 

throughout the simulation are shown in Table 1. It is 

assumed that the electrodes make electrical contact 

with the fluid inside the column but do not affect the 

normal mass transfer within the system. 

Table 1 Simulation parameters with COMSOL 4.2a 

Symbol Quantity 

Column Inner radius 50 mm 

Column Outer radius 52.5 mm 

Column Height 300 mm 

Number of electrodes (N) 16 

Electrode’s material 

Electrode’s height (h) 

Electrode’s width (w) 

Current excitation 

σwater 

Gold 

10 mm, 20 mm,.., 110 mm, 120mm 

3 mm, 6 mm, …, 15 mm, 18 mm 

20 mA 

5x10-3 S/m 

Prior to building a model using COMSOL Multiphysics, 

users need to specify the desired space dimension, 

select   physics interfaces and study type. A 3D 

space dimension, Electric Currents of physics 

interface under the AC/DC branch and stationary 

study were selected respectively for the simulation 

study. After that, the following steps were taken: 

i. Create a physical model using available

geometries:

A 3D physical model has been developed such

that it mimics a real system. Sixteen electrodes

that were insulated from the column wall were

placed equidistantly inside the column.

ii. Define materials for each domain in the created

model:

The materials for each related domain in the

model were defined such that it also resembles a

real one. The column itself was defined as stainless

steel material and the main medium inside the

column was the water with a conductivity of 5

mS/m.

iii. Assign relevant physics interface and define

Electrode Conducting 

pipe 

Conducting 

electrode surface 

Non-conducting 

electrode surface
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boundary and initial conditions that describe real 

experiment setup: 

Electric Currents interface was chosen since it 

would produce an electrical field and has the 

electrical potential distribution required for the 

analysis. It also contained the equations, 

boundary conditions, and current sources for 

modelling electric currents in conductive media, 

solving the electric potential.  

By adopting the conducting boundary 

strategy, a constant current of 20 mA was applied 

at source electrode, es and the output voltages 

from 15 pairs of electrodes from e1 to e15 were 

measured. Meanwhile, the column itself was 

grounded and acted as the current sink. The cross 

section view of the 3D COMSOL Multiphysics 

model is in Figure 3. 

Figure 3  Cross Section View of 3D COMSOL Model 

iv. Mesh the model

In a simulation process, meshing geometry can be

crucial in obtaining the best results in faster way.

Extra fine meshing under meshing physics

controlled setting is chosen since denser meshing

would provide a more reliable finite element

method (FEM) simulation. Figure 4 shows the

meshed system under investigation.

Figure 4  Extra Fine Meshing using COMSOL 

v. Run the study:

The investigated model is simulated using the

default solver under stationary study. In applying

the stationary solver, it is assumed that the load

and deformation do not vary in time. All

modelling formulations are based on Maxwell’s

equation. The physic interface chosen earlier

solves the current conservation equation for the 

electric potential. 

To solve for varying length and width, a 

Parametric Sweep study node has been added 

to the study to perform parametric variation. 

Parametric Sweep study find a solution to a 

sequence of PDE problems that arise the 

parameters of interest are varied. The parameters 

which are the electrode length and width in this 

case are globally defined in the model. 

vi. Pre-process the data for result analysis

Last but not least, the results are pre-processed

and analysed and were presented in the next

section.

4.0  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The simulation results of the ERT model using 

stainless steel pipe are presented in this section. In this 

study, the potential distributions produced by varying 

the size of the electrodes of a 20 mA current source 

were analysed. Firstly, the effects of varying 

electrode height, h for different electrode width, w (5 

mm, 10 mm, 12 mm) in a homogeneous solution were 

analysed. These are shown in Figure 5, 6 and 7. The 

potential profiles at each electrode excluding the 

source were plotted in Figure 5a, 6a and 7a 

correspondingly. As can be seen from Figure 5a, 6a, 

and 7a, different electrode heights produced 

different output values and the values are 

significantly larger for the electrodes near to the 

source. The output potential was significantly higher 

near the current injection electrodes and slightly 

smaller for the longer electrodes at other locations. 

For different electrode heights, electric potential at 

the nearest and furthest electrodes from source were 

observed in Figure 5b, 6b and 7b. From the 

simulations, it is found that the electric potential for 

e1 of 10 mm length is smaller than 20 mm length. 

According to the literature that had been done, it is 

believed that this is due to the equipotentials 

averaging and electrode size trade off as been 

discussed in [21]. Ideally, a small surface area 

preferably a needle point is desired for voltage 

measurement. This is to avoid averaging several 

equipotentials at that particular electrode. So, it is 

believed that, for 10 mm electrode length of e1, it did 

averaging several equipotentials which made the 

output smaller than 20 mm length. As the length is 

increased, more equipotentials were being 

averaged at the electrode surface. 

Starting from 20 mm length till 120 mm, it is noticed 

that the potentials difference between e1 and e8 

slowly decreasing as the electrodes get longer. 

Electrodes with greater length reduced the potential 

near the excitation which is the result of less current 

density near the excitation electrode. In addition to 

that, based on Ohm’s Law and resistance equation, 
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it is found that the output potential is inversely 

proportional with the surface area of the electrode in 

which the surface area include the length and width 

of the electrode. When varying the electrode’s 

height for different electrode’s width, it is observed 

that the output potential reading especially the one 

near to the source electrode becomes higher as the 

width is increased. The effect of increasing the width 

is discussed thoroughly latter. 

(a) Potential profiles around the electrodes 

(b) Potential at electrodes 1 and 8 

Figure 5  Effect of Varying Electrode Height for 5 mm 

Electrode Width 

(a) Potential profiles around the electrodes 

(b) Potential at electrodes 1 and 8 

Figure 7  Effect of Varying Electrode Height for 12 mm 

Electrode Width 

Electrodes with greater axial length would slower 

the attenuation of the sensing field around the 

centre plane where the electrode’s centre is 

located. In addition, the sensing field would  have 

better uniformity and  space distribution of the 

sensing field was expanded[24]. Increasing the 

electrode height would improve the evenness of the 

sensing field as shown in Figure 8. The potential 

distributions in the figure obtained from COMSOL are 

for the electrodes with height of 30 mm, 60 mm and 

100 mm. 

(a) 

(b) 
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(c) 

Figure 8  Potential Distribution in COMSOL for Different 

Electrode Heights 

(i) yz-plane view (ii) 3D view 

(a) h = 30 mm, (b) h = 60 mm, (c) h = 100 mm 

By choosing an electrode height that equals 100 

mm, the effects of varying electrode width, w of 3 

mm, 6 mm, 9 mm, 12 mm and 18 mm on potential 

distribution were simulated and analysed. Figure 9a 

shows the potential distribution for the homogeneous 

systems of each width mentioned earlier. Meanwhile, 

Figure 9b shows the potential between the nearest 

and furthest electrode from the source, es.  

(a) Potential profile around the electrodes 

(b) Potential at electrodes 1 and 8 

Figure 9  Electric Potential Distribution of Varying 

Electrode Width 

As can be seen, the electric potential of the 

electrodes especially the one near to the source 

produce higher output as the width increased. In 

addition to that, the potential difference for the 

electrode nearest,e1 and furthest,e8 from the source 

also becomes greater when the width is wider. This is 

due to the higher current densities of the wider 

electrodes. From the results in Figure 9, it is concluded 

that wider electrodes improve the signal strength of 

the system which will also improve the ability of 

object detection. 

To illustrate the potential distributions for different 

electrode widths obtained in COMSOL Multiphysics, 

the xy-plane of the results are presented in Figure 10. 

Wider electrodes provide a more uniform current 

distribution in the region of interest. In addition to 

that, it improves the evenness of the field distribution 

resulting in improved signal strength. However, 

narrower electrodes must be used when a higher 

number of electrodes are placed around the 

circumference to avoid shunting where the current 

bypasses the medium and goes around the 

circumference [25]. 

 (a)  (b) 

(c)  

Figure 10  Potential Distribution Obtained using COMSOL for 

Different Electrode Widths 

(a) w = 3 mm, (b) w = 12 mm, (c) w = 18 mm 

The sensitivity of the electrode width on anomaly 

detection was examined further using a spherical 

inclusion (inclusion diameter D=10 mm). The inclusion 

is the phantom of bubble. A sensor sensitivity 

indicates how much the sensor output changes 

when the measured quantity changes. Sensors that 

measure very small changes must have very high 

sensitivity. Figure 11 shows the potential change ∆V/ 

Vh with respect to the corresponding potential 
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measured in the homogenous medium induced by 

the spherical inclusion. The positive potential 

differences for electrodes near to the source (e1, e2, 

e3, e13, e14 and e15) were in response of the higher 

current densities near source electrode, es. The 

potential difference corresponding to the 

homogeneous medium drops to a negative value for 

e4 to e12 as the current densities deteriorate as it 

travels through the medium. Overall, the responses 

became more sensitive when the electrode width is 

bigger and it was observed that 12 mm electrode 

width is the most sensitive towards the inclusion. The 

sensitivity became lower for electrode width of 15 

mm and above possibly due to the shunting effect 

mentioned earlier. 

Figure 11 Sensitivity Of The Electrode Width On Anomaly 

Detection of a Spherical Inclusion 

5.0  CONCLUSION 

An electrode size needs to be identified before 
setting up the final hardware of an ERT system. 
Ideally, the injection electrode should be as large as 
possible while the measuring electrodes should be as 
small as possible. The size related trade-off has to be 
considered since the electrodes are alternately used 
for injection and measurement electrodes. It is 
suggested that electrode size of 12 mm x 100 mm is 
good and sufficient for the proposed ERT system 
using metal wall. Results from the simulation clearly 
show that wider and longer electrodes reduce the 
potential change near source, suggesting less current 
density near source. Besides that, wider and longer 
electrodes also reduce the potential drop and 
improve the signal strength in ERT. The numerical 
method has proven that the optimum electrode 
width should cover 60% of the sensing surface and 
electrodes with greater height produce better axial 
field distribution. Normally, improving the evenness of 
the current distribution always counteract the 
shunting effect of the system. By taking into account 
the effects of varying electrode sizes, the electrode 
width must be carefully selected to prevent the 
shunting effects in ERT. Last but not least, it is to be 
state that the simulation results show that the 

proposed system can be potentially applied to the 
conducting bubble column. However, further 
investigation experimentally is required to prove that 
the proposed system can be applied into real 
system. 
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Graphical abstract Abstract 

Embedded systems has now already been used by society in their 
everyday life. It is getting more popular due to its simplicity to be 
developed and produced and it can do continuous task with less 
supervision. Watering plants is one of the task that where embedded 
system can be applied and used. One of the major problems in 
maintaining plants is keeping the plants watered. In order to keep 
plant to be healthy, moisture of the soil needs to be considered 
before watering is done. In this paper, we have developed an 
embedded system that provides watering function based on the soil 
moisture measurement. Multiple types of soil have its own moisture 
level and in this research, watering task will be based on these levels 
based on the soil types. The system managed to perform watering 
task based on the moisture level of each soil types. Thus this can 
allow suitable amount of water and avoid the plants to be over-
watered. 
Keywords— embedded, water irrigation, soil moisture sensor 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

These days, watering plants manually is still a 
common practice among many individuals. This is to 
ensure their plant is sufficiently having enough 
mineral and will not decay. Irregular watering will 
affect the quality of plants planted in the home 
surroundings. Situation will become worse if the dry 
season continues like the El Nino phenomena [1], [2]. 

Situation is further worsened when the owner did not 
water the plant regularly or too busy to do it resulting 
in infertile plantings. Automatic plant watering eases 
home farmers or planters, especially for those 
planters of decorative plants and garden who have 
tight daily routines. Hence, a more practical and cost 
effective method is needed for planters at home to 
maintain soil fertility. Therefore, we introduce a cost 
effective and easy maintenance plant watering 
method suitable for home farmers.      

ICET 2016 
Full Paper 
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The plant watering method utilizing soil moisture 
sensor will water the plant based on soil dampness. 
The soil moisture sensor is used to sense the dampness 
of soil whether the plant need to be watered or not. 
Through this method it will give enough minerals to 
plants and accordingly watered plants  at the right 
times. Furthermore, drip irrigation conveys water 
specifically to the root zone of a plant, No water is 
lost through surface overflow or evaporates, and soil 
particles have a lot of chance to assimilate and hold 
water for plants. Our implementation was done on 
multiple types of soil which they have their own 
moisture level and in this research, watering task will 
be based on these levels based on the soil types. The 
system managed to perform watering task based on 
the moisture level of each soil types.  

2.0 Previous Works 

Time-based watering system is one of the methods 
available to water a plant.  By setting up a clock 
framework to water the plant, it can keep the 
buildup of dirt residue from over or under watering. 
Setting up watering system framework with the right 
time can likewise preserve water. There are multiple 
ways clock can be utilized to water off the dirt. It can 
be snared to the hose, sprinkler or using trickle 
framework. Timers will let farmer to choose when and 
how frequently to water. When time has been setup,, 
the clock will do the rest. In [3] the water to flow to 
the plant is adjusted by a timer circuit in order to let a 
water flow operates in some period of time frame.

Some water clocks have numerous 
capacities, which imply that planter can utilize 
solenoid valves to make watering cycles, so if a 
certain piece of the greenery enclosure needs 
watering at one time, and a second at an alternate 
time, you can utilize the water clock to arrange these 
watering. However, if the setting of clock is not 
properly done it can influence the plant in the case 
of overwater in soil. Another disadvantage of using a 
timer system, it will water the plant according to the 
time set even on rainy days resulting in overwatering 
of plants. For some plant, over watered soil can 
deteriorate and eventually affect the quality of the 
plant.  While in a method [4] detects soil dampness or 
parched soil using soil moisture sensor. If the soil is 
dried up, then the water pump will water the plant 
and vice versa. However, this research did not 
consider the soil type as an important factor. In fact 
different soil type has different dampness level [5]. In 
[6], measured water level  using sensor placed on the 
paddy field. Sensors send information to cellular 
phone through connection with microcontroller. 
Farmer control the water motor (ON and OFF ) using 
cellular phone. However, no result to show the level 
of water to trigger the water pump, and only cater a 
type of soil, i.e. paddy field type. In [7], measured soil 
moisture and soil temperature using sensors for water 
irrigation in order to optimize water. Information 
retrieve from sensors using WSN and GPRS module, 
and submitted to the devices such smart phone. 
Information was updated periodically at webpage 

and be monitored by farmer. However, this 
approach not suitable for residence as it used too 
many components, needs more maintenance and 
high cost.  

3.0 System Development 

In this section, we discuss about the hardware and 
software requirement with their function to develop 
the system.   

A. Hardware Component 

Our main component for development is based on 
Arduino ATMEGA 328p Microcontroller [8] to control 
the  water irrigation system.  This microcontroller was 
chosen due to the  low cost and easy to maintain 
features. Generally, a microcontroller is a little PC on 
a solitary coordinated circuit containing a processor, 
center, memory, and programmable data and 
output peripherals. Microcontrollers are intended for 
embedded application, rather than the chip utilized 
as a part of PC or other universally useful application. 
Microcontrollers are utilized as a part of controlled 
gadgets, for example, car motor control framework, 
implantable therapeutic gadgets, remote control, 
office machines, apparatuses, force devices, toys 
and other inserted frameworks.  

Another components are as follows: 

Soil Moisture Sensor 

The soil moisture sensor used is LM393 Soil Moisture 
Sensor Module - DC 5V KG003 [9]. This water sensor, 
can be utilized to identify soil dampness. Besides, this 
soil moisture sensor contains a LM393 comparator 
chip which make it more stable. The different 
element of this soil moisture sensor is that it has an 
east to embed soil test, that can be put in the dirt. 
Furthermore, it is equipped with power indicator (red) 
and digital switching output indicator (green). The 
soil moisture sensor can be effectively interfaced to 
any microcontroller through its computerized pin. The 
expected output is in digital form to either on or off 
the water pump depend on the water content.  

LED (light-emitting diode) 

Light-emitting diode (LED)[10] is a semiconductor 
gadget that transmits visible light when an electric 
current goes through it. This LED is use to indicate that 
moisture is below from expected level and water 
needs to be pumped to the plant. A kind of Resistor 
was used with the LED to save energy as well as to 
protect the LED. 

Drip Irrigation Kit 

Drip Irrigation Kit will allow water stream to the root 
zone of a plant, where it leaks gradually to the plant. 
Other benefit of this kit is, it prevent water overflow 
that can cause over dampness situation may cause 
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fungal diseases. This kit is aptly used to water plants in 
Terrace, Balcony and Ground Garden space. To 
switch signal via on and off switches, we chose 
2N2222A transistor. While, a small and light water 
pump, a DC Motor Drivers or Relay Boards was used 
that can be controlled by microcontroller.  

Figure 1 System Block Diagram 

B. Software requirements 

We used Arduino Software IDE platform for Arduino 
ATMEGA 328p to program the water irrigation system. 
The layout of the block diagram of the system is as 
shown in Figure 1: The ATMEGA 328p microcontroller 
will control the process of water irrigation. It was 
programmed logically using C programming on 
Arduino Software IDE platform programming to 
interact with all the sub components i.e. water pump, 
transistor and resistor, drip irrigation system, LED and 
soil moisture sensor. The source code for this system is 
developed by using microcontroller. The 
microcontroller controls the functions by executing 
the instructions when the conditions are met. The 
cross section of the programmed microcontroller is 
depicted in Figure 2. Soil moisture sensor measures 
[11] the dampness of the plant soil. The level of soil 
moisture and the reflection of the LED and water 
pump can be seen in Table 1. 

Figure 2 Programmed MIcrocontroller 

The system works by starting with the moisture sensor 
sensing the soil moisture level and reading the soil 
dampness level. If the soil dampness level is lower 
than the threshold value then the LED will be lighted 
as an indicator for the water pump to water the 
plant. In this research, we have set the threshold 
value to 600. The process flow to sense and measure 
the soil dampness to water the plant is depicted in 
Figure 3. 

           Figure 3 – Flowchart of the system 
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Table 1 Moisture Level 
Moisture level LED Water 

plant 

300 YES YES 

400 YES YES 

700 NO NO 

1000 NO NO 

200 YES NO 

100 YES YES 

4.0  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Soil dampness test was done and recorded on 
several soil type i.e. dark clay soil (wet and dry) and 
Ochre-colored soil (wet and dry); to set the threshold 
value. Figure 4 shows the method to measure the soil 
dampness by sticking the sensor into the soil and the 
data is recorded and graph was plotted as shown in 
Figure 5. Based upon the measurements taken, the 
average value of 600 was used.  

Figure 4 - Sensor in Soil to measure soil moisturizationl 

To test the functionality of the system, we only use 
two types of soil, i.e. wet and dry. Figure 6 shows the 
picture of experiment done whereby the LED lighted 
to indicate the plant needs to be watered.  . As such, 
the pump will water the desired plant. While Figure 7 
shows the picture of experiment done with the LED 
light is not lighted to indicate otherwise.

Figure 5 - Graph for Soil moisture level 

5.0  CONCLUSION 

We have proposed and develop plant watering 
system based on the soil dampness level to ease and 
automate the plant watering process especially for 
busy home planters. The soil dampness level has 
been tested on two different type of soil, wet and 
dry; using LM393 Soil Moisture Sensor controlled by 
Arduino microcontroller processor. The experiment 
was successfully conducted to test the functionality 
of the system starting from sensing the soil dampness 
level to the pump watering the plant. This method 
eases the home planters to ensure their garden or 
plants are getting adequate water and are not 
affected badly especially during the dry season. For 
our future study, we will conduct more tests to be 
done on other variety of soil type to increase the 
efficiency level of water supplies to plant.    

Figure  6 - Light  ON for water requirement indication 
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Figure 7 – Light OFF for dry indication 
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Graphical abstract Abstract 

The development of an autonomous mobile robot has been one of the most interesting 

research topic in recent years. It is believed that such system could help human in 

various ways such as during rescue mission, performing dangerous tasks, material 

transfer system at warehouse and much more. Therefore, this project was carried out to 

develop a prototype of a differential drive mobile robot that has the capability to 

navigate a pre-defined route at a controlled environment, automatically without 

human interference. A Freescale FRDM-KL25Z development board was utilized in this 

project that contain several on-board sensor such as accelerometer and capacitive 

touch sensor. A special test track was developed using a white material with black lane 

along both edges of the track. A vision system, a linescan camera based on TSL1401 

Linear Array Sensor, with 128pixels of detection resolution was used to sense the track 

condition. The data captured by the sensor was sent to a FRDM-KL25Z processor and 

the navigation control was establish by means of adjusting both right and left motor 

speed. The main controller was programmed by using SIMULINK block and Embedded 

Coder support package which include a library of blocks to interface with the 

controller. A differential drive method was utilized to navigate robot autonomously. The 

linescan camera was used to provide inputs data to identify current position of the car 

and determines the output parameters that dictate the robot behavior. As a result, the 

robot managed to steer automatically in a pre-defined route conditions such as straight 

path, ramp, junction and also sharp turn. 

Keywords—ARM, vision, microcontroller, autonomous system. 
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1.0  INTRODUCTION 

Autonomous mobile robot navigation has been 
widely explored by researchers around the globe. 
One of the common techniques used in the 
navigation systems for mobile robots are based on 
the line-tracking method. The main goal of these 
works is to develop a mobile robot with the capability 
of navigating through a predefined path or towards 
a set destination using a line, landmark or sign as a 
point of reference [1]. Many researchers have 
proposed the line-detection using vision system to 
navigate an autonomous car [12][14]. A vision sensor 
has much spatial and optical resolutions compared 
to the conventional method [5]. With the rapid of 

microelectronics technology, an intelligent car 
motion control system described by authors in [4] 
based on single-chip AT89C52 microcontroller. They 
proposed a system that has multi-sensor fusion 
technology, high flexibility, equipped with automatic 
obstacle avoidance and route tracing. Researchers 
in [2] and [13] design a fuzzy-based steering 
controller by processing the route information using a 
miniature Charged-Coupled Device (CCD) camera. 
It helps the car model to run smoothly on a given 
raceway including ‘S’ curve and intersection at a 
speed of approximately 2m/s.  Besides, route 
identification technique based on Infra-Red (IR) 
sensor array is implemented by [4]. Utilizing 
proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control method, 
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the car captures and process information in real 
time, identifies track condition and optimizes the 
actual performance of the navigation [4][16]. 
Median filtering algorithm with T-shaped window is 
proposed by [7] to optimize the route identification 
capability and reduce unwanted noise from the 
camera sensor. This technique improves the edge 
detection by filtering noise and smoothing the whole 
image. 

However, the use of CCD camera as part of the 
navigation approach requires complicated data 
processing and also very vulnerable to external light 
interference [8] [15]. This paper propose the use of 
TSL1401CL linear sensor as the smart car vision system 
and also discusses a method for steering angle and 
speed control calculation in order to perform 
autonomous navigation  

2.0  METHODOLOGY 

Figure 1.0 illustrate the block diagram of the mobile 

robot platform developed in this project. It consist of 

a main controller that will process the input captured 

in real time from the camera and a pair of direct 

current (DC) motor as its drives 

Figure 1.0 Block diagram of the system 

The Freescale FRDM-KL25Z board shown in Figure 2.0 

has been used as the main processor for this project. 

The board is embedded with a 32-bit ARM Cortex-

M0+ core running at 48MHz, including 16KB RAM and 

128KB FLASH memory. It also supports essential 

hardware interface such as USB, SPI, I2C, DAC, ADC, 

PWM and others. Besides, the FRDM-KL25Z is one of 

the mbed enabled platform in which users can get 

free access to the tools and SDK as well as libraries, 

resources and support shared in the mbed 

community [17]. 

Figure 2.0 The Freescale FRDM-KL25Z board 

A linescan camera based on TSL1401CL sensor from 

TAOS inc. was used in this project as shown in Figure 

3.0. It consists of 128x1 pixel array of linear image 

sensor with focusable 7.9mm lens. Each pixel contains 

a photodiode, charge amplifier circuitry, and an 

internal pixel data-hold function. Besides, the sensor 

also comes with a five way PCB connector for 

interfacing purposes including one analog pixel 

output.  There are five terminals provided on the 

sensor board as shown in Table I. Compared to the 

sensor used by [2][4], this sensor is more simple and 

easy to use. Moreover, the frequency of capture can 

be manipulated by the user based on several 

consideration such as surrounding light exposure and 

sensor position. The allowable exposure time for this 

sensor is between 267 microseconds to 68 

milliseconds. Other than that, it offers sufficient 

definition for line detection application while its lens 

can also be adjusted and changed for different 

resolution [3]. 

Figure 3.0 Linescan Camera based on TSL1401CL 

Table 1.0 Terminal Functions [9] 

No. Terminal 

Name 

Description 

1 AO Analog output from the sensor pixel (0-

Vdd) 

2 CLK Clock that controls charge transfer, pixel 

output and reset 

3 GND Substrate ground 

4 SI Serial Input, defines the start of the data-

out sequence 

5 Vdd Supply voltage for both analog and 

digital circuits 

When the light bounces from the environment, it 

enters the camera through the lens and deflects light 

into the sensor. Each pixel will gain charge at the 

same time depending on light intensity. The amount 

of charge obtained at each pixel is directly 

proportional to the light intensity and integration time 

[8]. The sensor will later relay each pixel value to the 

analog output (AO) terminal, one by one until all 

pixel charges are released. Subsequently, the signal 

will be converted into a digital form using 12bit ADC 

function in the controller board. As a result, analog 

data in each pixel will be represented by digital 

value ranging from 0 to 4096.  

Figure 4.0 illustrates the image capture process in the 

lens. Since the camera employs a linear image 

sensor, it only captures one single strip of the full 

image. Thus, if the sensor is used to detect a black 

strip on a white surface, it will release analog signal as 

shown in Figure 5.0. Based on Figure 5.0, it was clear 

that the white surface reflect more light into the 
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camera to generate high analog output value at 

about 4000 while black strip absorb most of the light 

and produce lower analog output at about 1000. 

However, these values will vary depending on the 

light condition at the test area. 

Figure 4.0 Linescan Camera image capture process 

Figure 5.0 Data captured by linescan camera 

The line scanning action is carried out from the 

center of the track to right and left edge 

consequently. If the sensor pixel detected a white 

surface, the counter value will increase; otherwise it 

will stop looping and proceed to the next process. 

Next, the quantity of white pixel from both left and 

right side of the track was calculated. Once the 

number of pixels on both sides was calculated, the 

set point will be determined. Next, the speed of both 

DC motor will be varied in order to position the robot 

according to the set point.  

The control scheme of the robot was developed 

based on the following steps: 

a) Estimate the track width

Track width = (total number of white pixel on the

left side + total number of white pixel on the right

side)

b) Calculate the desired point

Set Point = (track width)/2

c) Calculate left and right motor speed

Right motor speed = (Right pixel)*(Max

speed)/(set point)

Left motor speed = (Left pixel)*(Max speed)/(set

point)

The proposed control scheme was embedded into 

the FRDM-KL25Z by using Matlab-Simulink. The 

Simulink block diagram used to control the robot is 

shown in Figure 6.0 

Figure 6.0 The simulink block diagram 

3.0  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this project, an edge lane test track was 
developed in order to test the feasibility of the robot. 
The track consist of a white surface with two black 
lane at both right and left edge. During the test, the 
robot was able to navigate autonomously 
throughout the track utilizing the edge lane as its 
guide.  

The robot was able to capture the lane position 
excellently under the normal ambient lighting 
condition. If the luminance level is decreased, it will 
lead to the degradation of the robot navigation 
performance as the camera does not have any 
automatic contrast adjustment features. 

Besides, the positioning of the camera also affect the 
performance of the robot. The robot was able to see 
any sharp turn earlier if the camera was placed 
higher. 

Figure 7.0 The differential drive mobile robot platform 

Table 2.0 Robot components 

No. Component 

1 FRDM-KL25Z Controller  

2 FRDM-TFC motor driver shield 

3 Linescan camera 

4 Lithium polymer battery 

5 DC motor 

5 

4

1 

2

3 

Threshold value 

Black area (line) 

White surface 
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4.0  CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a simple, low cost mobile robot platform 

was developed and tested. Results indicate smooth 

and efficient autonomous movement even without 

implementation of any sophisticated control scheme 

such as PID and Fuzzy logic. Thus, further 

improvement can be made by filtering the noise 

captured by the camera in order to obtain more 

stable input to the controller. Besides, auxiliary 

lighting can also be used to ensure adequate 

luminance level received by the camera at any 

track condition.  
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Graphical abstract Abstract 

With the advancement in computer technology, the utilization of computer software to aid in 
engineering analysis and design become more essential. It has been practiced in industry as well as 
in teaching and learning especially computing courses. Among the courses is the Microprocessor 
System course which is a compulsory subject for diploma and undergraduate electrical engineering 
program. It consists of theoretical, programming and interfacing with the hardware. Due to the 
constraint of contact hours and limited facilities such as laboratory and educational boards, the whole 
programming content of the syllabus cannot be implemented in the laboratory of Faculty of Electrical 
Engineering in Universiti Teknologi MARA Terengganu (FEE UiTMT). Hence, some parts of 
programming can be done informally by the students when they are off-campus by using MGTEK 
MiniIDE and HCS12 Simulator. It is expected that through frequent utilization of the simulator, the 
students can have better understanding of the programming flow. However, the supervision from 
lecturer is necessary in order to monitor the students’ progress by giving them assignments or online 
short quizzes based on the experiments within limited time frame. Laboratory manuals and short 
quizzes are provided online and can be accessed through i-Learn portal which is developed by UiTM 
for e-learning purposes. If the UiTM server is down, the students can still access the laboratory 
manual and short quizzes via yahoo groups and surveymonkey.com respectively. Even though the 
HCS12 simulator does not cover the interfacing part, it is beneficial to students for non-face-to-face 
contact hours to enhance their understanding in assembly language programming. 

Keywords— computer-aided engineering; HCS12 Simulator; engineering education 
© 2016 ICET 2016. All rights reserved 

1.0  INTRODUCTION 

It is believed that the computer-aided engineering 
(CAE) system started in 1955 for production 
engineering (Wheeler, 1984). Until 1960s, computers 
were only accessible by the industry, governments 
and universities (Gaonkar, 1988). In conjunction with 
the development of semiconductor technology and 
the graphic facilities, the interactive graphic system 
were marketed by using a small desktop 
minicomputer in the mid-1970s and one of the early 
system developers was Olivetti (Wheeler, 1984).  
Since 1980s, more powerful micro and minicomputers 

have been invented in line with the computer-aided 
design tools.  Currently, there are many computer 
software accessible online in many fields for instance 
electronics circuits diagram, control system, 
mathematical analysis, medical imaging, 
mechanical drawings and others. 

Since late 1970s, Microprocessor System course has 

become a compulsory subject for diploma and 

undergraduate level for electrical engineering 

students [1][2]. The course consists of three (3) main 

divisions: theoretical, programming and interfacing 

with the hardware. Microprocessor course generally 

consists of internal architecture, microcomputer 
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organization, microprocessor vs microcontroller-

based system and history of microprocessors. Specific 

selection of microprocessor chip in microprocessor 

course varies for different universities.   

There are some works which aim to improve the 

learning and teaching process for microprocessor 

course. A learning method of microprocessor 

architecture based on design and verification using 

functional simulation is proposed in [3]. This method 

aims to enhance the learning process by sparking 

interest among students through validation of 

microprocessor design in addition to studying the 

theoretical and practical parts of microprocessor 

architecture.  

Meanwhile, measurement based laboratory 

experiments are developed by LaMeres et al. Five 

learning objectives are used to evaluate the 

students’ level of understanding of microprocessor 

system. The method is also enhanced by augmenting 

the laboratory experiments with logic analyzer [4].     

On the other hand, Topaloglu and Gürdal develop a 

simulator tool specifically designed for teaching and 

learning microprocessor. The tool covers all necessary 

functions and features in experiments. The 

developed simulator has been receiving great 

response from the students as well as the educators. 

The simulator software is even favored compared to 

experimental sets. As a result, the students’ 

achievements are better than past years [5]. 

This paper highlights the implementation of 
simulation-based laboratory as alternative to address 
the constraint of contact hours and limited facilities 
such as laboratory and educational boards. Through 
this implementation, the programming part can be 
done by the students off-campus for self-study with 
minimal supervision. This paper consists of 4 sections: 
introduction, implementation, results and conclusions. 

2.0  IMPLEMENTATION 

Faculty of Electrical Engineering, UiTM Terengganu 

uses HCS12 which is a microcontroller-based system 

IC type in its taught Microprocessor subject. The 

subject starts with the theoretical content which can 

be normally conducted in the class, and then 

continues with the programming part which includes 

interfacing with the hardware. Interfacing with 

hardware is supposed to be conducted in the 

laboratory and involves use of educational boards. 

For the programming part without interfacing to the 

hardware, the syllabus is divided into few subtopics; 

directive assembler and addressing modes, data 

transfer, arithmetic and logic instructions, program 

loops and subroutines. Programming with interfacing 

to hardware is the final topic in the microprocessor 

system course.  

The simulator used for the course is MGTEK MiniIDE 

and SimHC12 as depicted in Figure 1. MGTEK MiniIDE 

is a tool for students and embedded software 

developers who write software in assembler for 

Motorola's 68HC11 and 68HC12 microcontroller. 

MiniIDE is an integrated development environment 

running under Windows XP or higher. This simulator is 

compatible with HCS12. SIMHCS12 is a simulator 

program for the Freescale/Motorola 68HC12. For the 

final course ECE365 Dragon 12 Plus 2 Board is used for 

interfacing to the hardware and to complete mini 

project. 

Figure 1 Graphical Interface of SimHC12 

Programming part without interfacing to hardware 

consists of four (4) main subtopics namely Directive 

Assembler and Addressing Modes, Data Transfer, 

Arithmetic and Logic Instructions and Program Loop 

and Subroutines. Each subtopic comes with 

laboratory experiments by using SimHC12 simulator. 

For the first laboratory experiment, students are not 

exposed to the simulator. However, students are 

encouraged to try using the simulator off-campus 

beforehand prior to the first laboratory session. All 

materials related to the experiment are given before 

the experiment and can be accessed via 

Blendspace as shown in Figure 2. Option 1 in Figure 2 

gives the link to the software required by the 

experiment while Option 2 and Option3 show the 

steps of using the simulator via blog and video. 

Figure 2 Blendspace webpage 
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However, a mechanism is required to ensure that the 

students make use of the simulator off-campus. This is 

done by giving pre-lab assignments to the students. 

These pre-lab assignments need to be completed 

during class session. For example, the Instructors or 

lecturers teach the first subtopic based on the first lab 

sheet in the class as a pre-lab. In the pre-lab, the 

result table should be filled in as shown in the 

example in Table 1. Students can check their pre-lab 

result through simulation easily. In addition to pre-lab 

assignments, students also need to submit each 

experiment’s report before the designated datelines. 

To utilize the e-learning approach, the students are 

also required to answer simple online quizzes 

individually. The main purpose of online quiz is to 

ensure every student has done the experiment and 

understand the concept of the programming. 

Table 1 Example of assignment 

CPU Register A B X Y SP 

Before 

execution 

LDX #$20FF 

INX 

LDY #$10AA 

INY 

LDAA #$EE 

LDAB #$CC 

DECA 

ABA 

LDS $902 

3.0  RESULTS 

To measure the effectiveness of implementation of 

simulation-based experiment, a preliminary survey 

was conducted on a group of 64 students in 2015. 

Based on the survey, 99% of students know how to 

use HCS12 MiniIDE and Simulator. The percentage of 

various levels of knowledge is shown in Figure 3.   

Figure 3 Students’ responses on knowledge to use simulator 

In term of supervision dependence, 35% of students 

strongly require supervision from lecturers for doing 

simulation experiment.  

Figure 4 indicates that approximately 96% of the 

students think that the simulator is either helpful or 

very helpful for them to understand the programming 

easily before proceeding to the interfacing part. 

Figure 4 Students’ responses on program flow 

understanding by using simulator 

4.0  CONCLUSION 

Indeed, hands-on content is very much needed in 
the process of teaching and learning in addition to 
theoretical content particularly in engineering 
subjects. This paper implements and explores the 
simulation-based teaching content as an alternative 
to laboratory experiments to address insufficient 
face-to-face contact hours and lack of laboratory 
equipment issues. Based on initial survey conducted, 
the students find this implementation helpful in terms 
of better understanding and grade achievements. In 
the future, this method will be enhanced based on 
students’ feedbacks and results. More structured 
surveys aimed for studying its impact and 
significance will also be conducted.  
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Graphical abstract Abstract 

A project-based learning strategy is proposed as a pedagogical tool for embedded 

system education, targeting to enhance the technical skills among the Electrical 

Engineering academicians. Embedded system design is essential to the electrical 

engineering industries. Therefore, the exposure to the design of embedded systems is 

essential and can be achieved through project-based approaches. This paper reports 

detailed description of the whole process of producing a mini transit car that has the ability 

to perform certain tasks given by the instructor. Arduino Simulation system has been used 

and embeds in Proteus Software to come out with an automation learning system.    

Keywords— Project-based learning; embedded system; Arduino; Proteus. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Many educators realize the urgency of education 

reform to respond to the current needs and future 

trends of the society. The need of re-engineering the 

curriculum required new approaches for designing 

the curriculum and active learning methods for 

encouraging students to be more creative. 

Responding to these calls for education reform, 

project-based learning (PBL) is known as one of the 

effective mean to obtain the problem-solving 

capability [1]. In a project-based learning 

environment, learners are not  only able to  synthesize 

and apply the knowledge gained from project-

based learning, but also able to exercise creativity  

and team  work  under the constraints given [2]. 

Exercising experiences of specific courses with 

emphasis on project-based learning have been 

reported in the literature [3-5]. 

Arduino is an open-source platform which is used for 

constructing and programming electronics devices 

and components [6]. Arduino has the ability to 

receive and send information to most devices, and 

even through the internet to command to the 

specific electronic device. Nowadays, Arduino is 

extensively used as a microcontroller due to its user 

friendly features [7]. Introducing the Arduino 

microcontroller to electrical engineering education 

might help improving interest to come out with 

electronics invention and innovation. Hence, it will 

greatly improve critical thinking and problem solving 

skills among the learners [8]. Proteus is powerful 

Electronics Design Automation (EDA) simulation 

software. It has wide range of device library and 

dynamic peripherals. The great virtual instrument 

leads to convenience for the simulation process [9]. 

By embedding Arduino Simulation System and 

Proteus software, project-based learning strategy 

and embedded system education are applied. This 

paper reports detailed description of the whole 

process of producing a mini transit car which has the 

ability to move forward or backwards from one 

station to another and stop automatically at the 

desired destination. The process involves few stages 

such as designing the circuit by using Proteus 

Software, program the Arduino (microcontroller), 

construction of the hardware (prototype) and testing 

the completed prototype. 
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 2.0 METHODOLOGY 

The process of producing a mini transit car is done 

based on Conceive, Design, Implement and 

Operate (CDIO) elements. It starts with Conceive 

element where among the tasks that is expected to 

be done are brainstorming activities, identify role and 

responsibilities of each designer and identify 

additional features to the designed car. This steps has 

given the opportunity to the designer to apply 

knowledge of circuit design, software (CAD and 

source code programming) and hardware 

(fabrication and working mechanisms). The project 

indirectly involves several knowledge domains of 

engineering, allowing the designer to see the 

relevance of knowledge and hands-on experience. 

The knowledge transfer process is achieved through 

a few sharing sessions between the designer and 

instructors. The instructor are chosen based on 

experience in the embedded system process. 

Among the tasks that need to be completed are 

schematic circuit design, writing the source code (C 

language) using Arduino compiler software, test the 

algorithms using Proteus software, circuit prototyping 

(Printed Circuit Board, PCB), field testing and 

troubleshooting. Generally, the overall project 

milestone for the program is illustrated as in Figure 1.  

Figure 1 Project Milestone 

Developing the mini transit car has six (6) major parts 

which are user input, power source, main-controller, 

sensor, motor controller and DC motor.  

A) User Input

To make the mini transit car to able to move forward 

or backwards from one station to another and stop 

automatically at the desired destination as instructed 

by the instructor, element of user input is needed. 

User is able to give instruction to the car by using 

developed source code which applied C 

programming basis in the Arduino software. The 

source code written in the Arduino software is then 

has been embedded into Proteus software as the 

instruction to the brain of the mini transit car. A part 

of the mentioned developed source code which 

comprise of the main function of the programming is 

shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 2 Part of Source Code (Main Function) 

B) Main Controller and Power Source

The main controller mimic as the brain of the mini 

transit car. Arduino Uno has been used as the 

microcontroller. Arduino Uno board has been 

developed from scratch by using few components 

such as Atmega328 IC, LM7805 (voltage regulator) 

IC, capacitors, terminal block, push button, female 

header, pin header, LED 5mm, resistors 330, male-

male jumper and USB Cable. As for power source for 

the microcontroller, 9V battery is used and voltage 

regulator regulates the voltage to 5V to be supplied 

to other ICs of Arduino Uno board. External power 

source (9V) also utilized in this project in order to 

supply the DC motors. To develop the Arduino Uno 

board, Proteus software has been used as the 

medium to do the simulation for the schematic 

design. PCB layout also could be obtained by 

transforming the simulation circuit to PCB layout 

which then undergo the process of etching, 

hardwiring and soldering. The schematic diagram of 

developed Arduino Uno board and voltage regulator 

are illustrated in Figure 3 and Figure 4 respectively. 

C) Sensor

Based on the condition of the testing track provided 

by the instructor, the best sensor to be used is the 

Light Dependent Resistor (LDR) Sensor. To develop 

the LDR sensor which is able sense the track, a 

combination of LDR, LED and resistor is used. 
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Figure 3 Schematic Diagram of Arduino Uno 

Figure 4 Schematic Diagram of Voltage Regulator 

The LDR sensor sense two conditions of car track 

which are white background and black background. 

The working principle of the LDR sensor is illustrated in 

Figure 5.  

Figure 5 Working Principles of LDR Sensor [10] 

D) Motor Controller and DC Motor

A standard motor driver based on the L298 IC as well 

as a pair of DC motor are utilized to drive the mini 

transit car. The main chassis of the mini transit car is 

shown in Figure 6. 

Figure 6 Main Chassis of Mini Transit Car 

3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The ability of the developed car is tested during 

evaluation day. Designer are required to listen to the 

instructions given by the instructor. The instructions 

containing the number of transit stations for the cars 

are given and designer are required to prepare the 

cars accordingly. The developed mini transit car has 

the ability to move forward, backward, detect and 

count the transit stations and stop at the desired 

destination as set by the designer based on 

instruction given by the instructor. The LDR sensor is 

successfully working to detect the light which 

referring to the color of the track (black and white), 

then sends the signal to the developed Arduino Uno 

board in order to control the movement of the mini 

transit car. The successfully developed mini transit car 

prototype is shown in Figure 7.  

Figure 7 Mini Transit Car on the Track 

Based on Entrance and Exit survey of the program, it 

can be concluded that most of the designers agree 

that project-based learning is more exciting and 

embedded system (i.e. Arduino software into Proteus 

software) give better understanding and lead 

towards creative and critical thinking especially in 

Electrical Engineering domain. 

4.0 CONCLUSION 

This paper reports detailed description of the whole 

embedded system process needed to produce a 

mini transit car which has the ability to perform 

certain tasks given by the instructor. CDIO elements 

are also successfully applied to develop and operate 

a mini transit car independently within time 

constraints and budget. Arduino Simulation system 

has been used and embeds in Proteus Software 

which results in an automation learning system. 

Consequently, the project learning based education 

and embedded system application into learning 

experiences has encourage few positive elements 

such as creative and critical thinking, problem solving 

skills and enhancing technical skills among the 

designer. Hence, the concept of project-based 
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learning and embedded system should be 

extensively applied into engineering education 

domain.    
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Graphical abstract Abstract 

The benefit of self-generation and robust solutions for emergency backup power has been 
the current trend research due to its low cost and reliable choice for portable power. A 
solar electric system is a readily available non-conventional type of energy. Combining 
solar photovoltaic with energy storage is poised to play a pivotal role in this shift towards 
energy empowerment. This paper proposed the usage of solar powered application for 
car battery power backup system during engine switch off. This system consists of solar 
panel and charge controller to automatically powered the car battery. The result proved 
the applicability of the proposed system, which provides almost equal performance of the 
battery charges during running engine.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Energy storage technologies are valuable 
components in most energy systems and could be 
an important tool in achieving a low-carbon future. 
These technologies allow for the decoupling of 
energy supply and demand, in essence providing a 
valuable resource to system operators. There are 
many cases where energy storage deployment is 
competitive or near competitive in today’s energy 
system. However, regulatory and market conditions 
are frequently ill equipped to compensate storage 
for the suite of services that it can provide. 
Furthermore, some technologies are still too 
expensive relative to other competing technologies  

Manufacturers are beginning to explore the benefits 
of self-generation and more robust solutions for 
emergency backup power for consumer purpose. 
Solar energy is a readily available non-conventional 
type of energy. The energy from sun is in the form of 
radiation. The intensity of solar radiation reaching 
earth’s surface is around 1369 watts per square meter 
[1]. A solar electric system is typically consists of solar 
panels, inverter, battery, charge controller, wirings 

and support structures. Sunlight is always varying and 
this varying form of sun’s energy is used to power the 
solar panels using the photovoltaic (PV) effect. 
Combining solar photovoltaic with energy storage of 
importance towards energy empowerment and the 
ongoing transition to more distribute and resilient 
power systems. With steadily dropping costs in both 
solar and energy storage technologies, it has 
become a viable and more reliable choice for 
emergency power.  

While solar storage may not be the perfect solution 
for every resilient power project, its versatility and 
scalability make it ideal for many facilities especially 
in modern consumer applications. Solar powered 
flasher for traffic systems had been proposed in [2]. 
The typical applications for solar flashers are in School 
Zone Beacons, 24-hour Hazard Beacons and High 
Water/Flash Flood Warning Systems. The evolution 
and techniques of harvesting renewable energy from 
the sun to power up portable devices such as mobile 
phones, tablets, notebooks and netbooks has been 
studied in [3]. 

This paper will highlight the usage of solar powered 
storage application for car battery power backup 
system during engine switch off. It takes a very large 
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amount of power to turn over an engine and start a 
car. The batteries are designed to give a big push of 
power and voltage for a short period of time. 

Common problem with the car battery is disuse. This 
happens when the car sit idle for a while without 
using it. If the car is not being run often, the battery 
will slowly drain over time and lost enough power to 
provide necessary voltage to the starter. 

2.0 METHODOLOGY 

The block diagram of the proposed system is shown 
in Figure 1.  The solar photovoltaic panel of 12v~24v 
DC was used in this project. 

Figure 1 Solar powered battery backup system 

The DC output voltage from solar photovoltaic panel 
was connected to the charge controller. This part 
plays an important role to regulate the output DC 
voltage at 12V. The output voltage from the charge 
controller will then be supplied to the car battery if it 
detects the voltage drop below than 12V.  

The charge controller will automatically cut off the 
supply whenever it exceeds 13V.  

The proposed system is shown in Figure 2. 

(a)

(b) 

(c) 
Figure 2  Solar powered car battery power backup; a) 

Front view; b) Rear view; c) Finished product 

As shown in Figure 2(a), the proposed system is 
equipped with the input and output voltage display 
for monitoring purpose.  An adjustable output 
voltage function is also added to control the required 
output voltage. This will determine the voltage cut off 
to the car battery. 

3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The performance of the proposed system was 
evaluated on different types of car’s manufacturers. 
Battery performance with and without solar powered 
backup were measured for 10 days recorded at a 
specific time every day.  

From Figure 3, the voltage dropped to 8-10V on the 
tenth day, with the highest drop recorded for Car 
Type A. However, the result shown a significant 
increment of voltage when the solar powered 
backup system was used. As shown in Figure 4, the 
voltage maintained at 13V on the tenth days of 
disuse.  

The voltage dropped to less than 12V on the third 
day of disuse for all types of cars except for Car Type 
A and B, which started to decrease on the second 
day. 

The result proof the performance of the proposed 
system is similar as when the engine starts. When the 
engine is running, the alternator takes over to 
recharge the battery up to 14V. 

Solar Panel 
(24V) 

 Charge 
Controller 

Car 
Battery 
(12V) 
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Figure 3 Voltage measured at battery without solar 
powered backup 

Figure 4 Voltage measured at battery with solar powered 
backup 

4.0 CONCLUSION 

The usage of solar powered for car battery power 
backup was studied in this paper. This application is 
especially critical during engine switch off or car 
disuse which may shortened the battery lifetime and 
cause of insufficient power during start up.   

The result shows a promising future for the proposed 
system with its performance similar to the battery 
charges during running engine. 
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Abstract 

This document is a project to the design of panel that capable user to monitor the current 
that pass through and use by load. The purpose for this project is to measure current flow 
during normal and fault current each load and to analyses how long battery (back-up source 
for monitoring panel) can help to bear up the panel for displaying while there’s no source 
from power supply. This project also can implement to the load in industries. After that, if the 
values of current become very low or tripping occur on MCB (Miniature Circuit Breaker) the 
project will give alarm signal by using buzzer. Moreover, the project also displays the value of 
current of load that has been tested. The project has been tested for each load for 3 times to 
get the average measurement of reading. The loads that have been tested are hairdryer, 
iron, and vacuum and water heater. Besides that, the project also will display either the 
current are in normal condition or fault condition of each load. The goal of this project are to 
get the fault current 0.00 A. What can be achieved from this project the fault current that can 
be determine is 0.10 A. This is will be make consumer not waste their time to troubleshooting of 
load. 

© 2016 ICET 2016. All rights reserved 

1.0  INTRODUCTION 

This project is referring to the design of panel that 
capable user to monitor the current that pass 
through and use by load. Implementation of this 
project is tested by home electrical utilities with that 
use high value of ampere. After that, if the values of 
current become very low or tripping occur on MCB 
the project will give alarm signal by using buzzer. 
Moreover, the project also displays the value of 
current. Besides that, the project also will display 
either the current are in normal condition or fault 
condition of each load which is have connected to 
the MCB 1 to the Load 1and MCB 2 to the Load 
2.Furthermore, the project use Arduino UNO as 
microcontroller that receive signal from current 
sensor(ACS-712-20A) to display current. All form of 
signal also will be decided either the current are in 
normal condition or fault condition. Moreover, it also 
gives high signal to buzzer to buzzing. The Distribution 
Board(DB), refers to an equipment which consists of 
bus bars, and possible switches, fuse links and 
automatic protective equipment for controlling 
connecting, controlling and protecting a number of 

branch circuits fed from one main circuit of a wiring 
installation in a building or premises for easy and safe 
handling of incoming power supply. These are also 
used to protect the electrical distribution system in 
turn connected electrical equipment from being 
damaged due to various faults like short circuit, over 
load or earth leakage. This project is about to monitor 
current on load by using ACS-712-20A Current Sensor 
module interfacing with Arduino UNO. It will be used 
to identify the state of the presenting of current, to 
measure the current and stating either there are fault 
current or normal current. In this project, the 
diagnosis of this project is to develop a device that 
could be installed in a residential application. The 
output of current signature data will be collected on 
output display (LCD). 

2.0  METHODOLOGY 

This project has two sources for the load that will be 
test (Load 1 and Load 2). For the MCB 1 and MCB 2, 
there are source for the load. The load that will be 
use is a socket.  For Load 1 (the hairdryer 240V, 50Hz 

mailto:ammarhusaini@tatiuc.edu.my
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& 1800W). Current sensor will be installing at live wire 
between  MCB and socket plug. The live wire will be 
cut to give input of current wave to the current 
sensor. This also will be practice for the Load 2(the 
water heater 240V, 50Hz & 2200W). The current sensor 
will be connecting to the arduino that act as 
microcontroller for analyse and measure the input 
from the current sensors. The arduino also connect to 
the LCD display for displaying the result of the 
project. The Arduino use source from socket with 
using power adapter. For the Arduino and LCD 
display it will be use back-up source which is use from 
Rechargeable Battery 5V DC. The battery will 
connect to the relay. The relay will cut-off when the 
battery is charged and the arduino and lcd display 
use direct supply from power supply. While there’s 
got sourcing from power line the battery are not use, 
but when the tripping occur either from MCB 4 or 
Main Switch the Arduino still operate and the LCD still 
display for the load just for a   while. After got 
sourcing back, the battery will be charged back. 

Table 1 The Materials of Project 

No. Parameters Capability Values 
1 Current Sensor ACS712-20A 2 
2 Arduino UNO 6 analog input 
3 Relay Switch 6V – 24V 
4 Rechargeable Battery 4.5 Ah 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Power Adapter 
Miniature Circuit Breaker 
Earth Leakage Circuit Breaker 
Main Switch 

5V 2A 
20A 
32A 
32A 

Figure 1 Smart Panel Monitoring Current are installed on 
basic home installation  

Table 2 List of Smart Panel Monitoring Current are installed
on basic home installation 

No. Component 
1 Smart panel monitoring panel 
2 Distribution board 

3 Socket for load 1 
4 
5 

Socket for load 2 
Socket for load power adapter 

Figure 2 Components of Smart Monitoring Current 

Table 3 List Of Components of Smart Monitoring Current

No. Component 
6 Current Sensor for load 1 
7 Current sensor for load  2 
8 Arduino UNO 
9 Rechargeable Battery 
10 
11 
12 

Buzer 
Relay switch 
Switch 

3.0  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The overall result shows that the theoretical result is 
higher than measured value. It also shows that the 
power consumption is directly proportional to the 
current and voltage. The terms are proven by using 
formula P = IV. It has been proven that while if power 
consumption that need for the load, it also will make 
the current that will be use also become increase. 
The result also shows that the smart panel are given 
the value similar reading of clamp meter. The 
different value between clamp meter and smart 
panel only 0.02 A. There are very small different to 
argue. Moreover, the smart panel give higher than 
clamp meter. The percentages of that accuracy of 
smart panel are 99.77%. It is very precise and 
accurate to measure the value of current. Only 0.23% 
less than to be 100% that me accurate and precise 
same as clamp meter. The factor that contributes to 
the reading is clamping meter also show different 
reading if we give contact to it whiles it in measuring 
load. To find better condition for clamp meter are to 
difficult. Otherwise, it different if to compare with 
current sensor, because the current sensor installed 
through life wire. There no contact that will give 
parallel error the reading. 

1 

2 3 

4 

5 

7 

6 

10 

8 

12 

11 

9 
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Table 4 Bar Chart for all load 

The result shows that, the battery is decreasing 0.05 V 
per 30 minutes and 0.10 V per hour. This also shows 
that the smart panel will be back up source for long 
time. The result shows that overall analysis of the 
rechargeable battery can bear up the smart panel 
for very long time. It can bear up the panel if no 
source from power supply adapter for almost 20 
hours within almost one full day. This is proven that 
back up source is need for supply the panel. 

Table 5 Result of Back-Up source To Bear Up The Smart Panel 

Time taken to 
bear up panel 

  Balance voltage of battery 

1 hour 
2 hour 
3 hour 
4 hour 
5 hour 
6 hour 
7 hour 
8 hour 
9 hour 
10 hour 
11 hour 
12 hour 
13 hour 
14 hour 
15 hour 
16 hour 
17 hour 
18 hour 
19 hour 

   6.85 V 
       6.75 V 
       6.65 V 
       6.55 V 
       6.45 V 
       6.35V 
       6.25 V 
       6.15 V 
       6.05 V 
       5.95 V 
       5.85 V 
       5.75 V 
       5.65 V 
      5.55 V 
      5.45 V 
      5.35 V 
     5.25V 
      5.15 V 
      5.05 V 

For the theoretical calculation, it use the equation 
that have been found such as below : 

Times To Bear Up = Rechargeable Battery Capacity X 
[0.8(about 20% loss ) /Arduino UNO Input Voltage      

Times To Bear Up = 4,500 mAh X [0.8 / 50 mAh] 

 = 70 hours 

The theoretical value shows that the rechargeable 
battery wil give 70 hours to bear up the panel. From 
the results that have been measured, the 
rechargeable battery only can bear up the smart 
panel only for 20 hours only. The theoretical values 
that have been got it is calculate from full of voltage 
for rechargeable battery utill to 0 V power of battery. 
But the arduino will turn off if the voltage of battery is 
low than 5 V. This is proving the theoretical results are 
not valid to use either measured value. 

4.0  CONCLUSION 

From the result that have been collected, the Smart 
Panel Monitoring Current have 99.77% accurately 
and precisely to detect and measure the current 
pass through it. The current sensors already choose 
are the highest sensitivity sensor. Besides that, the 
rechargeable battery also proven to bear up the 
project that have already tested that it will be back 
up source to the project for almost 70 hours. T is very 
for long time. 
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Graphical abstract Abstract 

This paper presents preliminary assessment of thermoelectric generator and thermoelectric 
cool box performances, two main components for a heat driven thermoelectric cooling 
device. A cooling device is relevant to food preservation process in area with no electric 
supply.  In this work, the thermoelectric generator received heat from grill or butane stove. 
The cooling test of thermoelectric cool box used external electric supply. The rate of 
temperature rise of air inside the box was recorded after the supply was turned off. The 
voltage generated by the thermoelectric generator was proportional to the temperature 
difference between the module surfaces, with average generating capacity of 90 oC/volt. 
To date, the highest electric power produced by the thermoelectric generator was 14 
Watt. This thermoelectric cool box had the characteristic time of ~ 500 seconds for both 
tests. A method to combine the thermoelectric generator and cooler box was proposed. 

Keywords—thermoelectric, refrigeration, power generation 
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1.0  INTRODUCTION 

Refrigeration is a necessity in human’s life, particularly 
for preservation of food. The shelf life of food can be 
prolonged by storing them at a lower temperature 
[1]. In remote or rural area, keeping food at this low 
temperature is a challenge. Use of vapour 
compression refrigerator is very unlikely due to limited 
or no supply of electricity. Solar refrigeration could be 
an option [2] in food preservation. For instance, 
adsorption refrigeration system has a potential as 
one of the heat driven refrigeration system, which do 
not requires electricity in its operation [3]. However, 
solar refrigeration is only working in the presence of 
solar radiation if it has no thermal energy storage 
system. During night or rainy season, it is very unlikely 
for this system to work as intended. Another 
alternative method in producing cooling effect is 
using thermoelectric module, a solid state heat 
pump. Although the cooling capacity of such a 
system is very low (in order of ~50 W), this capacity is 
sufficient to maintain a low temperature inside a 
properly insulated cool box. Furthermore, a 
thermoelectric module can be driven by electricity 

generated by a thermoelectric generator that utilizes 
heat from combustion of biomass or other fuels. 

Thermoelectric module is a device that consists of n-
type and p-type semiconductor materials. These 
semiconductor materials are placed between two 
thin layers of ceramic, connected thermally in 
parallel and electrically in series. Thermoelectric 
module has capability to produce cooling or heating 
effect which enables it to acts as a temperature 
control device once integrated with electrical 
circuits and control algorithms[4]. A properly 
calibrated module has an ability to meter the heat 
flow at both of its surfaces. Combinations in use of 
thermoelectric module as heat pump, temperature 
controller and heat metering device is available in 
[5]. Thermoelectric self-cooling device can improve 
the cooling power, or increase heat dissipations from 
electronics devices [6]. The module elevates the 
temperature difference between heat sink and 
surrounding fluid; indirectly increase the rate of heat 
removal. This application shows the ability of 
thermoelectric module in enhancing performance of 
a cooler. Recent development uses transverse 
thermoelectric devices as a heat pump [7]. The 
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shape of this module reduces the required space for 
a given capacity.  

Thermoelectric elements are also commercially 
available as thermoelectric generator, a module that 
has optimized geometry for generating electric 
power when its surfaces are maintained at different 
temperatures. The heat source used to generate 
electricity usually obtained from the automobile 
exhaust [8], pipe carrying hot fluid [9] or solar energy 
[10]. Electricity generated could be used to power 
suitable appliances. It could be useful to use this 
electricity as a power source to drive a 
thermoelectric cooler, which may be useful for 
application in area with no electricity supply. 

To date, there is no attempt in using the 
thermoelectric cooler that is driven by electricity 
generated by thermoelectric generator. This paper 
presents the magnitude of voltage and electric 
power produced by the thermoelectric generator, 
obtained through experiments. Preliminary tests on 
the cool box performance are presented. A 
conceptual design of heat driven thermoelectric 
cool box is also discussed. 

2.0  METHODOLOGY 

This section presents the experiments on 
thermoelectric power generator and performance 
assessment of the cool box. 

2.1 ASSESMENT OF THERMOELECTRIC 
GENERATOR PERFORMANCE 

A thermoelectric module (TEM-22W-7V56S) was used 
as the electric generator. It was located between 
heat source and heat sink. The heat source was grill 
(Figure 1(a)) or butane stove (Figure 1(b)). Natural 
convection heat sink was used to dissipate heat to 
surrounding. Type K thermocouples (uncertainty of 
0.5 K) were used to measure the temperature of 
thermoelectric surfaces. A multimeter was used to 
measure the voltage produced by the module. 
In all tests, the initial temperature of thermoelectric 
generator system was at ambient temperature. Then, 
the generator was placed close to the heat source. 
Throughout the tests, the surface temperatures and 
voltage produced by the module was manually 
recorded. Figure 2 shows the test for thermoelectric 
generator incorporated to a grill. 

2.2 ASSESMENT OF THERMOELECTRIC 
COOLER PERFORMANCE 

The cool box (Figure 3) was made from expanded 
polystyrene with the thickness of 3 cm. Its internal 
dimension was 30 cm x 25 cm x 25 cm. A two-stage 
thermoelectric cooler with the maximum cooling 
capacity of ~ 40 Watt was used as the heat pump. 
An AC-DC converter was used to supply 6 V and 2 
Ampere direct current to the module. At the outer 

side of the box, a 8 cm x 8 cm x 4cm heat sink was 
used. A smaller 4 cm x 4 cm x 2 cm heat sink was 
used at the internal side of the box. These heat sinks 
were in contact with the thermoelectric module. 
Type K thermocouples were placed at the top, 
middle and bottom of the cool box. 
Two tests were carried out; the cooling and insulation 
assessment of the cool box. For the cooling test, the 
initial temperatures inside the cool box were almost 
equal to ambient temperature. The thermostat was 
set to 2 oC. For the insulation performance test, the 
cold air was retained inside the box. The 
thermoelectric was turned to off-mode and 
temperatures at the top, bottom and middle of the 
box were recorded.  

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 1 (a) Grill with natural convection heat sink(left) and (b) 
butane stove with thermoelectric power generation system 

Figure 2 A thermoelectric generator with heat source from grill 
during the test using charcoal as heat source 
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Figure 3 A thermoelectric cool box with thermostatic controller 
and AC-DC converter (grey box on the left) 

3.0  RESULTS 

This section reports the finding on power generated 
by thermoelectric module and the performance of 
the cool box. 

3.1 PERFORMANCE OF THERMOELECTRIC 
POWER GENERATOR 

Figure 4 shows the magnitude of voltage generated 
by the thermoelectric module. It can be seen that 
the magnitude of voltage is proportional to the 
temperature difference between two surfaces of 
thermoelectric module. The highest heat source in 
the tests was at 430 oC. In average, the 
thermoelectric power generator system had the 
performance of 90oC/Volt, almost half of the rated 
capacity given in manufacturer data sheet. As in 
Figure 5, the electric power produced was increased 
in quadratic pattern, as the temperature difference 
increased. The electric power produced by the 
module can reached 14 Watt. 

Figure 4 Voltage produced by thermoelectric generator 

Figure 5 Electric power generated by thermoelectric 
generator 

3.2 PERFORMANCE OF THERMOELECTRIC 
COOL BOX 

Figure 6 shows the temperature cooling curves at 
various positions inside the cool box. The temperature 
at the top of cool box is the lowest after the 
thermoelectric module was turned on because cold 
air is directly blown onto the top part of this box. The 
bottom part had the highest temperature, because it 
was the furthest spot from the module. Cooling was 
achieved through the movement of cold air from the 
top to bottom, dominated by difference in density of 
air. The average time constant of cooling curves was 
~ 500 second. 
The temperature curves inside the cool box after the 
supply to the module was turned off is shown in 
Figure 7. In this test, the characteristic time for 
temperature increase was ~ 500 seconds, similar to 
the cooling curves. The top part of cool box had the 
highest temperature, followed by the bottom and 
middle parts. This may be due to the characteristic of 
air, where warmer air with lower density is moving 
upwards.  

Figure 6 Temperature curves in cooling test. The module was 
turned on at time=400 seconds 
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Figure 7 Temperature curves in test to assess the performance 
of insulation of the cool box. The module was turned off at 

time=100 seconds 

4.0 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF HEAT DRIVEN 
THERMOELECTRIC COOL BOX 

Figure 8 shows the proposed design of a 
thermoelectric cooler driven by a thermoelectric 
generator. The thermoelectric generator receives 
heat from any heat source and dissipates heat to 
surrounding air through a heat sink. To increase the 
voltage of electricity supply to the thermoelectric 
cooler (load in Figure 8), a buck booster circuit could 
be used. Alternatively, the thermoelectric generator 
could be connected directly to thermoelectric 
cooler. However, this method will be tested in near 
future.  

Figure 8 The components of heat driven thermoelectric cooler 
consist of thermoelectric generator (20), heat source (30), 
heat sink (40), buck booster circuit(50) and thermoelectric 

cool box (60) 

5.0  CONCLUSION 

A thermoelectric cool box and a thermoelectric 
generator, constituents of the proposed heat driven 

cool box were tested. The performance of 
thermoelectric generator was 90oC/Volt and 14 Watt 
was produced for the temperature difference of 350 
oC. The thermoelectric cool box had the 
characteristic time of ~500 seconds. It can be 
concluded that the proposed heat driven 
thermoelectric cool box is worth for further 
investigation. Future work is on testing the 
performance of thermoelectric cool box driven by 
the thermoelectric generator.  
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Graphical abstract Abstract 

The monitoring system is needed to observe changes in the voltage of supercapacitor 
module and cells so that their performance can be assessed. A multichannel data 
acquisition system was needed to implement because a module of supercapacitor 
consists of several individual cells. The system can be implemented in a computer program 
using data acquisition board and computer programming. The computer program acts as 
computer and user interface was created by using Labview symbolic programming 
software, while the data acquisition board was Labjack. The test showed that the 
monitoring system can receive eight channel of input signal (voltage) of the module and 
cells simultaneously. The voltage of the module which has a wider range, 0-20 volts, rather 
than the normal input, 0 to 2.44 volts, can be overcome by adding a voltage divider 
circuit.
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1.0  INTRODUCTION 
Data acquisition is a process used to collect 

information to document or analyze some 
phenomena [1]. A simple example of data 
acquisition system is logging the temperature of an 
oven on a piece of paper. As technology move 
forward, this type of process has been simplified and 
made more accurate, versatile and reliable through 
electronic equipment [2].  A multichannel from single 
data acquisition system has been built which is 
connected to a computer in the same way as any 
other equipment for example scanner and printer [3], 
[4]. This system can be used to monitoring special 
events, tasks and devices, just like as in 
supercapacitor module and its cells [5].  

Supercapacitor (SC) has become important 
device as power support in electric vehicles or and in 
renewable energy systems [6]. SC has longer life time 
and faster in charge time compare to battery [7]. 
However, module with two or more SCs suffered 
imbalanced voltage distribution [8], [9]. Some SCs will 

have an overvoltage that will  be associated with the 
decrease of the lifetime. For the other SCs, the 
maximum voltage will be undervoltage therefore the 
energy storage in SCs will not be at its maximum 
level. A SC with a low capacitance has shorter 
charging time and, thus, reaches its maximum 
voltage faster than SC with high capacitance. Such 
a situation would not be required, because it would 
cause damage to the module. To avoid damaging, 
voltage equalization/stabilization component have 
to be employed in each cells [10]. The other problem 
is  in the making of the electrode, the precursors are 
derived from various carbon materials so that the SC 
has a diverse electrical properties [11]. Considering 
the two problems, therefore, a multichannel 
monitoring system is needed in efforts to study the 
properties of SC cell or to develop module of SC with 
maximum performance.  

The application of supercapacitor is mostly 
affected by capacitance, voltage and internal 
resistance in both  alternating  and  direct  current. 
These factors can  give  a  robust  valuation  of 
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electrochemical  supercapacitor  performance. In 
many cases, it would be more important to know 
characteristic of individual supercapacitor in various 
operative conditions  and various 
electrical/electronic devices. A simple data 
acquisition system can be used in order to study 
supercapacitor character. The basic needs for build 
acquisition system in supercapacitor application are 
multi-channel monitoring, automatic control, high 
accuracy, fast data processing [12]. 

The monitoring system was implemented 
through the computer, and the obtained data are 
stored in the computer memory, plotted on the 
screen and recorded on the disk as a file. The file 
data are available for offline processing. The main 
part of the monitoring system is data acquisition 
board, i.e. Labjack. Information about the 
applications of Labjack in acquiring data can be 
found in some papers [13]–[15] That can be received 
signal as voltage, i.e. 0 – 2.44 volt with 4 – 500 mA of 
current. 

The complexity of the method demands the 
setup a simultaneous control or monitoring of various 
devices, and much time must also be devoted to 
post-data treatment and analysis. The development 
of this method for its application as a standard tool in 
electrochemical research and development, 
Therefore, LabVIEW was used to overcome these 
difficulties and needs. LabVIEW is a general purpose 
programming environment with high level 
programming languange [16] and has been 
established in electrochemical research as a control, 
data acquisition and analysis software [17]. In this 
paper, we present a description of the construction 
of multichannel monitoring system to investigate the 
supercapacitor cells and module using LabVIEW. The 
setup allows the data acquisition board, Labjack to 
be probed simultaneously charge and discharge 
rate of supercapacitor. 

2.0  METHODOLOGY 

2.1. Hardware description 
Intel Pentium i3 PC was used for monitoring 

interface and part of data acquisition system. 
Synchronizing between digital and analog signal was 
provided by DAQ board (Labjack U3-LV). The DAQ 
board can be interfaced to PC by using USB hub 
providing   multiple I/O channels, i.e. 8 flexible I/O 
(digital input, digital output, or analog input), 4 digital 
I/O channels, 2 counter/timers channels and 2 
channels 10-Bit analog outputs. The circuit works at 
low–level current signal ranging from 4 to 100mA and 
low voltage ranging from 0 to 2.44 volt. 

2.2. Software description 
The software platform for predicted 

measurement methods was National Instruments 
LabVIEW 8.5 package, which is regarded as a high 
standard in the area of modern virtual instruments. 

LabVIEW is based on the principles of virtual 
instruments with the graphical user interface. 
Graphical user interface has two windows (a) Front 
panel for process control and monitoring (b) 
Application diagram (block diagram) which presents 
used virtual instruments, relations between them, the 
course of signals and error detection. In LabVIEW, 
one builds a user interface by using a set of tools and 
objects. The user interface is known as the front 
panel. One then add code using graphical 
representations of functions to control the front panel 
objects. The block diagram contains this code. As an 
example, the Block Diagrams as well as Front Panels 
has been showed for the characteristic 
electrochemical methods. The data acquisition 
program allows adjusting the values of the operation 
parameters, i.e. reading speed, plotting the voltage 
and saving the data.  

Figure 1. The Interface Programming for Monitoring 
Voltage of SC Module and Cells that 
acquired by using Labjack Data Acquisition 
Board 

3.0  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In designing the system, the monitoring 

interface was made in such way to resemble the 
actual user-friendly instrument. The programs 
interface designed to do the following: 1) initialize 
USB communication port as the input voltage of the 
power supply; 2) read the data from the power 
supply, SC module and cells; 3) featured the data 
presentation in graphical form; 4) set the sampling 
time; 6) store the data from the measurements in .ssv 
(space separator value) format. Figure 1 and 2 show 
the program and the interface were used to acquire 
the data.  

Monitoring system for supercapacitor data 
acquisition is a very important factor to solve the task 
of system optimization for particular application. The 
main feature of the supercapacitor data acquisition 
system is necessity to  the numerous measurement 
signals. This is because the supercapacitors are 
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passive components that do not create their own 
signals, which can be perceptible by sensors. In fact 
the supercapacitor data acquisition system should 
create the independent influences on each data 
acquisition channel and then collect the individual 
responses from each supercapacitor. 

One of special problem in developing and 
applying SC is  complexity of making the module 
from SC cells and it is much harder to connect SCs 
compare than batteries because of the 
characteristics of electrode precursors [18]. In 
general, individual cell of SC has bias voltage about 
2.5 volts. If the power supply gives 25 volts to simulate 
the factual voltage to the module.  Therefore, it 
needs serial and parallel connection in order to 
match with given voltage. The module needs extra 
components in order to work best and to have 
longer lifetime. In the other hand, the normal input 
range for a low voltage channel on the U3 is about 0-
2.44 volts. 

Figure 2. The Interface for Monitoring Voltage Input 
from SC Module and Cells 

The easiest way to handle larger voltages is 
often by using voltage divider circuit (Figure 3), which 
is a two channel buffered divider module that plugs 
into the U3 screw-terminals.This divider is easily 
implemented by putting a resistor (R1) in series with 
the signal wire, and placing a second resistor (R2) 
from the AIN (analog) terminal to a GND (ground) 
terminal. To maintain specified analog input 
performance, R1 should not exceed the values 
specified in Labjack manual, so R1 can generally be 
fixed at the max recommended value and R2 can 
be adjusted for the desired attenuation.The divide by 
2 configuration where R1 = R2 = 10 kohm (max source 
impedance limit for low-voltage channels), presents 
a 20 kohm load to the source, meaning that a 5 volt 
signal will have to be able to source/sink up to +250 
µA. Some signal sources might require a load with 
higher resistance, in which case a buffer should be 
used. Labjack is then ready for use in monitoring the 
data from the SC module. 

Figure 3. Voltage Divider Circuit for Reading 0 – 20 
volts Input from SC Module and Cells 

Figure 4. Screenshot of Program Interface while 
Receiving Simulated Data from Signal 
Generator 

Labjack digital input test was done by 
receiving saw tooth signal from the signal generator. 
The output signal generator which was on the probe 
connected to the Labjack seven analog input ports 
AIN0-AIN6. The other one input port was gain ten 
times to give simulated data of 20 volts. After the 
output of the signal generator was monitored by 
Labjack, then in LabVIEW to record digital data that 
has been issued by the signal generator.The provision 
of digital data will be compared to LabVIEW 
between a given frequency signal generator with a 
frequency that is captured by LabVIEW. From digital 
input test results will be obtained Labjack digital input 
with a maximum frequency of how that can be 
acquired by Labjack this alternative. Testing was 
done by giving the variation frequency of the signal 
box to Labjack and displayed by LabVIEW, given the 
variation was 1Hz and above. The results showed that 
the monitoring system was done well in monitoring 
eight giving signals (voltages). Figure 4 shows the 
input test of monitoring test. 
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Figure 5. The content and structure of data log file 
generated by the monitoring software 

The logged data can be analyzed and 
represented in different forms. In the similar way 
graphical representation of other logged parameters 
are also displayed like current with time, array 
voltage data versus time, discharging versus time. 
Figure 6 shows graphical representation of module 
and cell voltage versus time. 

Figure 6. Representation of voltage changes as 
function of time  in SC module and each 
cells during charging discharging 
process.   

All these logged data are recorded in the 
tabular form also which can be seen when log 
button is clicked. The data can be recorded in csv or 
txt format. Following parameters are recorded with 
actual date and time, seven channels for cells 
voltage, one channel for module voltage. The 
update rate of these data depends upon the time 
set in milliseconds. The content and structure of data 
log file can be is shown in Figure 5. 

4.0  CONCLUSION 
Multichannel monitoring used to evaluate 

voltage changes that occur in supercapacitor 
module and cells can be built using Labjack data 
acquisition board and Labview programming 
language. 
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